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A b strac t
This work focuses on real and apparent singularities within a geometric setup: As­
sume the existence of a coordinate chart U which is divided into two disconnected 
sets V  and U \ ( V ö V )  for a hypersurface V.  Further assume tha t in V, there ex­
ists a Lorentz metric g which in its given coordinate representation is inextendible 
at V.  Let the components of g in such coordinates be denoted by (<7a6 ) a 1&=i,...,m* 
There are two fundamental reasons why an obstruction to extendibility might oc­
cur. On the one hand, some of the component functions g a b may not be smoothly 
extendible beyond V.  While on the other hand, det ((<7a& )a,6=i,. . . ,m ) may vanish at 
V  even if all the component functions gab admit smooth extensions. Parts I and II 
of this report investigate in detail the character of these two types of obstructions.
In Part I we will study one of the simplest non-trivial families of spacetimes, 
namely static, spherically symmetric spacetimes. In the representation of (£, r, 0, </>) 
coordinates, r describes the area-radius of the spheres of symmetry and t the curve 
param eter of the integral curves of the timelike Killing field. These coordinates 
however may not give maximal extensions. For physically reasonable m atter mod­
els, we will look for conditions which give the existence of extensions. In this 
analysis, we will restrict ourselves to a certain class of metric coefficients which in­
cludes all analytic functions. At the end, we will present a classification of all such 
spacetimes in terms of C -extendibility. As an example the r — 2m  singularity of 
Schwarzschild spacetime appears as a special case of our analysis.
In Part II we will study a class of geometrically prescribed singularities. Con­
tained within the m athem atical framework of our geometric construction lies the
generalisation of two physically distinct theories. They are the theory of cosmo­
logical signature type change and the theory of shell crossing singularities. In our 
setting, shell crossing singularities see a generalisation away from spherical sym­
metry. We investigate pregeodesics which intersect the singularity transversely 
and prove the existence of coordinates which are specially adapted to the singu­
larity. These coordinates are used to investigate the physical attributes of the 
singularities. Along the way, questions such as curvature strength and the valid­
ity of energy conditions are addressed. A definition of strong cosmic censorship 
is given, along with conditions for censorship. As applications of this geometric 
theory, we will show that shell (crossing) singularities are at variance with a new 
energy condition - the uniform energy condition. We will also show that for perfect 
fluid shell singularities, the energy density always exists as a spacetime average. 
This result strengthens the support for cosmic censorship. In another application 
we will prove that smooth, signature type changing spacetimes are non-singular 
at the surface of signature change provided the dominant energy condition holds.
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G eneral In tro d u c tio n
Perhaps one of the most dramatic and intriguing features of General Relativity 
is that it is a theory which seemed to foretell its own downfall. Shortly after 
Einstein published his general theory of relativity in 1915, it became clear that 
singular states would develop even for the simplest space-time models. In 1916, 
Schwarzschild presented the metric describing the external geometry of an isolated 
spherically symmetric star of total mass m:
d s2 = — ( 1 — d t2 + -— — -—f r2(d 62 + sin2 0 d </>2).
V r J 1 — 2m / r
Two singularities seemed to be present in the metric, one at r — 0 and another at 
r = 2m. The singularity at r = 0 (which has its analogue in Newtonian physics) 
did not raise much concern, but the singularity at r = 2m did leave investigators for 
a time rather perplexed. However it was later shown that the r = 2m singularity 
was merely an artifact of the chosen coordinate representation and not actually 
a physical singularity of the spacetime structure. It was then realised that the 
original Schwarzschild coordinates which implicitly incorporated a perceived split 
of spacetime into time and space was after all an inherently ill conceived choice.
The dawn of the first singularity theorem of Penrose in 1965 marked the be­
ginning of a new period in the understanding and growth in General Relativity. 
The rigorous treatment of Penrose’s work left no doubt that singularities are true 
generic features of classical relativity theory. In particular, the r = 0 singularity of 
Schwarzschild spacetime — a place of infinite density and infinite curvature — was
1
2not an artifact of spherical symmetry. By the arrival of the Hawking-Penrose sin­
gularity theorem in 1970, it was clear tha t the subject of singularities had captured 
an impressive collection of scientific minds and a host of questions then surfaced. 
In the ensuing years the emphasis shifted from one of proving existence, to th a t of 
understanding the nature of the singularities. How could one distinguish between 
singularities which are real and presented obstructions to C fc-extendibility, from 
those which are merely artifacts of the coordinate representation? Quite early in 
the piece, Eddington exclaimed “It is impossible to know whether to blame the 
world structure or the coordinate system” . For those genuine singularities such as 
the r = 0 singularity described above, it remained to determine what its influences 
were on its surrounding spacetime geometry, i.e. its global structure (c.f. [TCE80] 
for a historical treatise).
In order to define a m athem atical framework to address these problems, in this 
work we have assumed the existence of a coordinate chart U which is divided into 
two disconnected sets V  and U \  (V  U V) for a hypersurface V . We have further 
assumed that in V, there exists a Lorentz metric g which in its given coordinate 
representation is inextendible at V. The components of g in such coordinates are 
denoted by (gab)a,b=i,...1m■ There are three fundamental reasons why an obstruction 
to extendibility might occur:
(i) some of the component functions gab may diverge as V  is approached, or
(ii) some of the component functions gab may not be smoothly extendible beyond 
T>, or
(iii) det ((gab)a,b=i,...,m) may vanish at V  even if all the component functions gab 
admit smooth extensions.
A strategic approach to investigating singularities lies, at least from physical in tu­
ition, in exploring the twin questions of energy conditions and curvature strength. 
However, one should expect tha t finding a definitive answer in full generality may
3be an intractable task. A first step nevertheless would be to study the two extreme 
cases whose characteristics are described below.
In Part I we will study one of the simplest non-trivial families of spacetimes, 
namely static, spherically symmetric spacetimes. In this case the nature of all 
curvature singularities is explicitly known because of the high degree of symmetry. 
Consequently it is interesting to consider obstructions to extendibility of the sort 
described in case (i). Since our interest lies principally in cases where spacetime 
curvature remains bounded, the question which naturally arises is how smoothly 
the metric can be extended across V.  In the representation of (t,r,9,(j)) coor­
dinates, r describes the area-radius of the spheres of symmetry and t the curve 
parameter of the integral curves of the timelike Killing field. These coordinates 
however may not give maximal extensions. For physically reasonable matter mod­
els, we will look for conditions which give the existence of extensions. In this 
analysis, we will restrict ourselves to a certain class of metric coefficients which 
includes all analytic functions. At the end, we will present a classification of all 
such spacetimes in terms of C -extendibility.
In Part II we will consider more generic metrics, i.e. where specific references to 
symmetry have not been made. Since we do not have the natural structure which 
comes from symmetry, we will instead make assumptions on the smoothness of 
the metric coefficients. Consequently we will study obstructions of the type given 
in case (iii). As the metric coefficients are smoothly extendible across D, we have 
a smooth symmetric bilinear form which is defined for all U. This bilinear form 
induces a differential geometric structure which can then be analysed mathemati­
cally. Contained within the mathematical framework of our geometric construction 
lies the generalisation of two physically distinct theories. They are the theory of 
cosmological signature type change, and the theory of shell crossing singularities. 
In our setting, shell crossing singularities see a generalisation away from spherical 
symmetry. We investigate pregeodesics which intersect the singularity transversely 
and prove the existence of coordinates which are specially adapted to the singu-
4larity. These coordinates are used to investigate the physical attributes of the 
singularities. Along the way, questions such as curvature strength and the valid­
ity of energy conditions are addressed. A definition of strong cosmic censorship 
is given, along with conditions for censorship. As applications of this geometric 
theory, we will show that shell (crossing) singularities are at variance with a new 
energy condition - the uniform energy condition. We will also show that for perfect 
fluid shell singularities, the energy density always exists as a spacetime average. 
This result strengthens the support for cosmic censorship. In another application 
we will prove that smooth, signature type changing spacetimes are non-singular 
at the surface of signature change provided the dominant energy condition holds.
Note: While the term singularities includes both singularities as more cus­
tomarily defined, and also points at infinity, the results obtained on extendibility 
in Part I and most of Part II are concerned with singularities which are not at 
infinity.
P a r t I
E xtensions of S ta tic , Spherically  
S ym m etric  Spacetim es
C h ap te r  1
In tro d u c tio n
For a spacetime in a given coordinate expression it is not always clear from an 
inspection whether it is extendible. A famous example is the Schwarzschild space- 
time which for some years after its discovery was thought to be inextendible across 
the Schwarzschild horizon (c.f. General Introduction). In 1960 however, Kruskal 
and Szekeres [Kru60, Sze60] independently showed that the Schwarzschild horizon 
was actually a spurious singularity by constructing coordinates which proved its 
extendibility. Their analysis was assisted by the knowledge that because of spheri­
cal symmetry, it was possible to confine their investigations to the equatorial plane 
orthogonal to the spheres of symmetry. A decade later in 1970, Walker [WalTO] 
systematised and generalised their approach. He studied 2-dimensional, static, 
totally geodesic timelike submanifolds of spacetime and examined how extendible 
blocks could be maximally joined together to form inextendible Penrose diagrams. 
Walker also found C°°-extensions for these spacetimes by concentrating on a spe­
cial class of static submanifolds (c.f. Remark 20). The metric he considered had 
the form
ds2 =  —F(r)  dt 2 -f- -777—7 d r2. (1.1)
F (r)
However his analysis did not account for the effects of embedding this two-dimen-
6
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sional manifold into four-dimensional spacetime. Subsequently, he failed to con­
sider the fact that it may be possible to extend the submanifold as a two-dimen­
sional Lorentzian manifold, but not as a submanifold of spacetime. In this report, 
we will investigate the possibility of extending general 4-dimensional static, spher­
ically symmetric spacetimes by taking the effects of embedding into account. We 
will denote the area-radius of the spheres of symmetry in spacetime by r, i.e.
If grad(r) is spacelike then it is always possible to find a spacetime function x 
t(x), and positive functions F(r), G(r) such that the spacetime metric has the 
form
In this report we will deal exclusively with this case. Nevertheless this work can 
be generalised to obtain analogous results when the Killing field is spacelike, and 
grad(r) is timelike. This is equivalent to allowing F  and G to be negative functions. 
It should be noted that in this form the metric is no longer static, but this case is 
also physically interesting since the black hole region of Schwarzschild spacetime 
does fall into this class. Since the analysis for the latter amounts to a parallel 
analysis of the former case mentioned, we will restrict our attention to F and G 
positive. The case where the Killing field is timelike and grad(r) is causal does 
not arise. This conclusion can be reached as follows: If k is a timelike Killing 
field then r is constant along the integral curves of k. Consequently we have 
0 = dr(k) = flf(grad(r), fc), and thus grad(r) is orthogonal to k and therefore 
spacelike.
In the context of this report, it is no longer possible as Walker did, to assume that 
G(r) = 1 /F(r).  Casting the metric into the form given by (1.1), had the advantage 
of greatly reducing the mathematical complexity of the problem. However, it came
da2 = —F At2 + GAr2 + r2 (d02 + sin2» A4>2) . ( 1.2)
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at the expense of sacrificing the natural geometric meaning of the r coordinate. In 
Walker’s analysis, while suggestive, r does not necessarily correspond to a radial 
coordinate.
We will adopt as our definition of metric singularity, a surface r — r0 where at 
least one of the functions F  or G is zero or becomes unbounded. The term singu­
larities in General Relativity can be used to describe very different mathematical 
situations. The three different varieties which will be referred to in this report are 
apparent singularities, weak singularities and curvature singularities. All known 
singularities can broadly be classified into one of these categories.
Apparent singularities arise because of a poor choice of coordinates, and are purely 
artifacts of the particular coordinate representation. The r = 2M  horizon of 
Schwarzschild spacetime [Wal84], is such a singularity. In contrast, weak singular­
ities and curvature singularities, when they exist, are inherent to the spacetime 
structure and cannot simply be eliminated by a change of coordinates. Curvature 
singularities are accompanied by unbounded curvature (c.f. Section 2.1 for a pre­
cise definition). An example is the r = 0 singularity of Schwarzschild spacetime 
[Wal84]. If one is using curvature strength as a measure of how extreme a singular­
ity is i.e. how strong it is, then weak singularities lie in the category intermediate 
to the two classes already described. Simply stated, weak singularities are not cur­
vature singularities but still obstruct C^-extensions. Conical singularities are one 
such class of examples. However, the weak singularities in this report are associ­
ated with low order differentiability. It is our aim to look for conditions that allow 
the possibility of extensions beyond the singular surface r = r0. As the title of 
this dissertation suggests, this work will focus on apparent and weak singularities.
In Chapter 2 we try to find conditions which indicate the existence of a cur­
vature singularity at r = r0. There are several invariant functions which give 
sufficient conditions for the existence of curvature singularities: most notably the 
GauBian curvature of the surface (which was exclusively studied in [WalTO]) and 
the Kretschmann scalar of spacetime. We will see that for the metric given by
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(1.2) , the Kretschmann scalar incorporates all other scalar invariants. It is there­
fore sufficient to restrict our attention to those conditions for which this quantity 
remains bounded at r = r0 (Chapter 2). In Chapter 3 we will employ energy con­
ditions in order to single out the physically interesting cases. Finally in Chapter 4, 
we will investigate the possibility of extensions, concentrating on a class of func­
tions F (r) , G(r) which includes all real analytic functions and their reciprocals. 
We will refer to these functions as of generalised power series type (c.f. equations
(2.2) and (2.3)).
The notation in this part of the report follows [Wal84], and it will be assumed tha t 
all indices span the set {0 ,1,2,3}. The Einstein summation convention has also 
been employed.
C h a p te r  2
C lassifying th e  S ingularities
In order to simplify our expressions we will replace the coordinate r by the shifted 
radial coordinate u = r — r0 where r0 > 0. We can then assume that u is positive 
and that the singularity is given by u =  0. By a slight abuse of notation, we will 
henceforth write F(u) and G(u) in place of F(u + ro) and G{u -f r0).
2.1 The K retschm ann Scalar
Geometrically, the curvature of spacetime is fully described by the Riemann tensor. 
As a consequence, the divergence of any of the scalar invariants associated with 
the Riemann tensor necessarily imply the existence of curvature singularities in 
our spacetime continuum.
There is a hierarchy of tensors and scalars which can be formed from contractions 
of the Riemann tensor. One such invariant is the Kretschmann scalar. It is defined
by
Ö k r e t =  R abcdR abcd-
The Riemann tensor has been calculated by way of Christoffel symbols (c.f. Ap­
pendix A). All the non-trivial components of the completely covariant Riemann
10
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tensor are given below:
R tutu
Rtete
Rtcptcf)
Rudud
Ru<t>u4>
Re<t>e<i>
1
4
F'G'
~G~
('u +  r0)F'
2G
(u -f r0)F' sin 0
2~G
(u +  Tq)G'
2G
(it -f r0)G' sin2 9 
2G
- ( u  +  r 0)2 ^1 -  sin2 0.
Using the symmetries of the Riemann tensor we obtain for our static, spherically 
symmetric metric
Q'kret — A 2 -f B 2 +  C 2 +  D2,
where
A(u) 2 1 (F 'G'  2R t u t u  —  —  ~  I T T T V T --------+
R(u) =  -  
C(n) =  -  
£ (* )  =  -
2y/2
(u +  r0)F 
_ 2 \ / 2_  
(it +  ro)G 
2
2 \ F G 2 FG F 2G j
R m e  =  ^  ( ( ü T T ^ f g )  ’
(it +  r 0)4 sin2 0
RuOuO —  \ / 2
R$ (f>6(f>
G'
{u  +  ro )^ 2/
2 f  1
(« + r 0)2 V1 ~
and ' denotes differentiation with respect to u.
By restricting our attention to the (t —it)-surface, it is immediate tha t the Gaußian 
curvature is just —\A.  This is also the only curvature invariant for the surface 
if one ignores the embedding. From this, an observation which emerges is tha t 
the other curvature functions R, C, Z), must describe how the (t — u)-surface is 
embedded into the 4-dimensional spacetime of (1.2).
Now observe that c^ret is just the sum of four squares. From this it follows tha t
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Qkret is bounded if and only if each of the terms A, B , C, D are bounded. We are 
interested in finding necessary or sufficient conditions for the curvature of space- 
tim e to be bounded. For this, it is not sufficient tha t the coordinate components 
of the Riemann tensor remain bounded. This is because we do not have an a priori 
sense of whether the chosen coordinates can be extended, ft is also possible to 
construct in a completely regular Lorentzian manifold an orthonormal frame which 
diverges when some given point is approached. This can be done by choosing the 
frame in such a way th a t the line determined by the timelike vector limits to a 
null cone. Clearly, it would be beyond expectations for the components of the 
Riemann tensor to be bounded if such a frame were used. However in our case, 
there exists a family of geometrically distinguished orthonormal frames, namely 
those frames {e0, ei, e2, e3} for which e0 is parallel to the timelike Killing field, and 
e\ is parallel to grad(r). We say that a spacetime has a curvature singularity if any 
component of the Riemann tensor calculated with respect to such a frame becomes 
unbounded.
In general, the Kretschm ann scalar can be well behaved even when the spacetime 
possesses a curvature singularity. This is a consequence of not having the structure 
of a positive definite metric. Thus the boundedness of the Kretschmann scalar is 
only a necessary condition for such spacetimes to be free of curvature singularities.
Now consider the orthonormal frame
Vf ’t, 73d- {r0 A u )
1
(r0 +  u) sin 9
( 2 . 1)
From the definition of the curvature functions A, B, C , D, it follows th a t the 
components of the Riemann tensor in this frame are bounded if and only if each 
of A, jB, C, D are bounded. The boundedness of these quantities is necessary for 
the Kretschmann scalar to be bounded. Thus we arrive at the lemma:
L em m a 1 For static, spherically symmetric spacetimes given by (E2), the follow­
ing conditions are equivalent:
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(i) The spacetime does not have curvature singularities.
(ii) The Kretschmann scalar is bounded.
(in) The curvature functions A, B, C, D are bounded.
2.2 A naly sis  of th e  K re tsc h m a n n  S calar
In what follows, the boundedness of the Kretschmann scalar will be used to es­
tablish general properties of the functions F, G and their derivatives. Explicit 
conditions are then obtained for the class of functions which we have made refer­
ence to as of generalised power series type (c.f. Section 2.2.2).
2.2 .1  T h e general fun ction s
From the form of D, it follows immediately that a^et can only be bounded if G is 
bounded away from zero. This will be assumed in the rest of our analysis.
The analysis for the cases r0 > 0, and r0 = 0 will require individual attention. 
Case I: r0 > 0
Subcase (i): G is bounded as u —> 0+
C — G'/ G2 bounded = >  G' bounded.
From the boundedness of B  we have, F '/F  =  (ln F)' is bounded. Integrating this 
expression gives |ln F | < b\U -f 62, for constants b\ and b2. This says that F  must 
be bounded, and bounded away from zero. By implication, F' must be bounded. 
Now the boundedness of A also implies that F" is bounded.
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Subcase (ii): G is unbounded as u — *  0+
Since C is bounded and liminf l /G  = 0 for u —* 0+, an integration of G'/G2 = 
— (1 /G)' results in uG > 63 where 63 is some positive constant.
Case II: r0 = 0
For this case, it follows from the form of D that for lim to exist, G —> 1
ix—►0+ U
as u —> 0+. So we set G(u) = 1 + IF(u), where K(u) —* 0 as u —> 0+. Expanding
1 -  l/G  as a Taylor series gives 1 — l /G  = K  — K 2 + __ It follows immediately
from the boundedness of lim \  that there exists a constant c2 with \K(u)\ < c2u2.
XX — 0 +  u
Furthermore, from the boundedness of C, is bounded. Without loss of generality 
we can say |K'{u)\ < c2u. From an inspection of B , we find that F '/ (uF ) is 
bounded. By integrating the preceding expression we find that | ln(E)| < c3u2 + c4 
where c3 and c4 are constants. As a consequence, F  must be bounded, and bounded 
away from zero.
As in the case above, we finally get that F" is also bounded. This comes from the 
boundedness of A.
2 .2 .2  F u n c tio n s  o f  g e n e ra lise d  p o w er se rie s  ty p e
To elucidate our analysis, we will now give attention to the class of spacetimes 
whose metric coefficients are of generalised power series type. We will assume that 
the functions F  and G have the form
uQ/(u), (2.2)
ußg(u), (2.3)
where f(u)  and g(u) are C°° functions, bounded, and bounded away from zero at 
u — 0; a,/? £ IR. Most of the following analysis will not depend on the precise 
form of the functions /  and g but only on their first few derivatives. Thus we will
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write
f { u ) — öo T Q -iu Ü2U2 +  ... +  , (2.4)
g ( u )  — b0 + b\U + 62W2 + ... T bkUk + g uk+l, (2-5)
where / ,  g are C°° functions of u.
Since we are assuming tha t F > 0 and G >  0, we know that a0 > 0 and b0 > 0. 
By a linear transform ation of t we can also fix a0 = 1. However, we will refrain 
from doing so since this impairs the transparency of the formulae to come. Note 
th a t bo is already fixed since r is required to be the area-radius of the spheres of 
symmetry.
In this section we use the technique of asymptotic analysis to examine the lim­
iting behaviour of the Kretschmann scalar. In particular, we are interested in 
those spacetimes which possess a finite limit of o ^ t ,  since the divergence of such a 
quantity corresponds to spacetimes with real curvature singularities (c.f. Lemma 
1). For those spacetimes with bounded Kretschmann scalar we will later investi­
gate which have C^-extensions (c.f. Chapter 4). One can assume that unless a 
statem ent to the contrary has been made, all analysis herein will be for u —> 0. 
Further, when there is no risk of ambiguity, the statem ent u —> 0 will be om itted 
for brevity.
The asymptotic expansion of the Kretschmann scalar will be given to 3rd order. 
The functions F, F \  F'\  G and G' are displayed explicitly to 3rd order in order to 
facilitate further calculations. The notation ip(u) =  0 (u 7) means tha t u)/u1 is
bounded as u —-> 0.
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F = a0ua + a iu“+1 + <j2u°+2 + 0 (u“+3),
F' = aa0u“_1 + (a + l)aiu° + (a + 2)a2ti“+1 + 0 (u“+2),
F" = a(a — l)a0u“-2 + a (a  + l ) ^ « “-1 + (a + l)(a  + 2 )a2u“
( 2 .6)
(2.7)
+ 0 (u o+1),
G = b0uß + biuß+1 A h u 13*2 + 0(uß+3),
G' = ßbou13- 1 + {0 + l)blUß + (ß + 2)b2uß+1+ 0 ( u ß+2).
( 2.8)
(2.9)
(2. 10)
Unless otherwise stated, the term generic will be taken to mean those values of 
(a,/?) for which the leading order terms of (2.6)-(2.10) are non-vanishing.
In what follows, the mathematical expressions are calculated up to some finite 
order 7 of u. For readability we will also omit the -fi0(u7+1) and replace the = 
with ~  to indicate that the equations are only correct up to the order of the right 
hand side.
Directly substituting (2.6)—(2.10) into the functions A ,B ,C , D gives:
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, - / 3 - 2
A ~  —■
2 b0
: ( ß - a  + 2) + a ( a  ~  ß ~  1)t ~ + {ß ~  2a) —Oq ÜQ
+ a (ß ~  a A  +  (2a -  ß + 1A  -  <*(ß -  “ ) r
bl
B  ~  <
— 2( 2q  -  ß + 2 A  +  (2a -  ß + 1) A i
ÖQ öqOo
Oo l
Ö1_____ &i
aao 60
+ bj
bo
a\b\ 2o2_ _  h ^ ^2
Ä - ^ ( l  +
o0r 0
+ £
—  -  —  -  —  1 u  
aa b0 r0 J
d\b\ 2a 2 b
aal ctaobo aao bo
r0 \ a a 0 bo +  ~2  r o.
0^
r 0 = 0
r0 > 0
C ~
\ / 2 ß  —ß —2----u ,  ^ ,
&o l ßbo
l Y - ^ ß ^ u
/ ( / ? - 2 ) 6 ;  ( / ? - 2 ) 6 2^ 2-
06o
>/2/? ,  J ,  , 1 1
1 + --------- t i
roboro [ V ßbo
( ß ~ 2  )b\ ( ß - 2 ) b 2\  (1 — ß)b\
+
ßbl ßbo ßb0r0 +  “2 r o.
ro =
( 2 . 11)
( 2 . 12)
0
( 2 . 13)
, r0 > 0
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For r 0 =  0,
------ u
bo
- 0 - 2 1 h , (  h  6J\ 2
Tou + ( ~ v0 + m ) u
— u  
bo
- 4 i bi , /  b2, b\ 21~c+rfc+iriT
D ~  <
bo
~rubo
—/3—2
—3
-
&0
- 0 - 2
1 — -p-u — b0u ß 
bo
"ft + 6o)t< + (“^  + l)
1 — b0u ß — -p-u 
bo
------ u
bo
- 2 7 x 6i / 6 a  6?\ ,
- - u - ß ~ 2
bo
■b0u ß +  1 -
bo
18
0 > 2
0  =  2
1< 0<2
/ 5 = 1  (2.14)
0  <  /? <  1 
/? =  0 
0  <  0
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For r0 > 0,
boro
,-ß ) ,\Oo r0
b2 b2 2bi 3
+ “  + 77 + +
borl
bo bl b0r0 r g  
V bo Vo]
b2 bl 2bi 3
+ —6o—■;— b 77 + + -ö ^
D ~  < borl
2
borl
,-ß
-i
bo b l b0r 0 r l
1 -  ( t ~ T  —'1 u  ~  b0u 0 
\b o  r 0 J
1 -(bo + 2 + E)u
\  r  o b0 J
(  <^>l I 26o 3 b2 b l \  2
+  n T  ^o~b~o % ) U .
1 -  b0u p ~ (^  + u 
\bo r0J
,-ß
borl
2(60 -  1)
froT-0
2 ’ r0
ß > 2
ß  = 2
1 < ß < 2
ß = l  
0  <  ß < 1  
ß  = 0 
ß  <  0
(2.15)
By squaring each of equations (2.11)—(2.15), and writing out each of the resultant 
equations to 3rd order, we get A2, B 2, C2 and D2.
Observe that for r0 > 0,
a 2 - 2/3 - 4  r>2 „ —2/3—2 ^ 2  , , - 2/3 - 2  r \ r,A  ~  u H , Jd ^ il , O  ~  u , 1 /
(2.16)
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while for ro =  0,
A2 ~  u C2 ~  o«-2/3- 4 u £>2
r 2/3_4, ß > 0
~  <
4 ß <  0
(2.17)
Here the understanding of ip ~  d is tha t both quotients ip/fl and d jij) are bounded.
By comparing the leading order terms given in (2.16) and (2.17) we are able to 
obtain the asymptotic behaviour of akret to a 3rd order approximation. For some 
of the cases, this was sufficient to determine the limiting value of the Kretschmann 
scalar. The two distinct cases which arise are given below:
2 .2 .3  C ase I: ro > 0
£*kret
_ 2fl_ J  a 2(/3 -  a  +  2 )2
l 4 b2
<*{ß -  a  + 2) 
24? [
a ( a  -  ß -  1 )^ -  + (ß -  2a) —  bo a o_
M / 3  -  ot +  2) 
2 bl
( a ( ß  -  a)-L +  ( 2 a  — ß + l ) - 4  
\  °o a o
■ a ( ß - a Y - 2 ( - ß  + 2a + 2 ) -
Oq do
+  ( 2 a - / ?  +  l)
a\b\
a0b0
+ ^ s U o ‘ - ß ~  l ) h  +  ( / J - 2 a ) g4 6?
hl Vl 
4 1
(<*2 +  ß2)
+
\166q ' ~4 1 ’
4 ’ >0
(2.18)
ß > —2 
ß = - 2
ß < - 2
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2 .2 .4  C ase  II: t q  =  0
£ ^ k re t — bl
(ß — a + 2)2 + 2(a2 + ß2) + 4 ]
4 u - 4
u~2ß~ \  ß > 0
ß < 0.
(2.19)
In the generic case for r0 > 0, an analysis to 3rd order is sufficient to conclusively 
determine whether Qkret has a convergent or divergent limit as u —* 0+. In the 
non-generic cases, an analysis to at least 5th order was necessary. Relations (2.17) 
describe the generic behaviour of akret for r0 = 0. Thus from a quick inspection of 
(2.19), it is clear that the coefficients of the leading order powers will never vanish. 
Hence for all the generic cases, a ^ t  is unconditionally divergent.
The values for the Kretschmann scalar for r0 > 0 are summarised in Table 2.1 
and only the non-divergent values of a ^ t  are tabulated. Figure 2.1 displays the 
limiting values of the Kretschmann scalar for all spacetimes.
Now assume that r0 =  0, then the Kretschmann scalar is bounded only if a = 
ß = 0. An analysis to higher orders allows us to conclude that the only class of 
spacetimes with non-divergent Kretschmann scalar has value o r^et = 12 + 63)
and is prescribed by a = 0, ß = 0, 60 = 1, a\ = 61 = 0.
The above calculations for the Christoffel symbols, Riemann tensor, Ricci tensor, 
Kretschmann scalar and curvature scalar were verified using the mathematical 
packages SHEEP and RCLASSI. The asymptotic expansions for the Kretschmann 
scalar were verified partially with the assistance of REDUCE and MAPLE. These 
packages were limited to performing expansions of a Taylor series type. In particu­
lar, it was not completely straight forward to employ either REDUCE or MAPLE 
to calculate the asymptotic expansions given in (2.14) and (2.15). In these equa­
tions, determining the leading order behaviour involved comparing terms of the 
type uß, uß+1 . . .  and u°, ul . . . ,  and mathematically this meant having to solve a 
set of inequalities simultaneously.
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conditions
- 2 <  ß < - l0 < a  < 1
—2 < ß < —1
— oo < a < oo
ß < -2— oo < a < oo
Table 2.1: A summary of the non-divergent values of the Kretschmann scalar for
r 0  >  0 .
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a
Figure 2.1: The case r0 > 0 is depicted here. For spacetimes with values of a and 
ß falling within the unshaded area, along the dashed lines or on the circled points, 
the Kretschmann scalar remains bounded as u —> 0+. For the remainder of the 
spacetimes represented by the shaded area, the Kretschmann scalar is unbounded 
as u —» 0+.
C h a p te r  3
E n e rg y  C o n d itio n s
The equations of General Relativity unify two very im portant concepts in physics, 
namely geometry and m atter. In specifying the geometry through specifying a 
metric, we have imposed a m atter distribution on our spacetime model. The 
physics of our universe is governed by a set of laws, which must be satisfied by any 
physically reasonable m atter distribution. These physical conditions are called 
the energy conditions and have their m athem atical expression in the form of a 
set of inequalities. The energy conditions serve to eliminate those pathological 
spacetime models associated with unphysical m atter distributions. This provides 
another im portant m ethod for classifying members of the class of static, spherically 
symmetric spacetimes.
In this section we will examine the weak, dominant and strong energy condi­
tions (abbreviated to W EC, DEC and SEC respectively). The WEC is satisfied if 
TabVaV b > 0 for all timelike vectors V. By continuity this will then also be true for 
any null vector. This condition is equivalent to saying tha t the energy density as 
measured by any observer is non-negative. The DEC is stronger than the WEC. 
In addition to the necessity of positive energy density, a further requirement is 
for the speed of energy flow of m atter to always be less than the speed of light. 
M athematically the DEC is given by the two conditions i) the number TabVaV b is 
non-negative and also that ii) the vector T abVa is non-spacelike for every timelike
24
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vector V. If Tab denote the components of T with respect to the orthonormal 
frame (2.1), then this is equivalent to the condition f 00 >  |Tab| [HE73]. The SEC 
is satisfied if RicabVaV b > 0 for all timelike vectors V. It is not straight forward to 
give a physical interpretation of the strong energy condition. However, this condi­
tion is necessary for proving many of the singularity theorems, and in particular 
those of Hawking and Penrose [HP70]. It is also generally believed th a t physically 
reasonable m atter models should not violate this condition.
3.1 The E nergy Inequalities
The m athem atical quantity used to describe the m atter content of any spacetime 
model is the energy-momentum tensor. Omitting the Einstein cosmological con­
stan t (A) 1 from our equations, we can write
87cTab —  R l C a f c  5
where denotes the Ricci Scalar.
Components of the energy-momentum tensor are calculated with respect to the 
m etric components of (1.2) and the non-vanishing components are given below:
SirTtt =  
8nTuu = 
8 nTee =
FG'
+
F
(u + r0)G2 (u +  r 0)2
F' G
(u + r0)F (u +  r0) 
(u +  r 0)2
(1- 5 ) - f (t ! c w + 5d'”)) <3»
1 -
G
= g ( ^ B ( u) - 1- D ( u) \  (3.2)
F'G'  2 F"
+
F'
F G 2 FG  F 2G
+  (u +  ro)F> _ (u +  r°}G\ o 3)
2 FG 2 G'2
=  ( u ^ af ( - \ A {u ) ^ 2B (u ) - ^ C {u)
T f f  =  sin* OT (3.4)
bandage’s observations of distant galaxies place limits on |A| of the order of 10 56cm 2, thus 
A is usually taken as zero [HE73]
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Let V  = dtV°  +  duV l -f deV2 +  d ^V 3 be any timelike unit vector. By substituting 
g(V, V)  = —1 into the conditions for the WEC and the SEC we find tha t these 
two energy conditions simplify respectively to,
TabV aV b =  Kc + k^ V 1)2 + 
and 8?rR.ica|V al/i' =
We have abbreviated (V2)2 +  sin2 6[V3)2 to of2 and taken
87TACc
87TKi
Sttk^
o i T = & , i______ L _
F  U (u +  r 0)G2 ^  (u +  r0)2 (u +  r0f G  
1G
8 * 2 ^  +  8 * - T ft =  K f
F' Gr  
G
87rT"  +  s" lU + * ) Tt-  1 -  £  +
1 ( F'G'  2F" F '2 \  ,2
— 4 \ F G 2 ~~ F G  + F^G J ^  +
F' G' 
+  G2
87TAtd =
F' + F'1 _ l  ( F "  F'G'F KlCtt ~ F \ 2 G ~  4G2 4E G  ' ( u  +  r 0)G^
(3.5)
(3.6)
(u +  r0)
V
(3.7)
(3.8)
L em m a 2 The following conditions are equivalent
(i) WEC is satisfied,
(ii) kc > 0, Ki > 0 and kw > 0.
Proof: For the WEC to be satisfied the condition nc +  /^ (C 1)2 -f k,ulo2 > 0 must 
hold for arbitrary numbers lj and V 1. Hence we have the equivalence of both 
conditions. I
Following an analogous argument used in the preceding lemma we obtain,
L em m a 3 The SEC is satisfied iff «q > 0, > 0 and ac^  >  0.
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L em m a 4 The following conditions are equivalent
(i) DEC is satisfied,
(ii) nc > \ k\ /G  >  0 and kc > | acw/(ro -f u2)2 > 0.
Proof: Consider the orthonormal frame of (2.1). The non-trivial components of 
the energy-momentum tensor calculated with respect to this orthonormal frame 
are given by:
Too
Tn
T22
T33
T (e 0 , e0) 
T (e1? efi) 
T (e2, e2) 
T99.
I t.-I -L 00F
1 n n  _ _  1
—  ^ « 1  — * e ,
1
(r0 +  u)'
■Too —
(r0 +  u)2
K,., — K,
Thus the DEC given by Too > |Ta&|, is equivalent to the two conditions:
kc > « c  -  ^ « 1
A C ,- —
(r0 +  u);
(3.9)
(3.10)
From equation (3.9) we see th a t the conditions kc >  0 and 2Gnc > /cq >  0 must 
both hold. Similarly equation (3.10) imply the inequalities 2(ro -f u)2/cc > k,u >  0.
Conversely, it is clear tha t the conditions 2/cc >  n \ /G  > 0 and 2 acc >  Kw/ ( r 0 +  
u2)2 > 0 imply inequalities (3.9) and (3.10). I
The following results are direct consequences of the energy conditions.
Corollary 5 Assume that one of the energy conditions hold (either WEC, SEC, 
or DEC). Then the function F G  is monotonically increasing. In particular, F G  
is bounded as u 0+ .
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P ro o f: For all three energy conditions we have k i > 0, i.e.
F' G' n
7  +  G -  °-
So d ( \n F G ) /d u  >  0, whence F G  is a monotonically increasing function. I
C o ro lla ry  6 I f  the Kretschmarin scalar is bounded and one of the energy condi­
tions (WEC, SEC, or DEC) hold, then the function F is bounded as u —> 0+ .
P ro o f: Since G must be bounded away from zero this follows immediately from 
Corollary 5. I
3.2  F u n ctio n s  o f  G en era lised  P ow er S eries  T y p e
Let us now turn  to the special cases F(u) = ua /(u ) , G{u) = ußg(u). By substi­
tu ting  the leading order expressions of F , F ', F ", G , G' into the energy equations 
of (3.5)—(3.8) we are able to obtain the dominant behaviour for each of the energy 
functions «q, /cw, kc and kd-
Exclusive to this section, we will take generic to mean values of (a,/?) for which 
a / 0 ,  q ^ 1 , / 3 / 0 ,  Q +  / 9 / 0  and a — ß — 2 0.
C a se  I: r 0 > 0
The behaviour of the energy functions for the generic case are given below:
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S tT /C ! ~
8ttku  ~
( a  +  ß )  u 1 (3.11)
7r -a (a  -  ß  ~  2 ) u ~ ß ~2 , 
460 *
Cö V 1 to
/  a , 46o\  
4^ o V r o )  ’
ß = - 2 (3.12)
1, ß < - 2
87TKc ~
ro&o
- 0 - 1 ß > - l
ro
1
r0
ß < - \
SttH(± ~  ——(a — ß — 2)u ß 2
4 oq
(3.13)
(3.14)
By Lemmas 2 and 3 we obtain the following corollaries:
C o ro lla ry  7 I f  r0 > 0 and any of the conditions
(i) ß  < — 1 and a  +  ß > 0,
(ii) ß  =  — 1 and bo/ro > 1 and a A ß > 0,
(in) 0 < ß and ß +  2 < a,
(iv) —ß < a. < 0,
hold, then the WEC is satisfied. These conditions are also necessary i / a / 0 , o /  
l , / ? 7^ 0 , a  +  /? 7 ^ 0  and a  — ß — 2 -=fi 0.
P ro o f: If (i) or (ii) hold then /ci, kc > 0 and a > 1. Now we have a  — ß — 2 >
1 — ( — 1) — 2 =  0. Thus > 0 holds, too. If (iii) holds then nc >  0. Also 
since a > ß  +  2 > 0, K\ > 0 .  We have immediately > 0. If (iv) holds then
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nc > 0 since ß > 0. From a + ß > 0 we have k\ > 0. The inequalities a < 0 
and ot — ß — 2 < — 2 < 0 imply ku > 0. For necessity observe that — 1 < ß < 0 
implies nc —* —oo. Thus the list (i)-(iv) is exhaustive since in the generic case, 
(3.11)—(3.13) give the leading order behaviour. I
For the SEC we obtain,
Corollary 8 If r0 > 0 and either of the conditions is satisfied,
(i) a + ß > 0 and a — ß — 2 > 0,
(ii) a + ß > 0 and a < 0,
then the SEC is satisfied. This set of conditions is also necessary if a ^  0,a  ^  
l , / ? 7^ 0,a  + /3y^0 and a — ß — 2 7^  0.
While a classification analogous to Corollaries 7, 8 for the DEC requires a power 
series expansion of higher order, we can give a necessary condition for this energy 
condition to hold.
Corollary 9 Assume a / 0 , a / y / 0 , ö  + ^ /  0 and a — ß — 2 7^  0. If the 
DEC holds and r0 > 0 then we have ß < —2 and a + ß > 0.
Proof: Observe that for ß > — 2 the function diverges faster than nc. Hence
the necessity follows from Lemma 4 and Corollary 7(i). I
For any of the non-generic conditions a = 0, a = 1, ß = 0, a+ß = 0 and a —ß —2 = 
0, the energy functions «1, /cc, /cj need to be analysed to higher orders even 
for the WEC and the SEC. Spacetimes which fall into this non-generic category 
cannot immediately be classified as satisfying the energy conditions purely from 
their values of a and ß. For the energy conditions to be satisfied, the leading order 
coefficients in /(it) and g(u) need to satisfy certain sufficiency conditions. There 
are nine such exceptional cases for the WEC and eight for the SEC, which have
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not been included in the general analysis above. Since Schwarzschild spacetime 
(a = 1, ß — — 1) belongs to one of these cases, it is clear that they are of more 
than peripheral interest. All the non-generic cases for r0 > 0 are summarised in 
Tables 3.1 k, 3.2. The one exception is the case ß — — 1, a  + /? > 0 which has been 
included in Corollary 7.
C ase II: ro = 0
From Chapter 2 we find that the only class of spacetimes which have a finite 
limiting value for a ^ et are specified by a = 0, ß = 0, b0 = 1, cq — b\ = 0. These 
are the only spacetimes for which extensions may exist. By setting a = 0, ß = 0, 
b0 = 1, cii = b\ = 0 in (2.6)—(2.10), and in turn substituting these equations into 
the energy conditions we obtain the following asymptotic relationships as u —» 0+,
87TKi  ~  2 u , 87r/Cu, 87t/cc ~  362,
(3.15)
Corollary 10 For r0 = 0, the only class of inherently non-singular spacetimes 
have a = 0, ß = 0, 6o = l , a i  = 6i = 0. They will satisfy the energy conditions if 
they are in accord with the following sufficiency conditions:
( i )  ----\- b2 > 0 and b2 > 0 for the WEC,
a0
( i i )  ----h 62 > 0 and a2 > 0 for the SEC.
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sufficiency conditions for the WEC
~rk + -----
a + ß = 0
a + ß = 0
+ (/? + ! ) -  -  + -
Table 3.1: Non-generic case (r0 > 0): sufficiency conditions for the WEC (c.f. 
figure 3.1).
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a
Figure 3.1: A summary of the weak energy condition (WEC) for r0 > 0 as u —» 0+. 
For spacetimes with values of a and ß falling within the unshaded area, the WEC is 
unconditionally satisfied. For spacetimes lying on the dashed lines or on the circled 
points, the WEC is conditionally satisfied. For the remainder of the spacetimes 
represented by the unshaded areas, the WEC is violated.
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sufficiency conditions for the SEC
a + ß = 0
cx + ß = 0
Q > 1
0
a >  2
-1
70a2_____ rpaibi
a0b0 4a0bl +
0
ß > 0 
ß <  -1
ß -  a + 2 = 0
ß > 0
0
? + ■
fll J »1
flo b0 
1
26g “ 6^  + 1 
a2i
robi
+
TqQi rofli 
4a§fr0 2a0b0 
0-2 0\b\
a0b0 4a0b$ 4a§fr0 ' r0a0fro
«l öi
ao fro
3air0 _  6ir0
4a060 46j r0
3air0 _  r06i
4a0&o 4b2Q b0
ai  1 bi
oobo + 2 blr0b0
ai  ^ bi
ao fro 
ai fri
fror0ai
On 0 
(unconditionally satisfied)
> 0
> 0
> 0
> 0
> 0
> 0
> 0
> 0
> 0
>
<
Table 3.2: Non-generic case (r0 > 0): sufficiency conditions for the SEC (c.f. figure 
3.2).
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a
-2 -1
||J|1S38
Figure 3.2: A summary of the strong energy condition (SEC) for r0 > 0 as u —> 0+. 
For spacetimes with values of a and ß falling within the unshaded area, the SEC is 
unconditionally satisfied. For spacetimes lying on the dashed lines or on the circled 
points, the SEC is conditionally satisfied. For the remainder of the spacetimes 
represented by the unshaded areas, the SEC is violated.
C h a p te r  4
S pacetim e E xtensions
Superimposing the results obtained from the Kretschmann scalar and the energy 
conditions, gives all the different cases for which physical extensions may exist (c.f. 
Figure 4.1). This is tantam ount to picking out those spacetimes which do not have 
curvature singularities and are physically interesting at r — r 0. We see th a t they 
fall into one of three classes:
1. a  =  0, ß  =  0
2. a  =  1, ß  =  — 1, r 0 > 0
3. a  +  ß  >  0, ß  <  —2, r0 > 0.
The extensions for each of the cases will require individual analysis.
4.1 C ase 1: a  =  0, ß  =  0
For r 0 > 0 this case is trivial. The metric
d^2 =  — f ( u ) d t 2 +  g(u)du2 T (r0 +  u)2dQ2
36
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a
-2 -i
Figure 4.1: Spacetimes with bounded Kretschmann scalar have been superim­
posed with spacetimes satisfying an energy condition. The dashed lines and cir­
cled points correspond to classes of spacetimes which conditionally satisfy one of 
the energy conditions and have bounded Kretschmann scalar. Spacetimes lying in 
the unshaded area unconditionally satisfy one of the energy conditions and have 
bounded Kretschmann scalar.
is already maximally extended since by assumption / ,  g have non-zero C°° exten­
sions at u — 0.
If r 0 = 0 then boundedness of the Kretschmann scalar implies that /'(0) — </'(0) = 
0 and g(0) = 1 (c.f. Chapter 2). Partially using Corollary 10 the metric can be 
written as
ds2 = — (l + r 2a(r)) dt2 + 1^ T r2b(r)j dr2 -f r 2dfl2, (4-1)
where the functions a, b are C°°. It is standard knowledge that polar coordi­
nates are not well defined at the point r = 0. For this reason, we have to 
choose a coordinate system which is. Our choice is the standard Cartesian co­
ordinates (t , x , y , z ). The transformation equations are given by x = rcos</>sin#, 
y — rsin</>sin#, 2  = cos#. In these coordinates (4.1) reduces to
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ds2 =  —dt2 +  dx2 +  dy2 +  dz2 — (a:2 +  y2 +  z 2') a(^/a+ +  y2 +  z2)d£2
-\-b(yJx2 +  y2 +  z2) (xdx +  y d y +  z d z)2 . (4-2)
Suppose a, 6 are C°° functions of r2. This is equivalent to / ,  y being C 00 functions 
of u2. From the form of the metric it is immediate tha t (4.2) is C°°-extendible.
If / , g are C°°, but not functions of u2, then (4.2) admits a C 2-extension. This 
follows since at x = y = z = 0 all the first and second partial derivatives of the 
m etric components are independent of the partial derivatives of a(y/x2 +  y2 +  z2) 
and b(y/x2 +  y2 +  z2) — a result of the quadratic term s they are multiplied with.
Explicitly stated,
9tt
dgtt
dx  
02gu 
d x 2 
d 2gtt
dxdy
dgxx
dx
d 2gxx
d x 2
d 2gxx
dxdy
dgXy
dx
d 2gxy
d x 2
d 2gxy
dxdy
■1 -  a(x2 +  y2 +  z2), gxx = 1 +  bx2, gxy = bxy
—2ax — a x \ J x 2 +  y2 +  z2
- 2 a  -  3a'----- - - -  a ' J x 2 +  y2 +  z2 -  a":
VaF T  y^ +  z 1 v
-3 a '-
\Jx2 +  y2 +  z 2
-r3
2 bx +  6'
a:ya
2 6 + 6 ' 
6' X
yj x 2 +  y2 +  z2 
5x2
\Jx2 +  y2 +  z2 ( a/ x2 +  y2 +  z2)3 
2zy z3y \  +  y,
+  6A
a:2 +  y2 +  z
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7) 
*4.8)
z 3!/
vV l ! + t / 2 + 2 2 y7 X3 + y- +
by + b'-
x 2 +  y2 +  z:
x2y
6'
\ /x 2 +  y2 +  z2 
3xy x 3y
\ / x 2 +  y2 + Z 2 (-y/x2 +  y2 +  z2):
+  6''
z 3y
a;2 +  y2 +  z t
6 +  6'
2 2 x y
+  6'
x 2y2
\Jx2 +  y2 +  z2 (v + 2 +  y2 +  z2)3/  a:2 +  y2 +  z2
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11) 
-(4.12)
are bounded a ta : =  y =  z =  0 where ' =  d fd \JT2M ^ y 2~P~z2.
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Equations (4.5)—(4.12) can be simplified for a —> 0 by using the elementary in­
equalities 2xy < x2 + y2 and x2 < x2 + y2 + z2.
Thus we can summarise the case r0 = 0 in the following proposition.
Proposition 11 Letr0 = 0. Assume that the spacetime satisfies one of the energy 
conditions (either WEC, SEC, or DEC) and does not have curvature singularities. 
Then a = 0, ß = 0, cq = 0 and b\ = 0. These spacetimes admit at least C2- 
extensions and have C°°-extensions if f  — f{u 2) and g = giu2) are C°° functions.
D o u b le  N u ll C o o rd in a te s
The remaining cases will be analysed using double null coordinates. This choice 
of coordinates provides an “almost foolproof method1' for analysing coordinate sin­
gularities in 2-dimensional spacetimes (c.f. [Wal84, Chapter 6]).
Let x, y be null coordinates defined by
x = t A H , y = t — H (4.13)
where H = J  du. Now,
1 1 /  1/2 
d* = y(dz + dy), d u = - ( - j  (dx -  dy),
and the metric transformed into double null coordinates is given by
ds2 = — F dxdy + transformed spherical component. (4-14)
These coordinate are adapted to the geometry of Lorentzian 2-manifolds and are 
therefore uniquely defined up to a very simple subgroup of all transformations. Any
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other double null coordinates ( X , Y )  differ from (x, y)  only by a transform ation 
of the form (X (z), Y(y) )  or (X (y), T(:e)). Further such coordinates completely 
embody all possible extensions. To see this let Fdxdy  = C d X d Y  where C = 
C ( X , Y ) ,  X  = X ( x , y )  and Y  = Y( x , y ) .  Then
CdXdY = c (\  OX ox +
/ d X d X  d Y  d X '  
\  dx dy dx dy
3 . d X d Y  ' 2' 
dxdy A -— — dy 
dy dy
(4.15)
W hich leads us to the equations
d X d T  d X d T
dx dx  ’ dy dy
By solving these equations simultaneously we obtain X  =  X ( x )  and Y  = Y( y )  or 
X  = X{y)  and Y  = Y(x) .
The following lemma states tha t for any C fc-extension, there exists double null 
coordinates which are C k.
L em m a 12 Let k >  1 and (M, g)  be a 2-dimensional C k-spacetime. Then there 
exists coordinates x l , x 2 of M  which areC k+1, and for which g =  F ( x l , x 2) d x 1 d x 2 
where F  is a C k-function.
Proof: There are two linearly independent C fc-vector fields [/, V  such tha t
g(U,U) = 0 and g(V, V)  =  0. By Frobenius’ theorem, we only have to show the 
existence of functions / ,  h such tha t [/[/, hV] = 0. We can calculate tha t
0 =  [ fU,  hV\ = V f U ( h V ) - S 7 h v f U
-  f h V u V  A f d h ( U ) ~  f h X y U  -  hd  f ( V ) U  
=  f h [ U , V ] - h d f ( V ) U A f d h ( U ) V  
= f h  ([17, V] Ad l n ( h ) ( U) V  -  d In { f ) ( U) V ) .
Let /i, v be the dual forms to U, V  respectively. By applying /z, v to the equation
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above, we obtain the set of uncoupled linear ordinary differential equations given
by
0 =  din(A)(*7) -  v{[U,V\), 0 =  d in ( f ) (V)  + p([U,V]).
Once the integral curves of U and V are known, these equations can be solved by a 
direct integration. Since v([U, V]) and y([U,V]) are C k~1 -functions, h and /  must 
be C k-functions. By Frobenius’ theorem it follows tha t there exist coordinates 
x l , x 2 such tha t dx\ =  f U  and dx 2 — hV.  If y l , y 2 are the original coordinates, we 
have tha t
1 -  dyJ  o 
°x' dx l ° y3 ’
implying tha t the coordinate transformation is Ck+1. By denoting the components 
of g with respect to y l , y 2 as , we can write
ö x 1 dx2
F d r d r " 9'1
implying tha t F  is a C^-function. I
4.2 C ase 2: a = 1, ß  =  —1, > 0
Since this class of spacetimes includes both the Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nord- 
ström  spacetimes, it is not surprising that these extensions are of the famous 
Kruskal-Szekeres type.
Take x and y defined as in (4.13). Then
H = — fi In u +  M (u), (4-16)
where y is a constant and M(u)  is C°° in a neighbourhood of u =  0. Dehne
M(u) = ue~M{u)/C
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Since
e~H/ß = e~{x~y)/2ß (4.17)
we have from the definition of M  and (4.16),
u =  A r 1(e-(e“v)/2/4). (4.18)
By (4.17), we see tha t the singularity at u =  0 now corresponds to x = oo or 
y = — oo i.e. the singularity at u — 0 has been transformed out to one of the 
infinities in the (x, y)  coordinates. However by a second transform ation p(x),  q(y) 
we can cast the metric into double null coordinates where u — 0 is at p = 0 or
Since M ( 0) exists, ^  0 at u =  0. By the inverse function theorem M -1 is
C°° and exists in a neighbourhood of u =  0. It follows from the definition of M  
th a t we can write
M - ' ( 0  =  (n(()  (4.19)
where n is C°° and n(0) > 0. Since our analysis is for r 0 > 0 and because of 
spherical symmetry, the two-dimensional (u-t)  part of the full m etric (1.2) must 
be smooth. In addition we will require r to be a smooth function of the coordinates 
p and q. Hence our analysis follows on the two-dimensional metric
ds2 =  —F  dxdy.  (4.20)
By using the form of the metric functions given in (2.2) and (2.3), and by setting 
a  =  1, ß  =  — 1, the metric (4.20) becomes
ds2 =  —u f ( u ) dxdy.  (4-21)
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Using (4.18) and directly substituting into (4.21) we obtain,
ds2 = —M_1(e_(x-y)/2M)/(M -1(e_(:r-y)/2M)) dxdy
=  - e- (x' J/)/2Mn (e -(x- y)/2M) / ( M " 1(e“ (x- y)/2M)) dxdy.
Let p =  e ~ x / 2ß and q =  ey/2M. Then we have
ds2 = 4p2n(pq)f(M~l (pq)) dpdq. (4.22)
The metric is now C°° and non-singular at u = 0 (i.e. at p — 0 and q arbitrary, or 
q — 0 and p arbitrary). Since r = r0 + M~l (pq) is smooth we have:
Remark 13 Spacetimes which have a = l, ß = — 1, r0 > 0 only contain apparent 
singularities.
4.3 C ase 3: a  + ß  > 0, ß  < —2, tq > 0
The results of the following technical lemma will be important in the proofs which 
follow.
Lemma 14 Assume that a + /? > 0 and ß < —2. Let 7 = |(  — a + ß -f 2). Then 
i) 7 < —1 and ii) a -f 7 > 0 .
Recall that H = J  dm
Lemma 15 Take n > —7 where n £ IV. Le£ y = 5I?=o ciu% + un+1c(u) where 
C{ E IR, and c is a smooth function. Then the function k, defined by
H = (uk{u)y
is continuous for u > 0, and does not vanish near u = 0. If 7 £ IN and c_7 0,
then k is a C~^~l but not a C~7 function. For all other cases k is smooth.
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P ro o f: We calculate that
H  = J vT 1 (V Cj U1 +  un+lc(u) j  d u
i=of^-y 7 +  *
7+i-----U 1 — c_7 ln(u) — J un+7c(u) d u ,
where c_7 := 0 for —7 ^  i?V \  {0}. Fix any / E W, and let n > l — 7 . Then near 
u =  0 we have
— |u |; < un+7c(u) < \u\l,
and therefore
u ~7 J un+7c(u) d u
It follows tha t u -7 /  un+7c(u) d u is a well defined C l~l function such tha t this 
integral and its first l — 1 derivatives vanish at u — 0. Observe tha t for —7 E IN, 
the function u ~7 ln(u) is —7 — 1 times but not —7 times differentiable at u = 0. 
Since c0 > 0 the function
<  \ u \
1/7
k(u ) : = — Y2  — —:Ul — u 7c_7 ln(u) — u 7 f  
i= 0;i^—7 T T ^
-n+7c(u)du  '
is well defined and continuous for u > 0. Since / is arbitrary, k is smooth when 
c_7 =  0. If c_7 ^  0, then it is —7 — 1 times continuously differentiable but fails to 
be —7 times continuously differentiable. I
Set
g — uk(u)  (4.23)
and observe tha t g is a C l function of u. Further d g/  d u does not vanish at u =  0. 
Thus we can write
u = ge(g) (4.24)
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where e(0) ^  0. The function e is C°° if c_7 =  0 and C _7_1 otherwise. By 
the Inverse Function Theorem, g ge(g) is at least C 1 and has non-vanishing 
derivative.
In the double null coordinates of (4.13), again we have e~H^ß = e- (x-y)/2/i. Since 
7 <  0 the singularity at u =  0 is at x =  oo or y = — oo. W ithout loss of generality, 
it is sufficient only to consider the case x =  oo. In order to remedy this infinity, we 
choose a coordinate transformation z —» x(z)  such that the metric is C°-extendible.
The remaining coordinate freedom of the transformation is encapsulated by a 
further (bounded) transform ation p z(p), q —> y(q). However as it will become
clear, y is already a good coordinate and so we can choose q — y.
Let z(x)  and p(z)  be two successive coordinate transformations defined such tha t
d^2 =  —F  dxdy = —F  d z d y  = —L d p d y
where F ( z , y )  = F { x , y ) ^ ,  L(p,y)  = F ( z , y ) g  and g  is bounded.
To explicitly obtain the new coordinate z, set
Then 2 =
o r + 7
x i and
x = c1z°+y, (4.25)
where c\ — It is clear from (4.25) and Lemma 14 tha t u =  0 (i.e.
x — oo) now corresponds to z — 0. Since H = I[x — y), from (4.23)
(4.26)
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Take F  = ua f (u )  as in (2.2). We find by substituting (4.24) directly for u tha t
F ( z , y )  = c2( l/2 )*  (ci -  yz^+^j 1 ea(g) f(ge(g )), (4.27)
where c2 =  ^C i(l/2 )T
Observe tha t since lim 2 ~°+z'’ =  0, it follows that 
2 - 0
lim F ( z , y )  = c2( l /2 )* c ? e “ (0)/(0) > 0.
2  —  0
The metric in (p, y, 0, f )  coordinates is given by
ds2 = - L ( p , y )  dpdy  +  R(p,y)  dH2, (4.28)
where
R(p, y ) =  {Qe{e) +  r 0)2. (4.29)
If the metric given by (4.28) is C^-extendible across u =  0, then T and R must be 
at least C k.
P ro p o s it io n  16 Assume r0 > 0. Spacetimes which have a  +  ß  >  0, ß  <  —2 
and satisfy one of the energy conditions are C 1 -extendible only if a  +  ß = 0, i.e. 
d s2 =  —uaf ( u ) d u 2 +  u - a p(u)du2 +  (r0 +  u )2dfl2.
P ro o f: Explicitly calculating the 1st partial derivative of R  we find 
<9R w <9£>dz
ä F  =  2(?e +  ro)(e +  e e ) ä I d ^
=  2(pe +  r 0)(e +  £>e')(l/2)^ —'-— ( c i ~ y z ^ \  1 z (4.30)
a  +  7  V /  dp
Observe tha t e(p) +  ge'(g) = (pe(p))' is continuous and does not vanish. The only 
term  in the above expression which may have a divergent limit comes from | f  and
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1 — Q  — 7
is given by 2 a+i . The exponent of this term simplifies to —(a -fi ß)/(ct  + ß  + 2)
i  # i
which is never positive. Since \imz Q+^  = 0 and lim 2 Q+^  = 0, it follows from
z—►O 2 — 0
(4.26) that q —> 0. Now it is clear that none of the factors of (4.30) has zero limit.
Both F  and L — F ^  are bounded away from zero and so this divergence cannot 
be annihilated by the ^  factor. Observe that a transformation y q(y) would not 
affect this divergence. By assumption a  + ß  > 0, thus this leads to the requirement 
that a  + ß = 0. I
In the following we will assume c7 = 0. This assumption simplifies matters slightly, 
c.f. Remark 18.
In the remainder of this analysis we will assume the condition ß = —a. Then we 
have
L(p,y)  = (~ “ + l ) ( l /2  )aea{e)f( (4.31)
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All derivatives necessary for a C2-extension are calculated and given below
OR
dp
dL
dp
dR
dy
dL
dy
d2R
dp2
d2L
dp2
d2R
dpdy
d2L
dpdy
d2R
dy2
d2L
dy2
ci(e? +  r0)(e?e ' ) ( | )  d^p
d2o f d g \ 2 dh
d z 2 dz )  dp
(—a +  l ) ( l / 2 ) Qf
d o d e \ 2 / dz
d z \ 2 d g d 2z 
dp y ^ dz  dp2
2 { eTz +  gd z d e ) dp
/  d g \  de d2g de
+2(dU de + ed?Te + g
+ 2(ep -f tq) 
dg 2 A 2d e
dz I dg2
d2g
' l h
(  dz
U p
/ dg de d2z
+eS l^Jd^dp
( - a + l ) ( l / 2 ) “
(Pg dgcPgdh ( d g V  d2h
dz 3 dz d z 2 dp dz I dp'“
dz
A p  .
+3
d2g ( d g \  dh
d z 2 l dz j  dg
dz ( d2z
dp I dp2 A h
dg Id
dz  \ dp3
dg d o d e \  I dg dg d e \  
_  + n ] ed~z + erzd~g)e dy gd
+  (ep +  r0) (
dg dg d2e N 
dz  dy dp2 ,
( - a  +  l ) ( l /2  )a
d2g 9 <9p<9pde d2g de 
\ dzdy ^  ^dz dy dg g dzdy  dp
^dg_ fdg_ 2 d2h
dy \ d z  I dg2
2('5 +,5;£ )  +2,' f+rt>
( I )
d3g d g d 2gdh d2g dgdh  
d2zdy dy d z 2 dp ~dzdy dz  dp
d z \ 2 | f  d g d g d h  ( L d2g \  d2z
dp )  +
d 2g
\ d y d z d g  dzdy  J dp2
'dy<
+2
dg de d2g de I d g \ 2 d2e
dy
( - a  +  l ) ( l /2 )
dp ^dy2 dp + g \ d y )  dp2
h
d3g f  dg d2g dg dgd2g\  dh
d z d y ' +
-
dy d z d y d y  ’ d z d y 2J dp
dg f d g \ 2 d2h j da \
(4 .33)
(4 .34)
(4.35)
(4 .36)
(4 .37)
3
(4 .38)
(4 .39)
(4 .40)
(4 .41)
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where h(g) = ea{g)f(ge{g)).
To simplify equations (4.34)-(4.42) as z —* 0 will require the explicit form of g and 
its first, second, and third order partial derivatives. These derivatives have been 
displayed below for convenience:
de
dz
dg
dy 
d2g 
dz* 
d2 g 
dzdy 
d2g 
dy2 
d3g 
dz*
d3g
dz2dy
d3g
dzdy2
( | ) - q1+1c i  ( ci  - y z a  l )
11
a — 1 \ — Q + l
-------- - I ci — ya'
y2 (a -  1) v
{ \ ) rr^ ' c lay (d  -  j
a —1\ - q+i a
a — 1 \ —a + i a — 2
Z
f 1 \ ■ Of 2 a  —1(d  - y z ° - l ) - a+' z0- 1
Q ^ c . a y  (d -  yz  
+3 y(a-  1 )2 2“- 4
-1  ^ - q + i 2a- l
Ci(a — 2 )za —3
( - ) - a + 1Cia ^Cl _  y Z a -1  \ -Q+l C\za 2 + y a — 1
/ 1 \ 1 OL
( -  ) —Q+l -----------------------
V  ( a - 1 ) 2
OCX — z
( d  - y z “- 1) - “*1 Ci(2a — 1 )z
2a—3
2a —2
+2 yz 3a —3
(4.43)
(4.44)
(4.45)
(4.46)
(4.47)
(4.48)
(4.49)
(4.50)
If we set p(z) = z then the above formulae imply that the metric coefficients are 
C1. The only metric component which would fail to be C2 is L, and the only 
possible offending derivative is given by (4.38). This is because jTf does not have 
a finite limit as a —> 0 for 2 < a < 3. The observations made above can be 
generalised in a straight forward way and leads us to
T heorem  17 Assume that c_7 = 0 when —7 £ IN \  {0}. Spacetimes with (a,/3) 
satisfying a + ß = 0, a > 2, r0 > 0 have C00-extensions for ct £ iV. If k A 1 < 
a < k A 2 (k £ IN) then there exists a Ck-extension but not a Ck+l-extension of 
the spacetime.
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P ro o f: By setting p(z) = z we find tha t the first claim follows immediately from 
equations (4.29), (4.31) and (4.32).
It is clear by successive differentiations that has the form,
dnL
dpn ( -  + 1)(1/2)“( 4 S v
f  (dg dng
+  / n l £ ,  d z y - > d z „>
d z \ n+1 de
dp )  + h Tz
dz d ^ \
’ dp’ ’ dpnJ
+ (4.51)
where n G W  and f n is a C°° function.
From equation (4.32) we have by differentiating successively that
d (n+1>£
dzO+P tn+i{yza~1)yza~(n+1'1 + in+1 (y,z°,  , (4.52)
where the functions i G IN are C°°, and t{ is bounded away from zero at z =  0. 
Hence it is clear tha t is bounded if n +  1 < a . Thus setting p(z) = z we
see tha t lim HSk exists for n +  1 < a . Observe also tha t then lim vt-v m, lim
p — 0 dP p — O 9 P 9 y p _ o  9 P 9 P
exist for l +  m =  n. Thus there exists a C -extension  for k -f 1 < a.
We will now show that for k T  2 > a, a ^ i V a  C,/c+1-extension fails to exist. By 
construction,
= ea(g)f(pe(g))cl ( 1 /2 )-«+i (cx -  X) Q 1
has a non-zero limit as z —> 0. Hence by examining T, | ^ , . . .  , it follows tha t 
must be bounded for p —> 0 and all n G {0, . . .  , k -f- 1}. Thus from equations 
(4.51) and (4.52) it follows tha t will have a limit only if
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dk+2g ( d z \ k+2 3g ( d k+2z \  
d z k+2 \ d p )  ^  dz  ydp/c+2y
' t M i y z - ^ y z - W  + h+i (y,2a,...,za’ (*+1))
, a lN ( d k+2z \
+ i l { y z
(4.53)
is bounded.
Now observe tha t since tk+ 2 and C are bounded away from zero, the first and 
possibly the third term  are unbounded, while the second term  is bounded. The 
two possibly diverging terms cannot cancel fully since they are of different orders 
in y (for this we again note tha t tk+2 and t\ are bounded away from zero). Thus for 
T to be bounded, both of the possibly divergent terms must in fact be bounded. In 
particular from the first term  we have a  >  k +  2. Contradiction to the assumption 
k  +  2 > a .  I
R em ark 18 Both F  and e are at least C -7-1 functions of g quite irrespective of 
the assumption c_^ =  0. Since a  - f  ß =  0 implies — 7  — 1 =  a  —  2 the proof of 
Theorem 17 implies C /c-1-extendibility but not necessarily C fc-extendibility.
R em ark 19 It follows from the results of Tables 3.1 and 3.2 tha t the only ex­
tendible metrics in Case 3 satisfying an energy condition (either W EC, SEC, DEC 
) are given by ß  =  —a, a > 2, r 0 > 0, f ' / f  +  g1 / g > 0 at u =  0.
R em ark 20 Walker’s [Wal70] extensions where F(r) = 1 /G (r), are fractional 
polynomials which fall into the case a € IN of Theorem 17.
A summary of all C^-extendible spacetimes which conditionally satisfy an energy 
condition is given in Figure 4.2.
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-4 -3 -1 0
Figure 4.2: A summary of all C^-extendible spacetimes with c_7 
conditionally satisfy an energy condition.
-- 0, which
C h a p te r  5
C onclusion
In this part of the report we have investigated the question of extending physically 
reasonable models of static, spherically symmetric spacetimes. If the geometry can 
be described by
ds(i) 2 =  —(r — r0)a/ ( r  — r0 )dt2 +  (r — rQ)ß g(r — r0)dr2 + r 2df}2, (5.1)
where f ,g  are non-vanishing C°° functions and r0 > 0, then we have found nec­
essary and sufficient conditions for C^'-extendibility when the metric is considered 
in conjunction with the energy conditions. These conditions are summarised by 
the theorem below.
T h eorem  21 Assume that c_7 =  0 when —7 £ IV \  {0}, r 0 > 0, and let k £ 
IV \  {0}. All spacetimes with bounded curvature and in addition satisfy an energy 
condition (either WEC, SEC, or DEC) fall in one of the following three classes:
(i) The metric is smooth (i.e. the only variety of singularities arising in this
class of spacetimes are apparent singularities) . This is the case if and only 
if a =  — ß £ IV U {0}.
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(ii) The metric is C k-extendible but not C k+1 -extendible (i.e. the only variety 
of singularities arising in this class of spacetimes are weak singularities). 
This is the case if and only if  a  = —ß and k + l < a < k - \ - 2 .
(Hi) The metric is not even C 1 -extendible (i.e. the only variety of singularities 
arising in this class of spacetimes are weak singularities). This is the case if 
and only if  a > —ß > 2.
Proof: The spacetimes described in the statem ent of the theorem must fall into 
one of the three classes given at the beginning of Chapter 4. Classes 1) and 2) are 
dealt with in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, and fall into case (i). W hat remains is class 3), 
which is considered in Section 4.3. If a  ^  —ß  then a > —ß > 2 and Proposition 
16 implies case (iii). If a = —ß  and ß < — 2 we can apply Theorem 17. This 
exhausts all cases. I
We have seen tha t a condition for (W-extendibility is a = —ß  (Proposition 16). 
The implication of this statem ent is tha t the determ inant of the metric,
de t(gab) = —f g r 4 sin2 0,
is finite in the representation of (5.1). Observe tha t in general a non-zero value 
of det(ga{,) is not a necessary condition for extendibility. As an example, consider 
the simple 2-dimensional flat shell crossing metric [KLS94],
— d t 2 +  (r — r0)2d r2.
It is evident tha t the determ inant vanishes at r  =  r 0. On the other hand, the 
coordinate transformation x = | ( r  — r 0)2 implies dx  =  (r — r 0)dr and the m etric 
— d t 2 +  (r — r 0)2d r2 =  —dt2 +  d;r2 just describes standard flat space. This example 
also highlights a remark made in the Introduction that: In order to decide whether
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a metric is inextendible one cannot ignore the embedding. By Proposition 16
ds2 =  —d t 2 +  (r — r 0)2d r2 +  r 2df72,
is not extendible across r =  r 0. Explicitly, the coordinate transform ation x(r)  fails 
because the ##-component of the m etric, r 2, transforms to {\/2x  -f r 0)2 which does 
not have a differentiable extension at x — 0.
As another example of our analysis, consider the Schwarzschild metric. Restricted 
to the (t — r)-plane it is given by
ds2 d t2 +
(1 — 2 m /r )
dr'
The singularities of the metric are at r — 0 and r  =  2m. One can readily calculate 
th a t F ( 0) =  oo and G(0) =  0. However, the Schwarzschild solution is not static 
in the black hole region (i.e. the r < 2m  region). Thus we cannot immediately 
apply the results of this report to the r — 0 singularity. Nevertheless it is clear 
th a t the Kretschmann scalar will be unbounded at this singularity since D —» oo. 
Now turning our attention to r  =  2m  we have F(2m) = 0 and G(2m) =  ±oo. Let 
us express the metric in the form given by (5.1)
ds2 -  -
2m
u u 
2m 4m2
-f u3/ ( u ) |  dt2 +  u 1 (2m -j-u) du2,
where u = r — 2m and the function /  is C°°. From this representation, one can 
conclude from Remark 13 tha t the metric is indeed C°°-extendible across r = 2m.
P a r t  II
G eom etric  S ingularities
C h a p te r  6
In tro d u c tio n
6.1  A n  O v erv iew
One of the achievements lying at the zenith of classical physics must be the sin­
gularity theorems of Penrose, Hawking and others (c.f. [HE73]). These theorems 
have been seminal in shaping, advancing and influencing our perception and un­
derstanding of the universe. The work of Penrose & Hawking has served to quell 
the previously held belief tha t singularities in exact solutions of Einstein’s field 
equations arose merely as artifacts of high symmetry. They showed th a t singu­
larities will form under quite general conditions, and in particular when spherical 
sym m etry is not assumed. One representation of these singularities is in geodesic 
incompleteness. The incompleteness of such spacetimes is thought to indicate the 
existence of curvature singularities. However, very little is actually known about 
the nature of these singularities. It is even debatable whether the notion of incom­
pleteness really leads to singularities (c.f. [Cla82]).
In order to gain a better understanding of singular spacetimes, one needs to create 
a framework for their description. M athematically the situation is particularly nice 
if the metric can be thought of as an extendible differentiable bilinear form which 
becomes degenerate at a subset of some extended manifold. To properly define
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our class of spacetimes, we will need to consider an (unphysical) extension of the 
spacetime. Such extensions will be referred to hereafter simply as ‘spacetime’ and 
denoted by (M ,g ). With this embedding, it is then possible to study the singular 
set, which will be denoted by £>, from a geometric perspective.
The gravitational collapse of spherically symmetric dust (or perfect fluid) space- 
times may lead to the occurrence of non-central singularities which violate strong 
cosmic censorship [MzHYS74]. These singularities occur because of a crossing of 
comoving shells of matter, and are hence termed shell crossing singularities. They 
were the first serious counter examples to an unqualified cosmic censorship hy­
pothesis. It is known that they are weak in a distributional sense, and that they 
are stable in the class of spherically symmetric spacetimes. There is also strong 
evidence to support the belief that shell crossing singularities do not violate cos­
mic censorship provided the velocity of sound is bounded away from zero near 
the singularity [Kri93]. Recently Clarke & O’Donnell [C092] investigated spher­
ically symmetric dust spacetimes with shell crossing singularities. By studying a 
neighbourhood of the locus where comoving shells cross, they sought to find an 
extension of the spacetime manifold as a non-degenerate Lorentzian solution (with 
low order differentiability) through the singular surface. This led them to a system 
of singular, differential equations which although unsolved, offers strong evidence 
for the existence of a solution.
The approach taken in this work is complementary. To define what we mean, 
consider the spherically symmetric metric given by
g = — e2l/(t,q'> d t2 + e2A^ ’9^ d q2 -f r2(t, q)(d 02 -fi sin2 0 d <p2).
The mathematical description of the physical event where neighbouring spherical 
shells of matter cross is that the radial derivative of the area radius vanishes, i.e. 
( d q r ) { t 3,q3) — 0 where (ts,qs) describes the event of crossing. Indeed, for this inter­
pretation spherical symmetry is essential. Our work focuses on a different aspect
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of the same theme. In all the examples of shell crossing singularities known to 
us, it has been possible to extend spacetime through the singularity as a manifold 
w ith a smooth, symmetric, degenerate bilinear form. This is a feature which we 
assert encapsulates the main properties of shell crossing singularities. The descrip­
tion leads to a very general geometric structure which is independent of sym m etry 
assumptions. In particular, within this framework we are able to introduce the con­
cept of shell singularities. Shell singularities are a generalisation of shell crossing 
singularities to spacetimes which are not necessarily spherically symmetric.
Using this m athem atical framework the relationship to strong cosmic censorship is 
carefully spelt out, and the existence of distinguished pregeodesics which intersect 
the singularity transversely will be proven. These pregeodesics lead then to a geo­
metrically defined function which can be used as a natural pregeodesic coordinate 
(c.f. [KK94b] for related results). The existence of geodesics is of param ount im­
portance for studying the physical characteristics of the singular spacetimes since 
it provides a means for addressing questions such as curvature strength, and the 
validity of the energy conditions.
The results of our investigation among other things show that the criticism on 
the weakness of [MzHYS74]’s models cannot be countered by arguing th a t the 
idealization of spherical symmetry facilitates the cancellation of highly singular 
term s. This lends further support to the cosmic censorship hypothesis. As it will 
become clear, the case of shell singularities is but one and certainly not the only 
class of spacetimes which can be described by our approach. In the first instance, 
the only constraint on the spacetime is that the determinant of the metric vanish 
smoothly at the singularity.
The m athem atical methods used herein are closely related to the theory of sig­
nature type changing spacetimes ([I\K93a, KK93b, KK94a, KK94b]). The first 
reference we know of in the literature where singular metrics arise from subm ani­
folds of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds is in [Kos85].
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6.2 R e m a rk s  on  S ta b ility
As physical measurements are only as accurate as the measuring tools used, it is 
desirable to ensure that any results obtained herein are stable to small fluctuations 
in the theory. If the Einstein field equations are not imposed, then the condition 
of stability singles out a specific class of smooth, symmetric bilinear forms. To 
see this, we will equip the space of symmetric bilinear forms i5, with the Whitney 
C°°-topology.
Definition 22 Let (Ui, (fi)i£iv be a fixed atlas of M  such that each compact subset 
of M  intersects only finitely many of the Ui. Let h be a symmetric tensor field 
and t be a sequence of continuous functions 77 : Ui —* IR+ \  {0}, and k G IN U {0}. 
We will denote by UT<k(h) the set of all symmetric tensor fields g, such that for all 
x G M  and all / with x G Ui the inequality
holds. Here we have used the coordinates induced by ([//,</?/) and the usual multi­
index notation. The topology for which the sets UT}k(h) form a sub-basis is called 
the Whitney C°°- topology.
This definition is independent of the chosen atlas [BE81].
Let g be a smooth symmetric (0,2)-tensor on an m-dimensional manifold M . The 
set of metrics g having the properties that:
(i) det(gab) vanishes at a hypersurface V  in M,
(ii) at V  the differential ddet(gab) does not vanish,
°< /< |a |< M < t i  <-<ti<d im (M )
E
is open with respect to the Whitney C°°-topology. Now, this set of metrics is 
locally dense in the subset of those bilinear forms which are degenerate at V  C M:
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L e m m a  23 Let x 6 M . For any metric h which is degenerate at x, and any 
neighbourhood U of h in the space of C°° bilinear forms, there exists a metric 
g G U and a neighbourhood V  of x in M  such that
(i) g is degenerate at x,
(ii) det(gab)\y = 0 => ddet(gab)\y ^  0 for every y G V.
P ro o f: Firstly note tha t for condition (ii) the coordinate frame field can be re­
placed by an arbitrary frame field. To see this let { e i ,. . .  , em} and { E \ , . . .  , E m} 
be two frame fields, and T the transformation m atrix field. If G is the m a­
trix  of the m etric g with respect to { e i , . . .  , em}, then the metric with respect 
to { E i , . . .  , E m} is given by T t G?T. Then de t(T TG!T) =  d e t(T )2 det(G ), and 
d d e t(T TGT) =  det(G) d d e t(T )2 +  d e t(T )2 d det(Cr) which proves the claim since 
det(T ) 7  ^ 0.
Consider M  to be an m-dimensional manifold and let h be given. Then there 
exists a field of frames {em, e\ , . . . ,  em_i} such tha t for its dual frame field
f  ,~,m ~ 1  ~ m —1 \
h — hiCT (g) u? -F • • • +  hjCoJ <S> CbJ -f /ij+1a;-7+1 <g> -f • • • +  (g) com.
Since h is degenerate at x, we can assume without loss of generality that
hi(x) = • • • =  hj(x)  =  0, hj+i(x) 7  ^ 0 , . . . ,  hm(x) ^  0 for some j .
Let uja be the pseudo normalised co-frame field defined by
for a =  j  +  1 , . . . ,  m;
Cja for a < j.
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Then
h — h\uT 0 uA T ■ * * T 0 c<T T C j - f 0 T * • • T cmcu 0
where tk € { — 1,1}, k £ {j +  1 , . . .  ,m }.
We will now construct g. The approach will proceed in two steps. Let V  be a 
small neighbourhood of x, and c: M  —» M be a smooth function such tha t c =  1
in some neighbourhood of x, c =  0 outside V,  and 0 <  c < 1 everywhere else. For
c0 > 0 define
c: M  —> IR by y i—► c0c(y).
Then let
g — -)- c)ud 0 ud T • • • -f- -f- c)ud  ^0 ad  ^ T hjUJ^ 0 cd
+ € j + i u j+1 0 cd+1 + ----h emujm 0 com,
implying that
det g\x =  d  1/ij(x)eJ+i . . .  em =  0
since /i; (a?) =  0.
If d /i j |x ^  0, then we set g =  g and obtain ddet(<7)|x =  c7 - 1  d hj^€j+i . . .  em A 0. 
Now let L  be a coordinate neighbourhood of x such tha t the above inequality holds 
at all points of V . Let UTyk{h) be a neighbourhood of h as given by Definition 22. 
Since
g — h — c 0 ad T • • • T  cd  ^ 0 cd ^  — coc ^cd 0 ad T * * * T cd  ^ 0 cA  ^  , 
we can choose c0 sufficiently small so tha t g £ (/i). Thus we have found our g.
I fd hJU = 0 define /  as a function which satisfies
f ( x)  = 0, d / |x d  0 and \f(x)\ < c(x).
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Let
g — (h\ 4- c)ud kd 4“ • * • A (hj_i 4" c)c*d 1 ® 1 4~ {hj -f- Co/)kd C) kd
4-ej+iod+1 ® ad"*"1 4- • • • 4- emujm (8) a>m.
At :r we have d{hj + c0/)  = c0d /  ^  0 and ddet(g)|x = c,'”1c0d / £j+i . . .  em ^  0. 
Now let V C V be a coordinate neighbourhood such that this inequality holds for 
all points of V . Since
g — h — c0 c (ad ® ud 4- • • • 4- ad 1 <S> ad 4- / ad <S> ad
we can choose c0 sufficiently small so that g E UT,k(h).
The claim follows since any neighbourhood U of h contains the non-empty inter­
section of finitely many neighbourhoods of the form UTik{h). I
Following Lemma 23, one may be contented to focus attention on those classes of 
singular spacetimes which satisfy (i) and (ii) of Lemma 23, however it would be 
premature to do so without first considering the Einstein field equations. It has 
been shown that under certain conditions, it is possible for properties of bilinear 
forms which are non-generic in L?, to become generic in the set of solutions with 
the induced topology. Consider the following example,
Example 24 Consider a metric displaying the property that its determinant van­
ishes, and does so quadratically at some hypersurface. As an illustrative example 
consider the case of shell singularities. These singularities are a generalisation 
of shell crossing singularities when the assumption of spherical symmetry is not 
imposed on the geometry. Their geometrical description is given by
m  —1
g — T2 d T2 -f • • • 5 £m_1) d x l d xJ
M = 1
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defines open set
in the Whitney topology
Figure 6.1: The interior of the shaded region represents an open set in the W hitney 
C°°-topology. At r  =  0 the parabola gTT = r 2 represents a shell singularity. By 
perturbing the parabola upwards by Co, one can see tha t the singularity evaporates.
where det(^y) ^  0 ( i , j  6 { l , . . . , m  — 1}). The determ inant given by det(p) =  
T 2 d e t(gij) vanishes quadratically at the surface r  =  0. It is conceptually clear that 
this property is not stable in the W hitney C^-topology. This can be seen explicitly 
by adding the term  —c0 d r 2 to the metric. Then for any neighbourhood of g one 
can choose cq > 0 sufficiently small so that the modified metric is contained in 
this neighbourhood but is non-singular everywhere. The metric is also unstable in 
the subset of spherically symmetric bilinear forms with the induced topology since 
precisely the same arguments can be applied to spherically symmetric metrics. 
However, [MzHYS74] have shown tha t for spherically symmetric geometries, this 
property is stable in the class of spherically symmetric spacetimes if one assumes 
th a t the m atter distribution is described by a perfect fluid coupled with an equation 
of state.
Quite aside from questions of stability, it is natural in the context of such geometric 
singularities to study those bilinear forms whose determ inants vanish not merely 
quadratically, but to some higher order at the singular hypersurface V.  However, 
since any closed set can be realized as the zero-set of a smooth function [GG73, 
Proposition 1.4.8], we will need a stronger specification on the class of admissible 
metrics beyond merely stipulating the existence of smooth extensions. Hence in 
this work we will assume tha t at the singularity there exists a distinguished line
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bundle which is transverse to V.
6.3 T h e  P la n
The plan of this part is as follows. In Chapter 7 we introduce Cosmic Censorship 
and Signature Type Changing Spacetimes. In Chapter 8 we present the examples 
which provided the impetus for the geometric treatm ent we have taken, and we 
give a m athem atical description of these singularities in our setting. The question 
of cosmic censorship is addressed in Chapter 9. Here we give a definition of strong 
cosmic censorship for shell singularities and show under which conditions they are 
censored. Some facts about the intrinsic and extrinsic curvature of the singularities 
are also given. In Chapter 10 we study pregeodesics which cross the singular surface 
transversely and prove the existence of coordinates which are specially adapted to 
the singularity. Using these adapted coordinates we estim ate the strength of the 
singularities, and examine the restrictions implied by the energy conditions. This 
is done in Chapters 11 & 12. Finally in Chapter 13 as applications of our theory, it 
will be shown tha t shell singularities are at variance with a new energy condition. 
In another application we prove tha t smooth, signature type changing spacetimes 
are non-singular at the surface of signature change if the dominant energy condition 
holds.
6.4 B asic  N o ta tio n
The following conventions are used throughout this part of the report. V  will 
always denote a hypersurface where the bilinear form g is degenerate. We will 
take as our coordinates the m -tuple (*/, x1, . . . ,  xm_1) (c.f. Theorem 64), and denote 
the hypersurface {(zq x1, . . . ,  a:Tn_1) G M  v =  a] by V a, where V 0 = V.  Locally, 
for \v\ <C 1 the hypersurface V u together with the bilinear form induced by the 
m etric is a pseudo-Riemannian manifold. Quantities which are intrinsic to this
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pseudo-Riemannian manifold V u are sometimes denoted by a superscript m For 
instance, denotes the induced metric. A dot either denotes the derivative of 
a curve or a derivative with respect to v.
The Einstein summation convention has also been adopted. Unless otherwise 
stated , the indices a,6, c , . . .  span the set { l , . . . , m }  while indices z ,j, / : , / , . . .  
span {1, . . . , m — 1}.
For convenience, the term  field of frames has often been abbreviated to frame 
when it is clear from context which is meant.
C h a p te r  7
C osm ic  C en so rsh ip  a n d  S ig n a tu re  
T y p e  C h an g in g  S p ace tim es
7.1 Cosm ic C ensorship
Arguably the most profound conjecture in the subject of General Relativity is 
the Cosmic Censorship Hypothesis of Roger Penrose [Pen69]. It is a statem ent 
presenting the view that
“the occurrence of a singularity which is naked to the human eye 
is an abomination to the physical world because it threatens to destroy 
the fabric of general predictibilty of the universe, and should therefore 
be censored by nature”.
Two versions of this statem ent have developed:
• the weak cosmic censorship hypothesis expresses the idea tha t a singularity 
should be hidden from an observer at infinity i.e. a singularity should not be 
globally naked;
• the strong cosmic censorship hypothesis states tha t a singularity should be 
hidden even from a local observer i.e. a singularity should not be locally
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naked.
The two classes of singularities are illustrated by the Penrose-diagrams given in 
Figure 7.1, together with their relation to the event horizon.
As the Reissner-Nordström spacetimes [HE73] have shown us, without further 
qualification both strains of this conjecture would be false. Such a spacetime 
may contain singularities which can be approached and are visible to observers 
who have crossed its inner horizon.1 The numerical investigations of Simpson 
Sz Penrose [SP73] and linear perturbation results of McNamara [McN78] however 
suggest that this horizon is unstable if additional matter is introduced. As these 
examples serve to illustrate, the issue becomes quite opaque if one imposes physical 
restrictions on the matter-distribution of the chosen spacetimes models. One of 
the first serious counter examples to cosmic censorship came from the work of 
Müller zum Hagen, Seifert & Yodzis [MzHYS74]. They constructed spherically 
symmetric dust spacetimes with shell crossing singularities (c.f. Section 8.1.2) 
which are naked and could be seen from infinity. Their examples were also stable 
in the class of spherically symmetric spacetimes if the energy-momentum for dust 
or a dustlike perfect fluid were assumed (see Chapter 8 for a short discourse on 
perfect fluids).
This work only treats strong cosmic censorship since the employment of orthogonal 
frames (Theorem 34) to prove the existence of adapted coordinates (Theorem 64) 
has a purely local flavour.
7.2 S ig n a tu re  T y p e  C h an g in g  S p ace tim es
The theory of Signature Type Change due first to Hawking &; Hartle [HH83] is an
implementation of the idea that in the very early universe, time did not exist and
space spanned all four dimensions. From a period of labour in the form of signature
^ e r e  with inner horizon we mean a Cauchy horizon (c.f. [Wal84]) which is contained within 
the black hole region.
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light ray emitted by singularity 
cannot be seen by observer at ii
singularity
— event horizon
future null infinity
\space like
/infinityblack hole region -—.
past null infinity
a) locally naked singularity
light ray can be seen 
by observer at infintyevent horizonsingularity
future null infinity
y  spacelike 
/  infinity
black hole 
region —
past null infinity
b) globally naked singularity
Figure 7.1: The two Penrose diagrams for locally and globally naked singularities. 
In these conformal diagrams, paths of light rays are depicted by lines at ±45° to the 
vertical. The black hole region is the part of spacetime cut off from communication 
with outside observers. Its boundary is the event horizon.
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type change, a Lorentz universe was born from a Riemannian mother universe. The 
motivation for the allegorical description of the no boundary proposal [HH83] is 
the theorization tha t
“it may be possible to derive initial conditions for the Lorentzian 
part by a path integration over all compact Riemannian manifolds whose 
boundaries coincide with the locus of signature type change
This conjecture is highly speculative and in its original version m athem atically ill 
defined. The latter comment arises because the theory of quantum gravity is used 
to model the very early universe. As a m athem atical theory, quantum  gravity 
is still far from being well defined. Nevertheless, one can argue tha t this phase 
transition takes place sufficiently far away from the seeds of the universe for the 
semi-classical lim it to make sense.
There is still considerable controversy over the correct m athem atical framework for 
this semi-classical limit. There are two diametrically opposite schools of thought 
on how this should be implemented. Both proposals are presented below:
• the metric is everywhere non-degenerate but fails to be continuous at the 
surface tha t divides the Riemannian from the Lorentzian region [GH90], 
[HH90], [ESCH92];
• the metric is everywhere smooth but is degenerate at the surface of signature 
type change [Hay92], [DT93], [KK93a].
It may be surprising to learn tha t the two proposals are not completely at variance 
with each other. Notwithstanding, it is also intuitively clear tha t both proposals 
cannot be isometric since the first statem ent describes signature type changing 
spacetimes with jum p discontinuities, and second describes smooth signature type 
changing spacetimes. In [KK93b] and [KM95] the authors have shown th a t it is 
possible to define a weak notion of equivalence between the two proposals.
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A
Figure 7.2: A Lorentz universe which emerges from a signature type changing 
Riemannian universe.
In the geometric setting of this work, it seems natural to adopt the second proposal
supported by the existence of a uniquely determined natural time function in a 
neighbourhood of the locus of signature type change ([KK93a]). Furthermore, in 
contrast to the discontinuous proposal there are a relative plethora of examples 
for the support of the smooth proposal.
Since the implementation of signature change is from a Riemannian region to 
a Lorentzian region, the locus of signature type change V  must be a spacelike 
surface. Such spacetimes will be referred to as cosmological signature type changing 
spacetimes. This approach for implementing signature change classically is also 
supported by [Hay92]. A contrary view however is advocated in [ESCH92].
surface of signature 
type change
Riemannian universe
arrow of time
that of smooth signature type change. This proposal is also physically well
C h a p te r  8
E x am p les  a n d  P re lim in a ry  
D efin itio n s
To lay the groundwork, we will first discuss a simple example involving dust space- 
times before presenting in detail the more complicated perfect fluid counter ex­
ample to cosmic censorship. A survey of the literature shows tha t spherically 
sym m etric dust spacetimes have proven to be the well from which most examples 
of naked singularities have sprung. If the m atter is timelike dust (i.e. particles 
with mass) we have Tolman-Bondi Spacetimes, if it is null dust (i.e. radiation) 
we have Vaidya spacetimes. Since the Vaidya model is extremely idealised, our 
analysis will be concerned with the more interesting Tolman-Bondi models. An 
example of a cosmological model is also presented in the setting of signature type 
changing spacetimes.
8.1 M o tiv a tin g  E x am p les
8 .1 .1  A  sim ple dust exam p le
To motivate our study, we will first explore a family of spacetimes which gives 
rise to simple examples of shell crossing singularities. We have chosen to illustrate
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this with the zero energy Tolman-Bondi spacetimes [SI93]. Physically speaking 
shell crossing singularities appear as caustics in the congruence of the flow lines of 
m atter. While the perfect fluid spacetimes of Miiller zum Hagen et al. [MzHYS74] 
are m athem atically more intricate, the same qualitative picture can be seen to 
hold there too.
E x a m p le  25 Consider a zero energy Tolman-Bondi spacetime given by
9 =  -  d t2 +  {a{q) -  t )~2/3 (b(q) -  t )2 d q2 + q2 (a(q) -  t)4/3 d H2,
where a(q) is an arbitrary, smooth function and b(q) = | qa'(q) + a(q). The m atter 
of this model is dust, a pressure-free perfect fluid, and has energy-momentum 
tensor
T  = e(T q) d t  ® di ,
which gives an energy density
-  4
’  ^ 3(a — t)(b — t )
Our interests lie in understanding the singular behaviour of this spacetime. From 
the metric we see tha t singularities occur at a(q) =  t and b(q) = t. As it will soon 
become clear, the singular behaviour of each is quite distinct. This first becomes 
apparent by looking at the area of the spheres of symmetry. Given by
area(a;) =  47r q2(x)(a(q(x))  — ^(x))4//3
this physical quantity vanishes at t = a(q), but has a non-zero value for t = b(q). 
Observe tha t in the expression for the spacelike radial coefficient of the metric, 
gqq =  (a(q) — t )~2/3(b(q) — t )2, the divergent behaviour is governed by (a(q) — t )~2C, 
This factor dominates over the constant factor in the timelike coefficient of the 
m etric, and describes the phenomenon that near t = a(q) escape from gravitational 
collapse becomes an impossibility. We can conclude that t = a(q) represents a black
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hole singularity. On the other hand, at t — b{q) the area stays finite because the 
positive exponent in the radial component, (b(q) — i)2, is dominated by the constant 
term  in the timelike component. This latter singularity is not strongly censored 
and is called a shell crossing singularity.
We are interested in a different although related aspect of shell crossing singulari­
ties, namely, the possibility to extend the metric as a smooth bilinear form across 
the singularity. This bilinear form is degenerate at the hypersurface singularity 
and Lorentzian everywhere else. We assert tha t this is a property which should be 
regarded as fundamental to the definition of shell (crossing) singularities. One of 
our justifications is simply tha t all shell crossing singularities known to us share 
this property. Another equally im portant justification is tha t this structural defi­
nition singles out a class of singularities which can be described geometrically.
8 .1 .2  Spherically  sym m etr ic  perfect fluid sp a cetim es w ith  
sh ell crossing sin gu larities
In this subsection we will present the class of shell crossing singularities which were 
discovered by Müller zum Hagen et al. [MzHYS74]. These spacetimes presented 
the first real serious counter example to cosmic censorship. They are the most 
general class of shell crossing singularities known to us, and will take centre stage 
in most of the discussions to follow on censorship violation.
Let us now recall some general facts about perfect fluids [MS64, Lic67]. Let (M, g)  
be a perfect fluid spacetime so tha t the energy momentum tensor is given by
T  =  (e +  p)ub ® u A p g ,
where e denotes the energy density, p the pressure, u the 4-velocity vector field 
of the m atter, and ub the 1-form p(u,-). We assume that the energy density e 
depends on the baryon number density n (i.e. number of particles per volume)
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and the entropy density 5, such tha t the equation of state is of the form
e(n, S) = cr(n, S)n.  (8-1)
The function a called the specific internal energy is given a priori and describes the 
internal structure of the fluid. We will also require particle number conservation 
which is expressed by
div(nu) = 0 i.e. d n(u) = —ndiv(u),
and the therm odynam ic relationship
d a = T  d S  — p d v , ( 8.2)
where T  is the tem perature and v :=  l / n  the specific volume. Substituting the
definition of e into equation (8.2) gives
P =
1 dt  
n d S
( 8 .3)
The set of equations
u-e = —(e +  p)div(u), (e +  p ) V uu = -g ra d  u±(p) (8.4)
have their derivation from the equation of motion div(T) =  0 [0 ’N83]. Here and 
in what follows we shall denote the derivative of a function /  in direction of a 
vector X  by X  ■ f  := d f ( X ) .  From the energy density we find
.  ,  v .  / e \  . . de(u) e , . . d n(u)
d a (u )  = d ( - )  (u) = -------------- - d n(u) = p ---- — . (8.5)
\ n j  n n l n l
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By substituting (8.3a) into
(8.6)
and making a direct comparison with (8.5) we observe tha t u-S = 0 i.e. the entropy 
S  is constant along the flow lines of the comoving observer.
W hen the m etric is given, the equation of state (8.1) and the equations of motion 
(8.4) give rise to an initial value problem for m atter prescribed by n , S , u .  By 
adding the Einstein equations one obtains an initial value problem for the coupled 
system [Lic67]. We will also assume isentropic flow, i.e. tha t the entropy density 
is constant throughout. Then e is purely a function of n.
We now turn to spherical sym m etry and present the arguments of [MzHYS74].(See 
also [MS64]). In comoving coordinates the metric is given by
where u := e vdt . If we specify L as the outward pointing, radial unit vector field 
orthogonal to u then
g =  — e2l/(M) d t2 + e2A(M) d q2 + r 2(t, q)(d 62 -f sin2 6 d c/?2),
L  :=  e~Ad„
and we can define
y := u-r, T := L-r.
The (Hawking)-mass m  is given by
and can alternatively be expressed as
(t fixed),
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provided the region {(t,q) 0 < q < q} is singularity free. If e = p = 0 then m 
coincides with the Schwarzschild mass.
By specialising to spherical symmetry, (8.4) gives:
(i) L - p  = — (e A p)L • v,
2 y(ii) u • e = — (e + p)d\v(u) = —(e + p)(u • A 4-----).r
The equations of motion allow us to calculate the functions A,i/ explicitly as
e- u  _  e  + P . - A  _  u f ~ \ „ 2.
H(t)n
, e = /i(^)r2n,
where /i(g) and H(t) are unspecified constants of integration. The Einstein equa­
tions now lead to a quasi-linear, hyperbolic system of PDES [CH66]. The equation
R ic---- g = 87tT
2*
implies the following relationships [KSMCH80]
u - T
u • y
u -T
u • e
= V
_ r : L j l  ™ 4 x r P
=  - y
e + p r2 
L - p  
e + p
- ( t  +  P ) — TT- - 2 (e + p)-.i r
Since we are interested in describing singularities where n —> 00, it is convenient 
to re-express this system with n substituted by v := 1/n. In a coordinate setting
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we obtain
( r \ 1 0 0 0 0 ^ ( T ' \
/ Hy \
a-\-pv
y
4
0 0 0 y '
— a + p v
-  4ttrp)
f 0 0 0 - y A V 0
i V j 0 - B 0 0 ) \ v'  j \ 2 H v y /
where
A =  - h H
a 4  pv ) dv'
d p  B = r
r(o- 4- pv) ’
and
f t ,
Miiller zum Hagen et al. [MzHYS74] solved an initial value problem for this system 
of equations1. In doing so they have assumed that
l i md p / d u E i R  \  {0}.
v —>0
It follows from this assumption that <r is finite even if e diverges. This fact is
immediate by the two step argument: dp/  du is finite and therefore so is p. Now
the boundedness of a follows from d a  = —p du. Observe that the expression
—  = ——-  is finite because for a perfect fluid ■ -■■■■■- < — = 2cr where in addition 
on n n n
e > p has been assumed.
The pressure gradient can be expressed as
dp de dn dp
du dn dv de
( i ± P \
V n / V u2/ d e
^ h e  main simplification in our presentation is that we have not solved a mixed initial 
value/boundary problem but only a local initial value problem. Our interest is in a solution 
which is local in both space and time whereas they were interested in a solution which was local 
only in time.
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Thus for lim^ _+0 dp/ d v to exist, we must have
d p 
d e
0 as v 0 . (8.7)
The dual implication of the last statement is that i) the pressure is bounded even 
if the baryon number density diverges, and ii) that the velocity of sound := dp /de  
[HE73], converges to zero when the singularity is approached. The assumption 
given by (8.7) has been criticised as physically unrealistic [Kri93]. However, the 
merits of the arguments will not be debated here.
The Cauchy hypersurface of Müller zum Hagen et al. [MzHYS74] is given by 
t = ts £ IR, qB > 0. On this surface conditions are imposed which ensure that v is 
positive save a single shell given by q — qs, t = ts where it vanishes. The system 
is solved for {(£,g)|0 < q < qß}, representing the interior region of the collapsing 
body. In their arguments they also make the following assumptions:
. r2r'h 2 2 2m , ,
• the constraint equations: 1 = ------ , I — y — 1 H------ = 0 at {t = j;
v r
• the shell crossing condition: v(ts,qs) = 0, v(ts,q) E (0,i>i) for q E (0, gÄ), 
qs E (0, qB)\ r \ t s, qa) = 0, r'(ta, q) > 0 for q E (0, qs) U (qa, qB)\ v(ts, qa) < 0;
• nakedness condition: r|{t=t3} is monotone, r(ts,qs) > 2m(ts,qB)\
• smoothness conditions: T ,p,r, v are C2 on {t = ts}, T > 0.
The authors then show that these four conditions are compatible, and prove the 
local existence of a solution by a modification of the discussions in [CH66]. From 
this analysis they were able to show that these naked singularities with the given 
equation of state are stable in the class of spherically symmetric spacetimes.
More concretely, let m 0(q) and r0(q) be given so that mo is a strictly monotonically 
increasing function, and in such a way that we are guaranteed of having
qs > 0 with ro(qs) = 0, r0'(q) > 0 for all q ^  qs.
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We can choose m(ts,q) = mo(q) and r(ts,q) = r0(q) as initial data. Using the 
conditions of the four constraints it is then possible to calculate y,u,T at t = t s. 
Differentiating the integral equation for m at t = ts with respect to q we obtain
m 0' = 47rero2ro'.
This equation can be solved for e. From this we can calculate p using the equation 
of state p = p(e). Equation (8.3a) can then be viewed as a differential equation 
for e with variable n. Solving this equation gives a function e(n) which can be 
inverted to give n in terms of e. Now we can calculate v at t = ts using v = l /n.  
We still have to show that v is a well defined function. To see this recall that a is 
finite and non-zero. Thus from
a mo'
v (47rr02ro') ’
we can conclude v = ---- -—-— is also well defined by assumption since m0' > 0.m0'
In fact, it also follows that v(ts,qs) = 0 since r0'(qs) = 0. In addition observe that
r  f
the quotient — is always finite. We next calculate T at t = ts from the equation 
v
L-r = T which reduces to T =
ro2r0'h
v
Finally, all which remains is to calculate y at t — ts. This can be done by using 
the equation m =  ^(1 + y2 — T2). Thus at t = ts we have explicit values for all 
four functions r, y,T,v. This set of initial data gives rise to a (locally unique) 
solution (r, y , r ,n)  which extends smoothly across v = 0. We wish to impose a 
genericity condition on mo and r0 by stipulating that (y2)' 7^  0. Once the
equation of state is explicitly known, the condition that (y2)'(ts,qs) 0 can be
directly encoded into the initial data because y can then be expressed in terms of 
?n0 and r0 at t = ts. While we do not wish to re-express the genericity condition 
{y2)'(ts,qs) 7^  0 explicitly in terms of m0, r0 and the equation of state, we note
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that this condition is used later in this report. We will see (c.f. Example 45) that 
for these solutions it implies condition (i) of Definition 30 in Section 8.2.
8.1.3 The Friedman-Robert son-Walker spacetim es
Another example which supports the usefulness of a geometric approach to the 
study of singularities arises from the theory of signature type changing spacetimes.
We will present the signature changing Friedman-Robertson-Walker cosmology in 
the setting of the second proposal given in Section 7.2. The Friedman-Robertson- 
Walker metric [KM95] can be described by
where d gives the metric of a 3-sphere.
The metric has the property that at t = 0, detg =  0 while d(detc/) ^  0. By 
Lemma 23 this property is stable even without assuming Einstein’s equations. We 
will return to give an application to this class of spacetimes in Chapter 13.
8.2 D efin ing  1 -S in g u la r itie s  a n d  T h e ir  P ro p e r-
The mathematical framework which we will use to describe the geometric nature 
of the examples presented so far, while in the setting of General Relativity, will 
be developed for general orientable m-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifolds 
and not just for 4-dimensional Lorentzian manifolds.
The first definition encapsulates the most primitive characteristic of our examples, 
namely the possibility to extend the metric as a smooth bilinear form across the
ties
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singularity.
D efin ition  26 A degenerate extension of an m-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian 
manifold (A, h), is manifold M  which is equipped with a symmetric - tensor 
field g such tha t
(i) N  C M ,
(ii) V  d N  is a smooth oriented hypersurface in M ,
(hi) 9\N = h,
(iv) g is degenerate at T>.
Such a degenerate extension will be denoted by (A", h ,M , g), and when there is 
no risk of ambiguity by (M,g).  We will call ( M, g)  a spacetime if (N , h ) is a 
Lorentzian manifold. For convenience we will generally assume that g and h are 
smooth (i.e. C°°) although this is not necessary for most of our results.
D efin ition  27 The radical subspaces of (M, g)  are the degenerate subspaces, Radx 
:= {vx £ TxM  g(vx, ■) = 0}.
L em m a 28 Let (A, / i ,M, g) be a degenerate extension. Then (P,g |p )  is a pseudo- 
Riemannian manifold iff at all x £ V  the degenerate subspace Radx is 1-dimen­
sional and transverse to T>.
Proof: Assume that (V,g\x>) is a pseudo-Riemannian manifold. If Radx is n
dimensional, /c £ { 2 ,.. .  ,m }, then TXT> C1 Radx is at least (/c — l)-dimensional 
[GreSl, Equation 1.32]. This says that TffD is in part degenerate, and this is a 
contradiction to the assumption tha t ( V , g |x>) is a pseudo-Riemannian manifold. 
If R adx is not transverse to V , then Radx C TXV.  Again we have a contradiction.
For the converse, assume that (P , g p ) is not a pseudo-Riemannian manifold. Then 
there exists a vector v £ TxV :v ^  0 such that g(v,w)  = 0 for all w £ TXV.  If
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Radx is 1-dimensional and transverse to TXV  then we have TXM  = RadXQ)TXV. In 
particular, any vector u G TXM  can be written as u =  U1 +  U25 where u\ G Radx and 
U2 G TxV. This implies that g{y, u) = g(v, 1 4 ) + g(v, u?). Now, the first summand 
vanishes because u\ G Radx, and the second summand vanishes because of the 
choice of v. However this implies that g(v,u) vanishes for all vectors u G TXM. 
Hence v G Radx. Contradiction. I
We would like to ensure that in the extension, the singular set V  has a nice 
geometric structure. The following definition is therefore natural from a differential 
geometric point of view. In light of the motivating examples presented at the 
beginning of this chapter, the following definition is also physically well justified.
For the definition we will first need a preparatory lemma.
L em m a 29 Assume l G IN and Df (x)  = ••• = Dl~l f (x)  = 0. Then Dlf  : 
TXM  x • • • x TXM  —> JR is a well defined tensor.
Proof: Choose any connection V. For / = 1 we have
W / = ^ /  (8-8)
which is always a tensor independent of the connection. For / = 2 we obtain
~  r k i h f o j ; f -
The terms involving the Christoffel symbols vanish because by assumption
the first derivatives of /  vanish for the case / = 2. Hence the tensor (8.8) is 
independent of the connection and given by the partial derivatives of / .  By an 
induction argument for each / all the expressions in . . .V^, /  which involve 
Christoffel symbols or their derivatives are multiplied with derivatives of /  of 
order smaller than /. Hence by assumption these terms all vanish and the tensor 
Vjtx . . .  Vfc|/ coincides with ^ 7  • • • particular, it is independent of the
connection. I
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Definition 30 Let (N,h ,M,g)  be a degenerate C°°-extension of a pseudo- 
Riemannian manifold (N ,h ) and k G IN. The spacetime (M,g) has a 1-singularity 
with radical of order /c if
(i) for all x E V, det (g(Ea, Eg))\x = 0, D (det (g (E a, E p ) ) ^  = 0, ,
DK~l (det(g(Ea, E p ) ) ^  = 0 and D* (det(g(Ea, E g ) ) ^  ^  0 for any frame
{ £ « } ;
(ii) for x G T> the degenerate subspaces Radx form a line bundle Rad.
Observe that condition (i) is frame independent. By Lemma 29 it is well defined 
since det(g(Eon Eg)) is a function to which the lemma applies.
Definition 31 Given a pseudo-Riemannian manifold (M,g) with shell singularity 
T>, we call a point x G D transverse if Radx ® TXV  = TXM .
If U C V, we call U transverse if all x G U are transverse. The following results 
show that the set of transverse points in V  is open in D.
Lemma 32 A point x G D is transverse iff it has a neighbourhood U in M such 
that the pull-back of g to V  fl U (under the inclusion) is non-degenerate.
Proof: Let U be such a neighbourhood. Now TXV  can be naturally viewed as
a 1-codimensional subspace of TXM , and g is non-degenerate on this subspace. 
It follows that the radical at x is not contained in TXV. From elementary linear 
algebra, we have TXM  = TXV  ® Radx. Thus x is transverse.
The converse direction of the lemma can be argued from elementary linear algebra 
applied to a similar situation to that above. Now TXM  = TXV  ® Radx implies 
TxX>nRadx = {0}. Since Radx is defined as the subspace of all vectors v for which 
g(u, •) = 0, no vector of TXV  can have this property. Thus g is non-degenerate on 
TXV. It follows by continuity of g that there exists a neighbourhood V  of x such 
that for all y G U \= V fl P , the metric g is non-degenerate on TyT>. Thus gp  is 
pseudo-Riemannian. I
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Corollary 33 The set of transverse points on V  is open in V.
Proof: Let x E D be transverse. Take a neighbourhood U C V  as in the above
lemma. It follows that the set of transverse points contains U and thus is open in
V. I
C h a p te r  9
G e n e ra l P ro p e r t ie s  o f 
1 -S in g u la ritie s
W ith the definitions for our geometric framework in place, our next task is to build 
a m athem atical structure which will enable us to study the geometric character­
istics of the singularities. In Section 9.1 we will show the causal relation between 
shell singularities and the violation of strong cosmic censorship. In Section 9.2 we 
use the construction of adapted orthonormal frames (Theorem 34) to give explicit 
expressions for the curvature at V.  It should be noted tha t in this chapter all 
results apply both for transverse and non-transverse singular points. A speciali­
sation to the transverse case has been deferred until the next chapter, and will be 
necessitated by the techniques for the construction of special adapted coordinates.
9.1 1 -S in g u la ritie s  an d  C osm ic C en so rsh ip
The manifestation of Definition 26 for orthonormal frames is the first result we 
prove.
T h eorem  34 Let (M, g)  be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with 1-singularity T>. 
For any x E T> there exists a pair o f dual (local) frames { e i , . . . ,  em] , {ud, . . .  , u;m}
86
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of M in a neighbourhood of x such that
(i) g = e\UJl ® iol + • • • + ® u;m_1 -f em (t(:t))* ® where
ea E { — 1,1}, and t is some function,
(ii) t\v = 0, drjx) ^  0 and r#  > 0,
(m’J at V  the vector fields e i , . . . , e m_2 are tangent to T> and the vector field 
em spans Rad.
Moreover, x E V is transverse if and only if in a neighbourhood U of x we can 
choose the frames such that em_i is tangent to V  in U D V.
Proof: Since Rad is a line bundle at each point x E V, there exists an (m — 1)- 
dimensional hyperplane Wx on which g is non-degenerate. Thus TxV  fl Wx is at 
least (m — 2)-dimensional. Observe that we can choose Wx = TXV  if and only 
if x is transverse. In this case, there exists a neighbourhood of x such that all 
its points y are transverse and a Wy such that Wy = TyT> for all these points. 
If Wx /  TXV , we can choose a neighbourhood of x such that Wy 7^  TyV  at all 
points y in this neighbourhood. In both cases, we can find an orthonormal basis 
of TyT> fl Wy which varies smoothly with y. If the neighbourhood is transverse 
(Wy = TyV), denote the basis by {eh,...  In the other case (Wy /  TyV),
denote the basis by {ei,. . . ,  em_2}. Then choose for em_i any non-null vector in 
Wx which is orthogonal to span{ei,. . . ,  em_2}. Let em be a non-zero vector in 
Rad. Now extend these vector fields (which are only defined at V) to vector fields 
in a neighbourhood of V. We apply the complete Gram-Schmidt procedure to 
e i , . . . ,  em_i and then the orthogonalisation part of the procedure to em. Call the 
resulting frame {ei, . . . ,  em}. Then condition (iii) and the additional statement for 
the transverse case follow. Let {u;1, . . .  , u m} be the dual frame. We then have
g — e\ufi ® ufi T ■ ■ • T £m-i^m 1 ® ojm 1 -f- f(x)ujm ® com
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where e,- E { — 1,1}. Condition (i) of Definition 30 implies
f\v = 0, Df\v  —0, . . .  /id ^ 0, and D * f [v ±  0.
We choose coordinates (rc1, . . . ,  x m) such that the singular hypersurface V  is locally 
given by x m = 0, and TV by x m > 0. A Taylor expansion near (x1, . . . ,  x m, 0) gives
f ( x \ . . . , x m) =
1 dKf
k\ (d x m) |(il)...)fm-l,o)
(i~xmY  + a { x \ . . . , x m) ( x m )K + l
for some smooth function a . We choose em E { — 1,1} such tha t em 
is positive and define
(9 fm)K | ( x i ,o)
t := x
dKf
( dz m)KK*1... *m“1,o)
+ emXmct(x . . , x m)
1/«
This implies that t k — ± / .
D efin it ion  35 We say that the radical is spacelike if em = 1, and timelike if
Cm — 1 •
This statem ent is clearly independent of our choice of frame. The results of this 
report have been given without specific reference to the value of a c . There are 
notw ithstanding two im portant cases which warrant careful study. Formally the 
case (i) ac =  1 describes the theory of classical signature type change [KK93a], 
and the case (ii) ac =  2 describes shell singularities. As already mentioned in the 
preamble of this chapter, the case of shell singularities will be highlighted together 
with its connection to cosmic censorship. In Chapter 13, applications to these two 
cases will be given.
We will now study singularities where the radical is non-transverse at some subset. 
This is exhibited in the simple example of the Tolman-Bondi spacetimes to which
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we now return our attention to.
E xam p le  36 Zero energy  T o lm a n -B o n d i  sp a ce t im e s  -  rev is i ted .
Recall that the metric is
g -  -  d t 2 + (a(q) -  t)~2/3 (b(q) -  t)2 d q2 +  q2 (a(q) -  t )4/3 d ft2,
where b(q) = ^qa'(q) -f a(q). We will begin with the assumption th a t the shell 
singularity in question lies to the future of the regular region. Then because 
t = a(q) describes the black hole singularity, the shells of dust must cross before 
reaching the black hole when b < a. Assume
a'(q)
3(6 — a)
2 q
< 0
near the centre of symmetry.
Since differentiating b{q) gives
5 , 2 „
b — - a  H— qa
3 r
we observe the following limiting behaviour near the center of symmetry:
b' < 0 as q —> 0.
 ^ 9
7 / °  I , ^  / /  ^  nb = - a  + —qa > U as q
d) O
oo,
then 6 has a minimum somewhere. At this minimum the radical subspace R adx 
fails to be transverse since R adx =  span{ög}. Generically, these m inim a occur at 
isolated values of q. Therefore the set of points where the shell singularity fails to 
be transverse consists of a union of isolated spheres of symmetry.
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To be even more concrete, let f > 0 and consider the quadratic function a(q) = 
(q — £)2. Then b = (q — £)(7g/3 — £) and b < a for all q E (0,£), and the minimum 
of 6 occurs at q — 5f/7. At the corresponding sphere of symmetry, the radical 
fails to be transverse. Since the surfaces t = constant are rest spaces with respect 
to the comoving observers, one can view the singularity at q = 5£/7, t = 6(5£/7) 
as the first shell singularity, i.e. the singularity where the shells of dust first start 
to cross. The same qualitative picture also holds for the more complicated and 
general examples of shell crossing singularities given by [MzHYS74].
It is perhaps timely now to pause to observe that the condition in Lemma 28, 
namely that the singular surface V is & pseudo-Riemannian manifold, is stronger 
than it looks. If this condition were replaced with the weaker condition that Rad 
is a line bundle over M, this would open the possibility that Radx be tangent to 
V  at some point x E V. This phenomenon is exhibited both in the solutions given 
above, and in the spacetimes of [MzHYS74]. However, while the existence of these 
points is stable, they are generically nowhere dense in the singularity. This follows 
since generically the radical is only tangent to V  for a small subset of V. In the 
Tolman-Bondi example it is only tangent at the single shell given by q — 5£/7, 
t = 6(5£/7).
The following definition is a straightforward generalisation of the initial shell cross­
ing singularity discussed above.
Definition 37 A set of points S  C T) is called a degenerate shell, if
(i) S  is a smooth, pseudo-Riemannian (m — 2)-manifold, and
(ii) S  is a connected component of {a: E V  Radx is tangent to V]
Lem m a 38 Assume that (iV, h) is Lorentzian.
(i) If dim(N) = 4 then any degenerate shell which is topologically a sphere 
must be Riemannian.
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(ii) If (N,h) is chronological then any compact, degenerate shell is Rieman- 
nian.
Proof: The first statement follows because any vector field on the 2-sphere must 
have a zero and hence cannot admit a Lorentzian metric [0 ’N83].
For the second statement assume that there exists a compact Lorentzian degenerate 
shell S2. Then S2 must contain a closed, timelike curve because of compactness. 
Since M and V are orientable we can find a vector field, X , along V  pointing into 
(TV, h) which is nowhere tangent to V. Then, since any small enough deformation 
of a timelike, closed curve stays timelike, we obtain a closed, timelike curve in 
(TV, h) by flowing the original curve along the integral curves of X. Contradiction.
I
Corollary 39 For spherically symmetric spacetimes, all degenerate shells are Rie- 
mannian.
Proof: Immediate from Lemma 38(i). I
We will now give a local genericity condition which will ensure that all points of 
T> are either transverse or belong to a degenerate shell (c.f. Lemma 42 below). 
Let 7Z be a (local) non-vanishing section in Rad and r  be a function as given in 
Theorem 34. Then we can define the function t-ji := d r (TV): V —> IR. We will call
V  regular if r n  satisfies tji(x ) = 0 = > •  (d t h {7Z))\x ^  0.
Lemma 40 This notion of regularity is independent of r and 7Z. Further x (E V  
is a transverse point iff tti(x) ^ 0.
Proof: Any two non-vanishing sections 71, IZ of Rad defined on the same subset of
V  are related by a non-vanishing function p: 7Z = pTZ. It follows that tph = pTn, 
and
d Tp-ji(p7Z) = p2 d rTC(7L) + pdp{7l)Tn .
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Since the second summand vanishes where tr  vanishes, the definition of regularity 
is independent of the choice of IZ.
Similarly, any two functions r, f  given by different choices of frames must be related 
by a non-vanishing smooth function /:  t = /  f. Thus we can apply the same 
argument again.
The second assertion follows since by the definition of r, we have TXV = {ux E
TXM d t(ux) = 0}. I
E xam ple 41 In the Tolman Bondi example we can choose
r( t ,q)= \a{q) -  t\~1/3 (b(q) -  t) .
We may assume that in a neighbourhood of the singularity given by b(q) = t we 
have a(q) — t ^  0. Let c(q) be any non-vanishing function, then we can write
K{b{q),q)  =  c(q)dq-
It follows that
tr = c(q) Ia{q) -  b{q)\~1/3 b'(q).
Now tr vanishes exactly where b\q) vanishes since the other two factors are non­
zero by assumption. At such a point we can calculate
d Tn{JZ) = c2{q) Ia{q) -  b(q)\~l/3 b"{q)
which vanishes if and only if b"(q) vanishes at this point. In our example we have 
b(q) = (q — £)(7q/3 — £) so that b'(q) vanishes at q = 5£/7. Since 6"(5<f/7) = 14/3 
the singularity is regular.
In the following lemma we show that in general points on the singular surface are 
either transverse or belong to a degenerate shell.
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L em m a  42 Let V  be regular and x G V . Then either x is transverse or there 
exists a degenerate shell S  with x G S .
Proof: If x is not transverse then Tn =  0 at x. By regularity we know tha t
dTTz(lZ) / at x. From the Submersion Theorem [0 ’N83] we have tha t the set 
of all y G V  with Tn(y) =  0 is a hypersurface S  in V.  Consequently we only 
need show that the bilinear form induced on S  is non-degenerate. Obviously the 
induced metric g\s is non-degenerate iff Radx \  {0} C TXT> \  TXS .  Since TXS  = 
{ux G TXV  dT-ji(vx) = 0} regularity implies tha t the vector IZ cannot be tangent 
to TXS.  Hence the Lemma is proved. I
The first shell crossing singularities were produced as counter examples to the 
cosmic censorship hypothesis. We will now show tha t 1-singularities and violation 
of strong cosmic censorship are closely related.
D efin it ion  43 Let (M, g)  be a Lorentz manifold with 1-singularity. We say tha t 
( M, g)  violates strong cosmic censorship at a point x G T> if there exists a curve p 
in TV U V  such that
(i) fi(0) =  x is not an endpoint of /r,
(ii) p(t)  G N  for all t /  0,
(iii) fi is future directed timelike in N.
(M , g ) is subject to strong cosmic censorship at x G T> if it does not violate strong 
cosmic censorship at x.
P rop osit ion  44 Let (M ,g ) be a Lorentzian manifold with smooth 1-singularity
V .
(i) I f  x G T> is transverse then (M ,g ) violates strong cosmic censorship at x 
iff the radical is spacelike.
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(ii) I f  V  is regular and x fails to be transverse then (M ,g ) is subject to strong 
cosmic censorship at x iff the radical is timelike and sign(d(d r ( e m)) (em))) <
P ro o f: Assume first that the radical is timelike i.e. em < 0. If x E V  is transverse, 
then V  is a Riemannian manifold near x. Thus any future directed timelike curve 
intersecting T> must intersect it transversely. Consequently near x, the singular 
surface V  lies either to the future or to the past of the physical subset N  and 
(M ,g ) is subject to strong cosmic censorship at x.
If x is not transverse but V  is regular, then x is a point of a degenerate shell by 
Lemma 42. A little thought shows tha t since €\ =  • • • =  em_i =  1, any curve p 
w ith p(0) =  x which is timelike for all t ^  0 can be reparam etrised such tha t its 
velocity vector has the form
where ux are smooth functions. At x we have d r( /i)  =  0 and by the chain rule
The last equality is non-zero because of regularity. Hence in some punctured 
neighbourhood of x, the curve p lies completely in N  or completely in M \ ( N U V ) .  
It follows th a t it lies in N  iff sign(d(d r (e m))(em))) > 0. Clearly, then and only 
then does x violate strong cosmic censorship.
Assume now that em > 0. Then V  is a Lorentzian submanifold near the point x, 
and TXT> contains a timelike direction. This occurs without regard to the transverse 
property of x. Thus there exists a timelike curve p in V  with p(0) =  x. In a 
neighbourhood of x, it is possible to deform p in a way such that //(0) =  x while
0
d ( r  d T(ide;) +  d r ( ± e m)) (± e m) +  r (  something smooth )
d ( d r ( e m)) (em) ^  0.
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y(t) £ Ar, so that by continuity of g(/i,/i), the curve y is still timelike for t ^  0. 
Hence x can be reached by a future directed timelike curve satisfying Definition 
43. Thus strong cosmic censorship is violated. I
The test of any theory is how well it describes the physical phenomenon of the 
known examples. Before continuing let us see how the theory developed so far 
describes the physical characteristics of shell crossing singularities.
Example 45 Shell crossing singularities of Müller zum Hagen et al -  
revisited.  Recall that Müller zum Hagen et al. [MzHYS74] specify final Cauchy 
data with a shell crossing singularity and prove the local existence of a solution at 
the singularity (u = 0).
The metric
also extends across v =  0 as a srr Doth bilinear form by the results of Section 8.1.2. 
From the Einstein equations we find
v = By' +
2 Hvy 
r(cr +  pv )
At v =  0 this clearly simplifies to v =  hHr2y'/  (err). We will now show that the 
genericity condition (y2)'(ts, qs) 0 which was introduced at the end of Section 
8.1.2 implies that near (t3, qs) the singularity given by v =  0 is a 1-singularity with 
radical of order 2. Since y1 0 at (ts,qs) it follows that r /  0. The determinant 
of g calculated with respect to the coordinate frame {dt,dq,do,dy} is given by 
det(gab) = {^a+pv) sm • This determinant vanishes at v = 0. Since i) /  0 
the zero set of this function is a hypersurface near (t8,qs). Further the first but 
not the second derivative of the determinant vanishes at v =  0. Hence k =  2. 
The metric tensor therefore satisfies Definition 30 for n =  2 i.e. the shell crossing
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singularities of Müller zum Hagen et al. [MzHYS74] are shell singularities in our 
sense. The radical subspace is given by Radx = span{(d9)|x} and the intersection 
of V  = {x G M  v(x) — 0} with the initial surface is a degenerate shell. It is clear 
that this is so since at such an intersection point, T> is tangent to t = constant. 
By Lemma 38 it is also a Riemannian degenerate shell.
By setting r  = v/h(q)r2 the frame
o' + vp 1 
H[t) dt' r 9' rsin A ' dq
is an adapted frame in the sense of Theorem 34.
Each point at the singularity violates cosmic censorship by Proposition 44(ii).
9.2 C urvature at 1-Singularities
In this section we will collect some facts about the intrinsic and the extrinsic 
curvature at 1-singularities. With the exception of the the tensor E, which will 
be defined shortly, references to the results of this section have not been explicitly 
made in this work. However, we feel that these tensors play a role in heightening 
the appreciation for the technical advantages of the transversality condition. This 
condition is assumed in the remaining chapters. In this section we will see that in 
general the relation between extrinsic curvature at V  and curvature of the ambient 
space is rather intricate. The theory presented here has not been fully developed 
since it is needed only to support our intuition and as a means of motivation.
Given a smooth manifold M  of dimension m > 1 , let C°°(M) denote the ring of 
smooth functions and let V°°(M), fP(M) denote respectively the C°°(M)-modules 
of smooth vector fields and 1-forms on M. Given a smooth symmetric (0,2)-tensor 
g on M, let T> C M  denote the locus where the metric g is degenerate. The 
notation (•,•) is used interchangeably with g. By emulating the construction of 
[Kos85, Kos87], we can find on the degenerate manifold (M ,g ) a unique torsion
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free dual connection V* with X , Y , Z  G V°°(M)  such that,
2V‘X Y(Z)  = X( Y , Z)  + Y ( Z , X ) - Z ( X
-([X,Z],Y)-([Y,Z](9.1)
It has the following properties:
(i) V x Y ( f Z )  =  f V - x Y ( Z ), where /  € C°°(M )
V*X Y( Z2 + Z2) =  X ' X Y( Z j) +  V~x Y( Z2) (C ^-linearity  in Z),
(ii) V*f x Y(Z)  = f V ‘x Y(Z) ,  where /  €
V*Xl +  X 2m )  =  V 'X lK (2 ) +  V*X2Y(Z)  (C~-linearity in X),
(iii) X ’X f Y ( Z )  = X( f ) (Y,  Z) +  f V - x Y(Z) ,  where /  G C ~ (M ),
+  y2)(^ )  — +  V*x r 2 (Z ), (derivation property and 1R-
linearity in Y),
(iv) Z(X,  Y) = V ’ZX( Y)  + V - Z Y(X) ,
(v) ([X, nz )  = V ' X Y(Z)  -  v y x ( Z ) .
For p G M \  P  we have,
V X Y(Z)P = (VX Y, Z)p
where V is the Levi-Civita connection on M  \  P , while for p G P ,
V ' x Y ( Z )  = J ™ v ( VX y , Z)
Thus we have a tensor which naturally describes the extrinsic curvature of (P , <7 ). 
Formally, E: Ufex» x TfM  x Radf —> iR, where for x G P , X, IF G XfM , 
P  G Radf we can write # (X , T ,P ) := V *^-T(P).
L e m m a  46 Ep is a tensor on TPM  x TPM  x Radp, which is symmetric in its first 
two arguments.
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Proof: Recall that V* has the two properties: Y* x f Y( R)  — X( f ) (Y,  R) -f
f\7*x Y(R) and ({X,Y},R) = Y \ XY(R)  -  X*yX{R) .  The result follows by
The tensor H is an analogue of the second fundamental form for degenerate hy­
persurfaces in pseudo-Riemannian manifolds. It completely describes the extrinsic 
curvature of V  when it is non-degenerate. In the tangent bundle of M  over D, a 
hierarchy of tensors can be formed from E. Although it will not be proven here, 
it turns out that for 1-singularities of order ac ,  it is possible to define up to ac + 1 
such tensor fields.
For 1-singularities of order 1, Kossowski & Kriele [KK93c] have given necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the boundedness of curvature in terms of E and IE. The 
assumption that k = 1 simplified matters considerably. By considering analogous 
questions for the case ac = 2 ,  we will show that a simple description of the curvature 
in terms of the tensors E, IE and TV is not possible.
Lemma 47 Assume that x E V  and 7Z E Radx. If ac > 2, then E(7Z,v,7Z) = 0 
for all v E TXM .
Proof: Without loss of generality we can set IZ = em. Then at x E V  we have
observing that (-,R) = 0. I
m
m
by equation (B.4). I
Lemma 48 Assume that k  > 2 and that. E vanishes at T>. Then we can de­
fine another tensor field El: Radx 0  TXM  0  TXM  0  Radx — a El, (7l,u,v,7l) i- a 
V ^ (V uu,77). The tensor IE has the properties:
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(i) EI(7Z,u,v,7Z) = EI(7Z,v,u,7Z) for all u,v £ TXM ;
(ii) III (71,11,71,71) = emr3ua t*~2 d r(em)c?r(ea).
Proof: To see that IE really does define a tensor field we will use the adapted
orthonormal frame of Theorem 34. Let {ei , . . .  ,em} represent such a frame. Then 
we have 7Z — rem, u = uaea, v — vaea, and we can calculate
r Ve >  ^ea iv^ eß) ’e™) 
r2Vem( K  (V ey )  + u ^ V eae0,em))
r2( V em (“ " (V ey ) )  <«*«»> +  (V eoy  <Veme , , e m)
+<V6m (« em) +  u y l 3 em^ e ae0>e™)
+ ( u“V e„ N , V eme j )
r2Vem y y  (V eoe0>e">>
+ r 2ti“t)(3 ({Vg^Vg^e^, em) +  (V ^ e ^ ,  V 6mem) ) .
We can conclude from (B.7) and (B.8) that this expression is well defined if E 
vanishes identically. In this case IE is also tensorial.
Since
^7em(^7eae^’ e™) ^7em [^ea’ e/?]’ em) ^ e m f ö t ß e' a ‘> e™)
V em {tmTKu)m([ea, eß})) +  V eJ V eßea, em),
assertion (i) is proved. For (ii) notice that
^ em^ e aeTn,> e™) ~~ ^ e m 9 7 d T(ea)^
I
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The next corollary is a direct consequence of (ii).
Corollary 49 Let V  be a 1-singularity of order k  = 2. Then HI(71,7Z,71, TV) ^ 0 
for some (and therefore all) 7Z E Radx \  {0} iff V  is transverse at x.
Lemma 50 Let k = 2. If E vanishes at V, and E(R, X ,Y , R) vanishes for all 
X, Y  tangent to V  then we can define another tensor field I V : Radx 0  Radx 0  
TXT> 0  TXV  0  Radx —* M, (7Z, 7Z, u , v, 7Z) 7Z).
Proof: We will now prove that IV really defines a tensor. This can be shown by 
performing the following straight forward calculation
It follows that IV is well defined if E and IE vanish for vectors tangential to V. I
Riemann tensor, (R(-, •)•,•), admits a smooth extension to a neighbourhood U C U 
of x iff E(uy,Vy,7Zy) = 0 for all uy,vy E TyV, R y E Rady and all y E U .
Proof: First assume that E vanishes identically in a neighbourhood of x. Since
E(eL, e\, em) = _ lim (V eA,em)
x —+x,x(£V L
we can find smooth functions f L\ such that (Ve e \,em) = r / tA. Thus it follows 
from equations (B.l 1)—(B. 13) that for k  =  2, E =  0 is sufficient to ensure that 
(R(-, •)•,•) is non-divergent at x.
Proposition 51 Let x E V and assume that x has a relative neighbourhood U 
in which transverse points are dense. Then for k, = 2 the completely covariant
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Assume now that (R(-, •)•,•) is non-divergent in a neighbourhood U of x, and let 
x E U. We can find a sequence xn x m V  such that RadXn is transverse to TXnV  
for all n. Further each xn has a relative neighbourhood Un of transverse points. 
Choose an adapted frame in Un such that in £/n, the tangent space T V  is spanned 
by {e1?. .. ,em_i} and Rad is spanned by em. Then Equation (B.13) implies that 
E(vy,Wy, em) = 0 for all vectors vy,wy G TyV  with y G Un. By continuity of if, we 
must then also have if(t>£,u;x, 7Z) = 0, where vx,wx G TfX>, IZ G Radf. The claim 
follows since x is arbitrary. I
Remark 52 The assumption of proposition 51 is satisfied for regular shell sin­
gularities as defined in Section 9.1. Recall that regularity is a locally generic 
condition.
Now consider the (non-generic) case where x has a neighbourhood U such that 
Radx is not transverse to TXD for all x G U Pi V.  We can assume without loss of 
generality that d r(ei) ^  0 and d r(ej) = 0 for J  G { 2 ,3 ,..., m}. If Jf(ei, ei, em) 
is the only non-vanishing component then inspection of equations (B.11)-(B.13) 
shows that the covariant Riemann tensor can be bounded in U.
where f(t)  is a smooth function. Up to the usual symmetries the only non­
vanishing component of the Riemann tensor is given by
Example 53 An example is provided by a metric of the form
g = x2 d t2 + f(t)  d x2
which is finite for non-vanishing / .  However, E = — | ^ d x C ) d : r ( g ) d t  does not 
vanish in general.
If there exists another component H(eL, eK, em) which does not vanish, then we can
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assume that t 6 { 2 , . . .  ,m  — 1} since U is symmetric in its first two entries. We 
obtain from equation (B.12)
(Ä(e1?et)eK,e m) =  (d r(el )( \/e eK, em) -  d r ( e l)(V eie#t, em))
-f bounded terms
AC
= ------d T(ei)(Vp eK, em) +  bounded terms
2  t
which diverges.
This discussion shows that the structure of the singularity can be quite complicated 
if T) is not transverse.
C h a p te r  10
Spacetim e S ingularities w ith  
T ransverse, 1-D im ensional 
R ad ical
In this chapter we will prove the existence of distinguished pregeodesics which 
intersect the singularity transversely. These pregeodesics then lead to a geomet­
rically defined function which can be used as a natural pregeodesic coordinate. 
The existence of these pregeodesics is of paramount importance. We will use the 
congruence of such geodesics to establish the existence of coordinates which are 
specially adapted to T>. W ith such a powerful tool, we are able to gain an insight 
into the structure of the singular surface through its curvature strength (Chapter 
11) and the implications of energy conditions (Chapter 12). It will be assumed 
herein tha t our singular locus V  is transverse.
Definit ion 54 An extension (.M ,g ) of a pseudo-Riemannian manifold has a 
(smooth) singularity with transverse radical if V  is a pseudo-Riemannian m an­
ifold with the induced bilinear form g.
The name singularity with transverse radical is justified by Lemma 28. For the local 
properties we are interested in, such as the possible violation of energy conditions,
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it is sufficient to consider those points where Definition 54 applies (c.f. Example 
36 and the discussion immediately following it).
Since Radx is transverse to TXV  at every point x G V,  it makes sense to define 
Rad^ =  {u G Radx v ß  0 and v points into physical spacetime}. We can choose 
{ e i , . . .  , em- i }  in a way tha t they are tangent to V.  This property will be assumed 
henceforth.
The following result is a consequence of Definition 54.
C o ro lla ry  55 Let ( e i , . . . ,  em} and {e i, . . . ,  em} be two frames as given in Lemma  
34■ I f  we write em = A m(x)em +  YlfTf A*(x)ej with A m ß  0, then A^{x) — 
t (x ) k+1 ß i (x) where B 3 G C°°(M).
P ro o f: Since e,- is tangent to V  we can write
m  —  1
e, = Di (x )ej + r E t(x)em 
j = 1
where D\ is a non-degenerate (m — 1) x (m — 1) m atrix. Then
0 — giß-it €-m) — g{Di €j T t E{em, A  em T A 'ek) 
=  ekAkDik AemTK+lAmEi.
At V , D\(x)  is an invertible (m — 1) x (m — 1) m atrix so by the preceding equation
ekA k — emT^+l {Dk)~l ( AmE)  (no summation over k)
=  T K+1B k €k .
I
D e fin itio n  56 Two curves 7 and /i are tangent of order A at T) iff there exists 
a param eterization of 7 and smooth functions ca(t) such tha t 7 a(t) — f a(t) =
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By definition, a consequence of Corollary 55 is tha t tangency to the radical of order 
A <  k A  1 is a well defined property. By this we mean tha t if // is the integral curve 
of em and fi is the integral curve of em, then for any curve 7, and any A < k + 1, 
fi and 7 are tangent of order A at V  iff p  and 7 are tangent of order A at V .
D efin ition  57 Let /c, r  be defined as in Theorem 34, A <  ac +  1, and 7 be a curve 
which intersects V  transversely. Then 7 is tangent to Rad of order A iff 7 and the 
integral curve of em are tangent of order A at V .
A geodesic is a curve satisfying V ^7 =  0 or physically speaking a curve of zero 
acceleration. Pregeodesics are curves a  which have the property tha t V ^ d  is 
parallel to d. In spacetimes with singularities a distinction must be drawn be­
tween geodesics and pregeodesics since it is not always possible to reparam etrise 
pregeodesics such tha t the acceleration vanishes at the locus of the singularity.
L em m a 58 Let 7 be a pregeodesic which is non-null. 7/ 7 (0) £ V  then 7 can be 
affinely reparametrised iff 7 (0) ^ 7tW7(0)-
Proof: First we will proceed to prove the only if  direction. W ithout loss of
generality we can take 7 to be a geodesic which is non-null, thus ^ (7 ,7 ) never 
vanishes. Assume that 7 (0) £ Rad7(0), then <7(7,7) =  0 at V .  Contradiction.
For the proof in the reverse direction, we can assume without loss of generality 
th a t 7 is a regular curve. Then 7 never vanishes. Since 7 is a pregeodesic there 
exists a function f ( t )  (possibly unbounded) such tha t
parallel to em at V .  However this contradicts our assumption. Hence /  is finite.
f ( t )  7(0-
Since e i(V ,y ^7 (t), et-)et- is bounded, V ^ o j7 (i)  can only be unbounded if it is
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Then we have
=  2/W s(7(i).7(<))
and it follows tha t <7(7 , 7 ) does not vanish. Thus we can reparam etrise 7 such tha t 
7 has constant non-zero length. The reparam etrised curve is then a geodesic. I
In the next three theorems we will prove the existence and uniqueness of pre­
geodesics which intersect the singular surface transversely, and the existence of 
special adapted coordinates at V. The method of proof is drawn directly from 
the work of Kossowski & Ivriele [KK94a]. The authors have given their results for 
k — 1. In this chapter their results have been generalised to arbitrary values of k 
where n £ iV.
The idea behind the existence proof is to use the transversality condition on the 
m etric to reduce the problem of geodesic extendibility to an application of the 
Stable Manifold Theorem. The appendices treat all technical details for this report. 
In particular, readers are referred to Appendix C .l for a statem ent of the Stable 
Manifold Theorem without proof.
T h eorem  59 Let (M ,g ) be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with a singularity 
whose radical is of order k £ IV. Then for all x £ T> there exists a smoothly 
immersed pregeodesic 7 such that 7 is tangent to Radx of order n +  1.
Proof: Let A £  {0 ,1 , . . . ,  a c }  and let { e i ,. . . , em) be the frame of Theorem 34. The 
proof given here will be slightly more general than the statem ent of the theorem. 
In fact, we will prove existence of pregeodesics which are tangent of order A +  1, 
where A is any integer strictly larger than ac/ 2  and smaller than or equal to n . 
Only at the end of the proof will we specialise to A =  ac. For tangencies of other 
orders, the reader is referred to Note 60 and Proposition 61. In Theorem 67 we 
will discuss uniqueness.
In this proof, we will abandon the summation convention if the repeated index is 
i. Since we are not concerned with the param eterization of the pregeodesics we
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can write
7(5) = TX(s)uJ(s)ej + em(s),
where izJ : I  C JR —> M  (j G — 1}) are smooth functions. Nota-
tionally r(s) stands for r  o 7(5). The orthogonal complement of 7 is given by 
span{(7 ) t , . . . ,  where
( 7 ) 1  — 6,* C,'U € m .
Hence the pregeodesic equations can be written as
<V^7,(7).1 > =  0
for all i G {1, . . . ,  m — 1}. Since (ea, V €bec) is always smooth, the left hand side of 
these equations are always well defined. Now,
J
V T  =  d l  T “ *) e* +  T^ uku>Veke> +  ^  (V efce"> +  V eme*) + V eme»> 
and hence
(V ^7,(7)f>  =  e l e m T K~ x ( u^l X r ^ d r ^ )  +  t x +  emr*+Aiz V ( V e^e/, e,-)
d"£m T ^ T ^  T i^)
£ j  /  1 /  U U ( \ 7  e k e l ,  e m )  C j T  1 Z  i z '  ( V  g ^ ^ m  ~ f "  ^  g ^ & k  i )
C j U  ( c m  5 ^ g m ^ m )  • ( 10 . 1)
Since { e i , . . . ,  em_i} are tangential to 2? we have dr(e^) =  r  ( something smooth ) 
and hence
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(V „ Cm, ej)
p  ^m)
^ (-Kemr K 1dr(et) -  2emTKojm([em, et-])) 
r K ( something smooth ),
- e k ( e m i  em) =  t k ( something smooth ),
— (et, V g em) = r* ( something smooth ).
The last term in (10.1) simplifies as follows:
£tld(V ^m) ^  K - l  I  1 /  \^ dr(em)
- ^ temr K“1utdr(7) + ^£t£mT*+A_1uVdT(e.,).
If 2A > AC then at X> the dominating term of (10.1) is (A — /c/2)etemul d 1.
Dividing (10.1) by emelr 't we can write the resultant equation as
uJ = — ^dT(em)uJ -  f J(x,u) (10.2)
where f i (x ,u)  G C°°(M). We then obtain a system of differential equations by 
coupling (10.2) with
7 (5 ) =  r ( s ) V ( . s ) e j  + em(s). (10.3)
Note that the pregeodesic equation is an ordinary differential equation on M . We 
can solve it by constructing integral curves of an associated vector field S which 
is defined on M  x ]Rm~l and which vanishes over T>.
We can assume that 2A > k. Consider the product manifold M  x JRm~1 and 
denote the canonical projection onto the first factor by ttm ' M  x ]Rm~l —> M. 
Then the system of equations (10.2) & (10.3) can be viewed as a vector field in 
M  x Mm~l which is singular in (7tm)_1 (V). Multiplying the singular vector field 
by r  we obtain a well defined vector field
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S(x,u) = t  (rxuJej + em) ~  ( a -  dT(em)uJduJ -  r f J(x,u)du3,
on M  x Mm *, where we have used the canonical isomorphism T(M  x lRm *) = 
T M  © T R m~l .
We will show that there exist immersed integral curves of S which project to 
geodesics at exactly those initial points (x, ü) with S(x, ü) = 0. By linearising S at 
such points, the Stable Manifold Theorem can be used to show the tangent spaces 
of the stable manifold, the unstable manifold, and the manifold of zero points at 
Ui are the generalised eigenspaces corresponding to the negative, positive, zero 
eigenvalues of the linearization DS  of S. A computation then shows the existence 
of a one dimensional stable manifold curve. This is the immersed integral curve 
of S with initial velocity u This curve projects to a curve in M  which can be 
reparametrised to give the desired geodesic. We will now prove these assertions in 
detail.
Now, since dr(em) ^  0 it follows immediately from (10.2) that all pregeodesics 
must satisfy u3 = 0 at V. The zero set A = {(x,u) 6 M  x JRm~l S(x,v) = 0} is 
given by the set A0 = {(x,0) x 6 V}.  It is the zero-section restricted to T> and 
therefore an (m — l)-dimensional submanifold of M  x JRm~l . Let (x,ü) G A.
We can linearize S at (x,u) (c.f. Appendix C.l) to obtain at (x,u)
DS
AC ÜT
d(rem) -  (A -  - )d r(e m)dut © du] + f l—  © du,
+ r( something smooth )
dr o (7rM), © (em -  f 3(x ,u)d j )  ~  ( a -  dr(em)duJ © duJ.
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Now assume without loss of generality that dr(em) > 0. Since r  orrM(x, u) = ),
DS(dul) dr o (tTM)*{du]){em -  f ldui) -  ^A -  ^  dr(em)d ul(du:)dux 
-  ( a -  dr(em)duJ. (10.4)
Because A — /c/2 > 0, the generalized eigenspace N~ associated with the negative 
eigenvalues of DS  is at least (m — l)-dimensional and contains the linear space 
spanned by dui , . . . ,  dum-1 . Since TA0 = TD ® {0} = {el i = 1 ,... , m — 1} ® {0} 
we can calculate that
DS(vlei) = dr o (7tm)* ® (u*et-) (em -  f J(x,u)du^  
-  ( a -  dr(em)du-?(utet) <g) <9uJ
=  0 .
The last equality follows because by definition dr(e,) — 0 and duJ(et) = 0. There­
fore the generalized eigenspace associated with the eigenvalue 0 is at least the 
(m — l)-dimensional space C T(M  x Hence we can conclude that
the generalized eigenspace N + associated with the positive eigenvalues is at most 
l-dimensional. Consider as an eigenvector V = em -f- ctfJdu3 where a = a(A,/c). 
By a straightforward calculation we have
DS(em + a f kduk) = dr(em)(em -  f kduk) -  ctfk ^A -  ^  dT(em)duk
= dr(em) |e m + ^-1  -  a  ^A -  f kduk J. (10.5)
Thus for a = --------------- — we find a positive eigenvalue by a direct comparison
1 + A — ac/2
of (10.5) with V. Consequently as we have shown, N + is really 1-dimensional and 
given by the span of
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We can now apply the Stable Manifold Theorem to obtain the existence of subman­
ifolds \/V± of M  x IRm~l which are foliated by the integral curves of S. In addition 
they have their tangent space N ± at (x,u). Since N + is 1-dimensional it must be 
swept out by concatenated integral curves and their projection to M  are our desired 
pregeodesics (up to a further reparametrization). For all /c/2 < A < k we have 
obtained a pregeodesic at least of order A. Hence we can choose without loss of gen­
erality A =  Ac. Since id = 0 at V  our claim follows from 7(5) = TK(s)u (^s)ej-\- em(s).
I
N ote 60 For 2A < k the obstruction to the proof occurs because at V  it becomes 
possible for the term tiulukul(Ve^e/,em)r2A to dominate in Equation (10.1).
It is possible to have the existence of many smoothly immersed pregeodesics which 
are tangent to the radical subspace Rad.
Proposition 61 If n is even there exists (modulo reparametrization) an (m — 1)- 
parameter family of smoothly immersed pregeodesics.
Proof: Since n is even we can choose A = /c/2. With such a choice, (10.2)
becomes a non-singular system of ordinary differential equations. Thus we can 
apply the usual existence and uniqueness theorems [Die60, Section 10.4] to prove 
our claim.
We will now use the pregeodesics of Theorem 59 to construct adapted coordinates 
at V. To do so we will need the following two supporting lemmas.
Lemma 62 Let f  be a positive function and k > 0. Then the singular differential 
d z f i x)
equation x - ----V z — —— = 0 has a solution z : (—a, a) C M —> M, x 1—)► z(x) with
d x zk
2(0) =  1.
Proof: Consider the space given by J l (IR,IR) = {(x , z , p ) x , z , p  £ M},  and set
H( x , z,p) = xp+ z — f ( x ) / z k. In this space the subset Li = {(x, z,p) H( x , z,p) =
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0} is a hypersurface in a neighbourhood of x — 0. For the proof, it is sufficient to 
show that dH: T J l (IR,IR) —> M is onto. Since
, TT dH j dH  , dH ,dH = —  d x + —  dz  + —  d p, 
ox dz dp
it will suffice to show that one of the summands and hence the whole sum is onto. 
Let us consider ^pdz. In fact, since /  > 0, z > 0, and
dH_ = kf(x)  
dz + zk+l > 0 ,
for an arbitrary constant c we can define a vector
X  = dH/dz dz.
We complete the proof that dH is onto by observing that
c c dH
dH(X)  = = -TTTT-—  = c.
dH/ dz dH/ dz  dz
Thus the Submersion Theorem [0’N83] implies that 7i is a manifold in a neigh­
bourhood of x = 0. If W  is a vector field on J l (IR, JR) such that
d H(W) = 0 , (10.6)
A z ( W ) - v Ax(W) = 0 , (10.7)
then the integral curves A i—> (x(A), z(A),p(A)) of W  that start in {(0,2r,p) 
f {0) / zk} C H remain in EC by (10.6). From (10.7) it follows that
z =
d 2
d ld 2 ( —  H—~ d z H—~ dp  ) — pd  x ( ~p^dx + -j~ d z —p \dv
d 2
dÄ ^ d  A '
( 10.8 )
These integral curves correspond to solutions of our differential equation if and 
only if they intersect {x = 0} transversely since we should be able to reparametrise
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them such that ^  = p.
We can then substitute (10.8) into H = 0 to obtain
d z
X - -------z  —
d x =  0
and therefore conclude that z(x) is a solution. Now we proceed to construct W  
and to show that it has the desired integral curves. From (10.7) we obtain
d z ( W ) - p d x ( W )  = 0<=>WZ = pW x.
This implies that W = Wxdx T pWxdz + Wpdp. By a substitution into
dH = {p ~ d i / zk) dx +
zfc+1) d z A x dp,
we find that a suitably transverse solution of the coupled system (10.6) &; (10.7) 
is given by
W  = x (dx + pdz) + -  p ^ L -  -  2pj dp.
An integral curve of W  can give rise to a solution of
dz  f (x)
XT~ + z ------T~ = 0d x zK
only if it approaches a point P  G |(0 ,z ,p ) p — k+1 | ,  since otherwise the
transversality condition would be violated. But then W  vanishes at the point in 
question. We will now show that we can apply the Stable Manifold Theorem to 
obtain an integral curve which intersects {x = 0} transversely.
With
d f  /  dx  k f
w p = — k—  pT  - 2 p-
the vector field is of the form x(dxJrpdz) + Wpdp. Let A = {(x,z,p) W(x,z ,p)  = 0}.
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Then
A = (x,z,p) x = 0,p =
z d / /  d x
k f  + 2zk+' J
is a 1-dimensional submanifold near P. We linearize W  at P G A to obtain
DW\p = d x ® (dx 4- pdz) + d Wp ® dp.
Clearly from the relation,
d W ^ P) = - % ~ 2
we have that dp is an eigenvector with eigenvalue d Wp(dp) < 0. Since
D W (<9X -f pdz) = (öx + pdz) + d Wp(dx + pdz)dp
there exists a constant c G JR such that dx + pdz + cdp is an eigenvector with 
eigenvalue 1. By
D W  (dx + pdz + cdp) = (dx -f pdz) + (d Wp{dx 4- pdz) -(-cd Wp(dp)) dp 
we can solve for c to obtain
d Wp(dx + pdx)
c l - d l  Vp('
The expression is well defined since d.Wp(dp) < 0.
Any X  G TpA is an eigenvector with eigenvalue zero and therefore we have a 
splitting of TpM = N + ® TpA ® N~ where A +, TpA are the generalised 
eigenspaces to the positive, negative, zero eigenvalues. From the Stable Manifold 
Theorem it follows that there exists a smooth submanifold W+ of M  through 
P which is invariant under the flow of W  and satisfies TpW+ = N +. The set 
N + = span{<9x + pdz + cdp} is one dimensional and transverse to {x = 0}.
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Thus W+ is 1-dimensional and intersects {x = 0} in P transversely. This subman­
ifold must be swept out by two integral curves and a point of W,  and its projection 
to (x,z)-space gives the desired solution. I
Lem m a 63 Let s 7(5) be a pregeodesic as given in Theorem 59. A reparametriza- 
tion v 1—> s(v) exists such that v 1—> 7(1/) = 7(5(1/)) satisfies g { ' = emvK.
Proof: By the proof of Theorem 59 we know that 7 (5) = r Ku \ s ) e 2 + em and
uJ(0) = 0. Consequently we have
g (  TW, 7(5)) = em f  ( s ) t ( s )* ,
where /  is some function with /(0) = 1. The Taylor series expansion for r about 
s = 0 is given by
s 2
r(s) = r '(0)5 + t,,(0)— + • • • = (t'(0) + ^(something)) s.
d r
Since we can choose —— = d r(em) > 0 at s = 0, we have
d s
f ( s ) rK(s) = / ( s ) ( r ,(0) + s(something))*,s*
and can assume that f ( s ) rK(s) = f 2(s)s* for some positive function / .  We would 
have that
g { i ( v ) M " ) )  = ^(7(5),7(5)) = emsKf 2(s).
Hence we must solve
tmV* = emsKf 2(s).
The ansatz u(s) = s2r(s), 2(0) = 1 gives
sKzK{s) = ^z(s) + s ~ ^  s* f2(s).
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Hence we must only show that the singular differential equation
s
d 2 
d s + z (s )
M
W 2
=  0
has a solution with 2(0) =  1. This follows immediately from Lemma 62 with 
k =  /c/2. I
T h eorem  64 Let (M ,g ) be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold with a singularity 
whose radical is of order n € IN. Then there exist smooth coordinates {zq a;1, . . . ,  
xm_1) such that N  is given by v > 0 and g is given by
g =  emuKdz/ 2 T gijdxtdxG
where em £ { — 1,1}, and gij are smooth functions of (z/, x1 xm 1).
Proof: By Lemma 63 it is possible to parameterize the pregeodesics 7 of Theorem 
59 so that the equation #(7 (z/), S(u)) — emz/K holds. We now take any parameteri­
zation (x1, . . . ,  xm_1) of V  and choose as the mth coordinate the curve parameter 
v above.
Since the pregeodesics are tangent to Rad of order ac +  1, we can write
du =  Amem +  Aretr K+l (10.9)
and dxt =  D{t j - \ -E iemT (10.10)
where D\ is a non-degenerate (m — 1) x (m — 1) matrix and Am ^  0. Then 
g(dXi , du) =  D[Alei -f EiAmem) and the metric must have the form
g =  gij(v, x1, . . . ,  xm l )dxldxJ +  z/K+1g,-(zq x 1, . . . ,  xm 1)dx*dz/ +  emvKdv2
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where g;j,gi are smooth functions. For 7t 0 the coordinate transformation
V =  (sign(y)z/)1+*/2, x l = xl
1 +  /c/2
is smooth, and implies dh = (sign(z/)z/)"C//2di/. Thus
9 = gij(v{v),xl , . . . , x m~l )dxldxJ
+(sign(^))K+1 (sign(i/)z/(z>))*/2+1 gi{v(p), x1, . . . ,  xm_1)dxMz> 
+em(sign(//))Kdz>2.
Since is pregeodesic, V Q.dp =  ady. From (dp, do) = em we have 
0 = V d_(dD,dp) = 2(Vd.dp,dp) = 2a(dp,dp).
Thus dp is geodesic. Now
0 =  (VQ_dp,d±i) =  d* ((sign(i/))K+1 (sign(i/)i/(£))*/2+1 gi(u(u), x1, . . . ,  xm 1)) .
( 10. 11)
But since g,(z/(z>), x1, . . . ,  xm 1) are bounded,
lim ((sign(i/))*+1 (sign(zy)z/(z>))*/2+1 gi(v(v), x 1, . . . ,  xm_1)) = 0.
On the other hand, (sign(z/))K+1 (sign(z/)z/(£))K/,2+1 g,(z/(i>), x1, . . . ,  xm-1) is con­
stant by (10.11). Hence it must vanish. I
N ote 65 At points where Radf C T^V the observer associated with the coordi­
nate system (v, x1, . . . ,  xm) must be tangent to V, and a uniquely defined congru­
ence of pregeodesics covering a whole neighbourhood of V  cannot be constructed. 
We can now justify the reason for the remark made in the Introduction, namely 
“... we will assume that at the singularity there exists a distinguished line bundle
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which is transverse to D”.
The pregeodesic in Theorem 59 is unique modulo smooth reparametrization. More­
over, modulo smooth reparametrization, any C^-immersed pregeodesic which is 
tangent to Rad of order A > /c/2 must coincide with the pregeodesics given by 
Theorem 59. This can be proved using the coordinates of Theorem 64.
Let us now try to illuminate the theory just discussed with an example. For this 
we will choose a spacetime with the characteristics ac = 1  and transverse radical.
Example 66 Consider the flat type changing pseudo-Riemannian spacetime given
by
d s2 = — t d t2 -f (d x 1)2 + (d x2)2 + (d z3)2
which is Lorentzian for t > 0 and Riemannian for t < 0. The surface of signature 
type change is given by
V  = {x e JR4 t(x) = 0}.
By a continuous coordinate transformation given by:
~  Z I __ 3
:* — x \  t = 7] — \/r)t where rj = sign(t) 
o
the metric can be transformed into
d s2 = — 7i dP  + (dx1)2 + (d x2)2 + (d r3)2. (10.12)
The pregeodesics can now be computed explicitly from (10.12). For pregeodesics 
crossing V  transversely at the point (0, x l , x2, x3) we find (up to reparametrization)
7: r
where a1, a2, a3 are constants. It is clear that the curve 7 is smoothly immersed 
iff a1 = a2 = a3 = 0. Observe that the pregeodesics 7  ^ form a congruence near V
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a = 0
Figure 10.1: Geodesics in a neighbourhood of V  where a =  (a1, a2, a3) and x = 
(a;1, x 2, x 3).
which covers a whole neighbourhood of V. Thus r, which in fact coincides with t , 
can be used as the natural time function [KK93a].
We now prove the uniqueness of the pregeodesics given in Theorem 59.
T heorem  67 Let p be a C°°-immersed pregeodesic which is tangent to Rad of or­
der A > /c/2. Then p is a reparametrization of the pregeodesic 7 given in Theorem 
59.
Proof: We can parameterize p using the function v. Then we have
p = dm + uxuv(i/)dj.
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In the proof of Theorem 59 we replace 7  by /r, em by d„, e/; by dxk, r ,  s by v, and 
(7),1 by emvK~xdIi -  giju'dvThen
( A ,1 ) )  =  f u ' A i / A “ 1d i / ( / i )  +  i / A ^ - j
+ £ m i / , , + A « V ( v a j ; t a I . , a r i >
+ V (jpxk > ax<) 
d - e ^ ^ V ^ c ^ )
—tiV2Xu 'uku l (V  aikdx\ ,du)
- t , v xu'uk{Vdxtd„ + V d dx„,du) -
—Ciu'{Vg dk,dp  (no summation over j). (10.13)
Calculations in the coordinate frame of Theorem 64 produce
( v d d„,dp  =
{Vd d„,dxk) = (Vdikd„,dv) = ipjd dxk,dp = 0,
with the remaining combinations of (V.-, •) being represented by smooth functions 
of (z/, x1, . . . ,  xm-1).
All summands of (10.13) are linear, quadratic, or cubic with respect to u or d u/  d s, 
and (10.13) can be simplified to
( A vK 1 +
d it1 
d s
vK +  Fl(v, x, u)ukvK =  0 (no summation over z)
where are smooth functions. Now ul is a solution of a system of ordinary 
differential equations which is of the form
iiJ — —(A — zc/2 )—uJ — FI(v) i (10.14)
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where both x = n(v),  have been substituted into Fk and
Fk(u)uk =  t jemF Jk (v, i i (v),u(v))  (no summation over j).
At v = 0 we have
u(0) =  0 and fi(0) — 0.
The first equation is necessary if (10.14) is to be well defined everywhere. For 
the second equation, note th a t since u(0) =  0 we can set u(y) = isv(is) where v 
is smooth. Substituting this into (10.14) we obtain u(0)(l +  A — /c/2) =  0, hence 
ii(0) =  u(0) =  0.
Now set
z-7 =: sign(z/)(sign(//)z/)A-*/2iF(^).
Then zJ is at least Cl since A — /c/2 > 0 and
ir7/u —> 0 as v —► 0.
We find that satisfies
*  = - z 'F i M *
which is a system of linear ordinary differential equations. It is clear from the 
uniqueness theorem for systems of ordinary differential equations tha t 2J(0) =  0 
implies z*{y) = 0 for all v. Thus v? =  0, and must be given by xl(f.i) = constant.
I
C h a p te r  11
S tre n g th  o f S in g u la ritie s
A feature characterising a spacetime with physical singularities is the divergence 
of its Riemann tensor. This divergence is inherent to the spacetime and quite 
independent of the frame used to perform the calculations. Heuristically in such 
spacetimes, “gravity diverges” as the singularity is approached. The simplest exam ­
ple is the black hole singularity of Schwarzschild spacetime. In this section we will 
investigate this divergence of gravity in spacetimes with transverse 1-dimensional 
radical, examining the curvature strengths present in such situations.
Since we have a regular coordinate system which covers the singularity (see Theo­
rem 64), the notion of boundedness is a well defined one for tensor fields. However 
unboundedness of the energy momentum tensor, and or of the Riemann tensor 
does not necessarily imply tha t physical quantities diverge. This is because it is 
possible tha t such quantities may have been calculated with respect to a divergent 
orthonormal frame. (See Theorem 71 below). Thus we formulate the following 
definition, deviating slightly from analogous definitions in the literature [HE73] 
where more general singularities are considered.
D efin ition  68 Let (M, g) be a spacetime with a 1-singularity which has transverse 
radical, and let x € V.
(i) The spacetime singularity at x G V  is associated with a matter singularity
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if for every causal curve 7 transverse to V  term inating in x, and every paral­
lel propagated orthonormal frame { £ a}a=i,..,m) at least one of the numbers 
\T(Ea, Eb)\ becomes infinite.
(ii) The spacetime singularity at x £ V  is associated with a gravitational 
singularity if for every causal curve 7 transverse to V  term inating in x, and 
every parallel propagated orthonormal frame {Ea}a=i,...,m> at least one of the 
numbers \R(Ea, Eb)Ec\ becomes infinite.
It is always possible to extend a pseudo-Riemannian manifold which has a 1- 
singularity of transverse radical across the singularity in a continuous manner. 
This can be done by considering the diffeomorphism
\  {0} -  r + \  {o}, „ ~p(„ )  =
The metric in the physical region has the expression
g = tm d z>2 +  g i j ( x1, . . . ,  xm_1) d x* d xJ
with respect to the coordinates (D, x1, . . . ,  xm_1). This metric is clearly contin­
uously extendible across V.  It turns out that the parallel propagated frames of 
Definition 68 converge to an orthonormal frame with respect to this extended 
metric.
The following result shows th a t we can use these coordinates instead of calculating 
parallel transport explicitly. In the next theorem the proof of convergence of an 
orthonormal frame at V  has been reduced to an application of a Fixed Point 
Theorem for the (local) existence of an initial value problem. A statem ent of the 
Fixed Point Theorem used is given in Appendix C.2.
Unlike the requirements for most problems arising in the study of singular ordinary 
differential equations, here the issue of uniqueness is a benign one. Observe that 
the limits of parallel propagated orthonormal frames existing at V  differ from each
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other merely by a Lorentz transformation.
T h e o re m  69 Let 7 C N  be a curve which intersects V  transversely, and {E a} 
be a parallel propagated orthonormal frame along 7. Then {E a} converges to an 
orthonormal frame with respect to em d v2 -f gij(0, x 1, . . . ,  z m-1) d x l d xU
P ro o f: Consider the coordinate system ( z > ,  j e 1 , , a:771-1). It is sufficient to show
th a t the components of any vector field z which we parallel propagate along 7 
converge. In these coordinates, the only two possibly divergent Christoffel symbols 
are given by
i r y  =  and |r;j| =  (11.1)
Since g^  and are smooth bounded functions of v we can find a constant K  such 
tha t,
\rabc\ <
We can assume without loss of generality that 7 is parameterized by v since the 
curve 7 intersects V  transversely. For the vector field 2, this can be stated as 
2a(fi) — z a o 7(z>).
Now we have to show that the system of ordinary differential equations derived 
from the equations of parallel transport
i | i ä  + rMV)»-(f) = o,
has a solution which is uniquely defined in some interval containing v =  0. Since 
T£c7 6 may be divergent at v =  0, the usual existence theorems cannot be imme­
diately applied. However as it will be shown, a slight modification of the usual 
theorems will prove fruitful. Note that while our solution 2 is C° and bounded it 
may not be C 1.
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The solution za(v) with za(i>o) = zg is given by the fixed point of the operator
T - . y ° { v ) ~ z l -
J i/Q
where jB“ = Sb [Die60]. We will now apply the appropriate Fixed Point The­
orem 86 (c.f. [Die60, 10.1.2]) to this operator. Let V C IRm~l be a compact 
neighbourhood of Zq and a, ß > 0 sufficiently small numbers. To apply Theorem 
86 we have to prove the existence of an interval (u0 — q, h0 + q) where the two 
integral conditions given below hold for any given ya(s),ya(s) £ V.
The first integral condition states that
\ \ T y ~ T y U
<
sup
£ € [ —<?+£o ,*> +9] 
sup
€^[—9+^ 01^ 0+91
z0° -  f i  B ac(s)y%s) d s - z 0a f i  B ac(s)r(s)  d s
J i'o J vo
1 Bc(s)(yc(s ) - y c(s) )dsJv o
a sup \\ya(v) — ya(u)\\ .
€^[—9+^ 01^ 0+9]
The second integral condition states that
IITy0 -  yolloo = sup
£ G [—9 +  ^ 0 li'o + 9 ]
= sup
^ € [ - 9  +  ^ 01^0+91
< ß ( l ~ a ) .
z0a -  f i  B “(s)zoc{ s ) d s - z o a
0
[ I  B ‘c(s)z0c(s)ds
Jv 0
We will show that we can choose q so that both conditions are satisfied. Here we 
have denoted the Euclidean norm in Mn by || • ||, in addition the abstract index 
notation is assumed for the indices (i.e. ||ya|| is the norm of the vector). Observe 
the integral estimate
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< /z iw-ri
< m3J\\Btm\\ylt)-yh\\At
< m 3 sup \\yc -  yc\\ J  \\B‘ \\.
Hence it is sufficient to show tha t || JT B£(s) ds|| is bounded and converges to zero 
as v —■> z>0. This last statem ent can be verified by integrating (11.1) to obtain
< k\(i> -  j/0)2/(2+“) |,
where k is a positive constant. Thus for any a, ß > 0, and any given compact V , 
there exist constants > 0 and q > such that the integral inequalities hold. 
This proves the theorem. I
Clearly, m atter singularities are also gravitational singularities but — as the 
Schwarzschild spacetime with T  = 0 illustrates — the converse is not true in gen­
eral. Moreover as g is degenerate at the singularity, given any sequence x n —> x  G V  
and any sequence of orthonormal frames {E i ( x n) , . . . ,  E m(xn)}, at least one of the 
sequences {E i ( x n)}nepj, . . .  , { £ m(:rn)}nejv must diverge.
It is not clear a priori whether m atter or gravitational singularities correspond to 
unbounded energy momentum tensor or unbounded Riemann tensor respectively. 
We will now study these different notions of unboundedness.
T h e o re m  70 Let (M , g ) be a spacetime with a 1 -singularity which has transverse 
radical.
(i) I f  k is odd then Tab is a bounded bilinear form if  and only if dugij = • • • =
(XT+1 g,, = o.
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(ii) I f  ac is even then Tab is a bounded bilinear form i f  and only i f  dl/gtJ =
■■■ = (d„r/2 g,j = (d „ r /2+2 ga =  ■ ■ ■ = (<%r+19tJ = 0.
Proof: Observe from (B.27) that
SwTi, =  -  tr  ^  gij)
- tr (Jb
( jf c>vg'j ~  2g kl^ g i k d ^ g j i  -
(11.2)
W ithout loss of generality let
duQij  —  v H i j (11.3)
where Hij 0 at v — 0. Substituting (11.3) into (11.2) gives
%*Tij =  ~ ~ iT(H )9ij)
—2ul+ l(Hij — t r ( H ) g i j )  + u2l+l( something smooth )|.(11.4)
Since t i i f Vu^ g) — m — 1, the consequence of the statement
Hij -  t r (H)gij =  0
is t r (H) =  0. This implies that Hij =  0 in contradiction to its definition. Thus 
H tj — t r (H)gij does not vanish.
If Ac ^  2/ then the leading order term,
y i ' " " ' " ' ) «  -  2 l) - tr(11.5)
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is non-divergent iff / > /c + 1. This is equivalent to the conditions
d » 9 i j  =  • • • =  { d „ ) K+1g i j  =  o .
If (11.5) diverges, it cannot be cancelled by the next diverging term in since 
this term is quadratic in dygij and proportional to l / u K+l.
If k  — 21 first observe that by the definition of H , we have the /c/2 conditions
{di,)ngij = 0 for n = 1 , ,  /c/2.
Since the leading order term of P,j is — K^ 2{HX] — tr (H)gij),  set
Ha = vpPxj
where PtJ /  0 at v — 0. Then boundedness of v K//2+p(Ptj — tr(P )^ j) is equivalent 
to p > /c/2. Hence
{dl/y / 2+l+ngij = 0 for n = 1 , . . .  , /c/2.
Observe that Tuj and Tyu are always bounded. I
Theorem 71 Let x E V. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) the singularity at x is associated with a matter singularity,
(ii) the singularity at x is associated with a gravitational singularity,
(in) near x the energy momentum tensor diverges as a bilinear form,
(iv) near x the Riemann tensor diverges as a tensor field.
Proof: We will first prove (i)<£=>(iii). The proof of (ii)^=>(iv) is completely
analogous and will be omitted. We will first show that the components of T
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calculated with respect to the frame {v~Kl2dv, <9i,. . . ,  <9m-i} diverge if and only if 
T  fails to be bounded. Using the frame d\ , . . . ,  <9m-i} the components of
T  have the observed leading order behaviour:
8trT(di, dj) = I^j {dvgij -  tr {Vv)g^ gtJ)
- ^ - { d A g i j  + tr ( J ^  {Vl/)g^ gl3)
— terms quadratic in dvgij ) |  (11.6)
87TT(v~l'/2dl/, dj) = v~k/2{ terms linear in dvgl3 and dvdkgij ) (11.7) 
87tT{ v~k!2dv,v~Kl2dv) — v~K( terms quadratic in dugij ). ( 11.8)
In fact, the proof of Theorem 70 implies that T diverges if and only if max{\T{j\ z, j  = 
1 . . .  m — 1} is unbounded. Thus we must only show that \v\~K^2Tl/i and \is\~KTul/ 
are bounded if max{|rtj| i , j  = 1. . .  m — 1} is bounded. Take the component Tu 
which dominates over TtJ- for all i , j.
Set
dugki = vlHu (11.9)
where Hu ^  0 at v = 0. Substituting (11.9) into (11.2) gives
8*TW = j ~ W ( K - 2 l ) ( H kl- t i ( H ) g k,)
—2vlJrl(Hu — tr(H)gu) + v2lJrl{ something smooth )](.11.10)
If k ^  21 then Tu is dominated by vl~K~x{n — 2l)(Hu — tr(H)gu), i.e. by 
v~K~x (dugu — tr ^^g^j g u ) •  This term clearly dominates the other components 
of T. If Ac = 21 then (11.7) & (11.8) are finite.
While {v~*l2dv, <9i,. . . ,  <9m_i} is not a normalized frame, we can manufacture 
such a frame by applying the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation process to the
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set This implies the existence of a bounded linear transform a­
tion A : TT)U —► T V v with bounded inverse such tha t the frame {e1?. . . ,  em} := 
{v~K/2dl/, Adi , . . . ,  Adm-1} is orthonormal. Clearly, the coefficients of T  calculated 
with respect to this frame are unbounded iff they are unbounded with respect to 
<9i,. . . ,  dm- 1}. This in turn is equivalent to T,y being unbounded.
Observe that at x G P , {d„, Adi , . . . ,  Adm^ i } is an orthonormal frame which 
can be realized as the limit of a parallel propagated frame. By Theorem 69 the 
limits of any two parallel propagated frames differ by a Lorentz transform ation in 
these coordinates, thus this unboundedness is independent of the choice of the (V- 
transverse) curve 7  or the parallel propagated frame. Hence the proof of (i)^=>(iii) 
is complete.
Finally, we show (iii)4=>(iv). An inspection of Equations (B.20)-(B.22) shows 
th a t components of the form R"t>  dominate the other Riemann tensor compo­
nents. Let d^gij = ul Hij where H{j ^  0 at v = 0. By simplifying we get
Ruiju =  — * 1 {Qij +  vglndvgudugjn)
= - R - ’<- 1{(K- 2 l ) v lHij +
+ ( terms quadratic in dugij) }. (1 1 .1 1 )
In this form it is clear tha t at T>, the Riemann tensor diverges iff the energy 
momentum tensor does. I
The fact that the components of T  diverge with respect to any parallel propagated 
frame does not immediately exclude the case where these quantities could still 
exist as spacetime averages or space averages.
Definit ion 72 The spacetime average of a function / :  M  —> JR taken with respect
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to an open set U is given by the quotient
/(z/, x1, . . . , £m-1)\/ | d e tg ^ ld x 1 A • • • A d z 771 
J  \JI det gab\dx1 A • • • A dxm
Space average is defined similarly with U being replaced by a set which is open in 
some spacelike hypersurface.
In both  cases of Definition 72, one may feel justified in arguing tha t these singu­
larities are too weak to be felt. The spacetimes of [MzHYS74] are such examples. 
In these examples the space average of the energy density,
/ M ^ b j sin6>d?Adg A d y
/ M^ ) s i n ö d 9  A d ö  Ad^
finite.
It has been argued tha t because the space average of the energy density exists, 
these shell crossing spacetimes are not sufficiently strong to be counted as genuine 
counter examples to cosmic censorship [Chr84|.
Definit ion 73 The component functions of the energy momentum tensor cal­
culated with respect to a frame of the form <9i,. . . ,  dm- i } are called
normalized energy quantities.
It is easy to see that the divergence of normalized energy quantities is indepen­
dent of the choice of coordinates (x1, . . . ,  xm_1). Observe tha t the existence of 
normalized energy quantities as spacetime averages differs from their existence in 
the distributional sense. There is a clear path to this observation by noting th a t 
the natural volume element
\J I det g ^ d x 1 A • • • A dxm =  \u\K^ 2yj\ det g ^ |dz/ A dx1 A • • • A dxm~l
fails to be a volume form at V.  Hence the distributional existence of a function 
implies the existence of its spacetime average. The converse however is not true.
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P rop os it ion  74 Let (M ,g ) be a spacetime with a 1-singularity which has trans­
verse radical, and let x £ V . I f  r £ IR then we denote by [r] >  r the smallest 
integer which is greater than or equal to r . For any neighbourhood U of x let
uv = unv.
(i) There exists a neighbourhood U of x such that the spacetime average of all 
normalized energy quantities is bounded in U iff d^gij = • • • =  d \ ^ 2^ gij =  0 
in Uv-
(ii) Suppose that (M, g)  violates strong cosmic censorship at T>. Then there 
exists a neighbourhood U of x such that the space average of all normalized 
energy quantities with respect to any spacelike hypersurface in U exists iff
= * * • =  (dv)[*l2]gij =  0 in Uv .
(in) Suppose that (M, g)  is subject to strong cosmic censorship at V  and that k. 
is odd. Then there exists a neighbourhood U of x such that the space average 
of all normalized energy quantities with respect to any spacelike hypersurface 
in U exists iff dvgij = • • • =  {dl/y +Kgij =  0 in Uv-
(iv) Suppose that (M ,g ) is subject to strong cosmic censorship at V  and that k 
is even. Then there exists a neighbourhood U of x such that the space average 
of all normalized energy quantities with respect to any spacelike hypersurface 
in U exists i f f  dugi3 = • • • =  (du)K/2 g{j = (d„)K/2+2 gtj =  • • • =  ( ^ ) K+1 gtJ = 0 
in Uv-
Proof: As in Theorem 71 we see tha t there exist i f f  6 {1, . . .  , m — 1} such th a t 
T { j  dominates over all other components of T  near x . By this we mean tha t the 
quotient Tab/ T j  is bounded for all a, b 6 {1 , . . . ,  m}. The lengths of the vectors dl: 
d k  are bounded away from zero, and by Equation (B.27) and the proof of Theorem 
70 we see tha t the dominating term  in is proportional to Thus it
is sufficient to look for conditions which give the existence of the integral over
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For case (i) we integrate over an open set in M.  Thus we can use, (i/, x l , . . . ,  x m~l ) 
as coordinates. In case (ii) we are integrating over a spacelike hypersurface. Since 
cosmic censorship is violated, V  is Lorentzian and the hypersurface must intersect 
T> transversely. Thus we can use v as one of our coordinates. Cases (iii) and 
(iv) are distinct from the two cases already mentioned. Since cosmic censorship 
holds, there exists spacelike surfaces arbitrarily close to V  which do not intersect 
V  transversely. Hence the metric restricted to such a hypersurface may not be 
degenerate. In order to treat all these cases at once suppose the submanifolds we 
are integrating over have coordinate functions (y° , . . . ,  yn), n € {m — 2, m  — 1}.
W ithout loss of generality in cases (i) and (ii) we use v as the zeroth coordinate to 
obtain a metric volume element of the form |zW2\h(v, y1, . . . ,  yn)du A d y 1 A • • - Ady n 
where h is a strictly positive function.
Set
d „ g i j  =  y l H i j  ( 11. 12)
where H{j ^  0 at v — 0. If k ^  21 then the dominating term  in \y\~K~1Qij 1S 
v ~k~1+1( k — 2l ) (Hi j  — t r (H)gi j )  and the integral
/  M - K~1|<3.;IK/2|'>d" A dy1 A •• •Ad! /'
exists iff
/ — k — l +  /c /2 >  —1 / > /c/2.
If k =  21 then the dominating term  in QtJ is —2u~K~l+K^ 2+l (Hij — t r (H)gtj) and 
the integral exists iff ac/ 2  — k  — 1 -f  zc/2 +  1 >  —1. The preceding statem ent is 
always true.
For cases (iii) and (iv) note tha t we are integrating over Riemannian hypersurfaces 
which are non-degenerate. Hence for the case k ^  2/ we obtain / > n as a 
condition for boundedness. In the case n = 21 the dominating term  in QtJ is
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—2v~K~1+K/2+1+p(P{j — t r (P)gij) where we have set Hij = upPij. Hence the the 
integral exist i f f—/c — 1 + /C/2 + 1 + p > —1. Now the assertion follows since /c/2 
is a natural number.
C h a p te r  12
E nergy  C onditions
Not every Lorentzian manifold is a viable candidate for the representation of the 
underlying structure of our universe. In order to be acceptable, physical laws 
demand tha t its associated energy momentum tensor first satisfy certain physical 
conditions. This screening process is done by way of the energy conditions. These 
are a set of conditions which are generally assumed to hold for physically reasonable 
spacetimes. Although the physical meanings of the three energy conditions are 
not viewed with the same esteem, we will not differentiate between them  and 
will survey all three. Our findings are that while the weak and strong energy 
conditions are easily satisfied near any 1-singularity, the dominant energy condition 
proves to be more restrictive. We then introduce a new but physically plausible 
energy condition. It is a modification of the dominant energy condition, and as 
it will be shown, prohibits the existence of physical singularities in our geometric 
setting. Assuming the energy conditions, the contents of this chapter are devoted 
to investigating the relationship of these singularities to strong cosmic censorship.
Propos it ion  75 Let n > 1 and assume that (M ,g ) is subject to cosmic cen­
sorship at x G V . Assume that if 7Z+ E Rad* \  {0} the bilinear form  B  = 
#(-,*,7^*) — tr(JZ(*, •, 7^+))(p^(-, •) is non-degenerate. Then the following state­
ments are equivalent:
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(i) (M, g)  satisfies the weak energy condition near the singularity;
(ii) (M , g ) satisfies the strong energy condition near the singularity;
(in) B  is positive definite;
(iv) The sum of any m  — 2 eigenvalues of (v )gtkHkj is strictly negative.
P ro o f: Let v be a unit timelike vector. Since em = —1, we have — vK (v m)2 -f
gijv'vi =  — 1.
The weak energy condition implies the inequality
Tabvavb = T fjuV  +  2TmjVJiy~K/2^ l  +  gijv'v* +  Tmrriv~K ( l  +  gX2vxvJ) >  0.
By (B.27)-(B.29) the leading order term  in
87t Tabv avb v~*~l i^ -^dug ijv 'v3 +  j t r  ( J ^  {Vv)g^ gi2v lv3^ j 
+ v~ K\ X d v d ugijv 'v3 -  i t r  9i jNv j
+ ^ t r  {Vv)g j^ dugtJ -  ^ g kldl/gikdl/gj i'j v lvJ
T  (D-L
2'
dv 9
gijNv3
T v  K/2yJl T  glJv iv^glkvJ (rljidvgki -  ? lkldug2i +  dkdugtJ -  d2dvglk)  
+ (s:t^ T 13v ' N  + i  (l + gtJv 'vJ)
is given by
V ~ k ~ l K
-d„gijv 'vJ +  tr f ^  {Vv)9 j  f f i j vWJ = v - K~l n
(12.1)
Here we have used Eijm =  —^d^gij (c.f. Appendix B.3). The equivalence of (i) 
and (iii) follows since v \  i =  1 , . . .  , m  — 1 are arbitrary.
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Analogously, the strong energy condition implies the inequality
Ricabvav b = R ic ,ju V  +  2RicmjVj u k/2^1  +  gtJv lvi +  R\cmmu * ( l  +  gijVlvj  ^
= ”  dyg,jVlv3 +  t r (dvgki) ( l  +  S 'tjvV ) )
T*'- * ^ tr {Vl/)g^ j dL/glJ -  2gkl dvglkdug3^ j v 'v3 
(l + gijv'v
1
+  4
A (Vi  
du
+  -  (dvdugijv'v3 -  t r (dvdvgki) ( l  +
T u  */2\ / l  +  gijv{v^glkvj ( T ^ g u  ~  Tlkidvg3i +  dkdl/glJ 
- d Jdl/gtk j^ +  (p^R ictjv V
>  0 .
Notice tha t the leading order term  in Rica&vau6 is
1J  l - d „ g i j v ' v 3 + ( l + g, ,v 'v3) tr ( 2 -  j 
=  H iJ y v V  +  tr  ( A  ^ g ) ( 12.2)
For |u*| 1, the statem ent of (12.2) for RicafcUat?6 is the same as tha t given by
(12.1) for Tabv avb. Hence (ii) =>• (i). Condition (iii) implies
2 tr(B ) =  (m -  2)tr ( A  (®»U > 0
and therefore
2BijVlvJ +  tr (V^g^j > 2BijvlvJ > 0 
for all (u1, . . . ,  vm~l ) 0. This establishes (iii) (ii)
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We now show that (iii) 4==> (iv). Since H)g \s positive definite it is well known
that and Jp are simultaneously diagonalizable [GreSl]. Let {at}t=i ...m_i
denote the eigenvalues of Jp V^v g^|p, then by simple arithmetic reasoning we obtain 
the m  — 1 conditions
a,- — (ai - f  • * * + c t m - i ) < 0  for a l l
Thus the sum of any m — 2 eigenvalues of must be positive and vice
versa. The equivalence follows from the statement = — \dugij. I
Remark 76 If B  is degenerate then the weak and strong energy conditions both 
imply that B  is positive semidefinite.
The dominant energy condition offers more information than the other two energy 
conditions. Its statement is that T(Em,E m) > \T(Ea,Eb)\ for any orthonormal 
basis {jEi,. . . ,  Em-i, Em} with Em timelike [HE73]. In [KK94a] the authors have 
shown the existence of a multitude of non-diverging solutions for dust and scalar 
field spacetimes which satisfy both the dominant energy condition and strong 
cosmic censorship. However, such examples do not exist if the energy momentum 
tensor diverges.
Theorem 77 Assume that the energy momentum tensor diverges. If  the dominant 
energy condition holds then (M ,g ) violates strong cosmic censorship at V.
Proof: Let x E T> and consider a neighbourhood U of x. The basis 
{v~KD i , . . . ,  <9m_i} may fail to be orthonormal but can easily be made or­
thonormal by the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation process. Let A be the linear 
transformation describing such a process and assume without loss of generality that 
Em — is~K/2dv. Assume strong cosmic censorship holds. Then from Proposition
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44 it follows that em = — 1 and v K^ 2dv is timelike. By definition
<
<
A?AjT(Ea, Eß)
(m a x (m a x |4 (* ) l) )  T(Ea,Eß)\
Imax fmax m2 max \T(Ea, Eß)\
We denote the constant (maxxG[/ (m ax^ l^tMl)) m 2 by Ca ,u- The dominant 
energy condition implies that
T(Em, Em) = T [ y - ^ 2dv, v - ^ d v) > \T(Ea,E ß)\
for all indices a, ß. Hence we obtain
8tt T(y-*l2dv,v-*l2dv)
1
2
(p^  +
1
8vK
2 2
>
G  A,U -  i^T T
K'dvQij 2 ia d i/d i/Q ij
,tr ( 2»—  i ^) a\  a -
t r r<9z/ * (9^ 2 ^
f 4^ {tr ( J L  (P"^ ) ®u9ij ~  2gkldl/9ikdv9^
We can write d^gij = v lHtJ, where Hij(x) /  0.
If / > /c/2 then the left hand side is bounded and we arrive at a contradiction 
since T  diverges and the dominating component is T{y~Kl2dv,v~Kl2dS)- If / < /c/2 
then the proof of Lemma 70 implies that the right hand side is dominated by 
W\~K~1+l\Hij — tv(H)g{j\. Note that H{j — tr (H)gij does not vanish, and 
— Ac — 1 -f / < — /c + 2/ holds for any positive /. Hence the right hand side diverges
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at least one order of magnitude faster than the left hand side. Again we arrive at 
a contradiction. I
Hence Theorem 77 seems to argue against strong cosmic censorship. Further, as we 
have seen in Section 8.1.2 there exist perfect fluid spacetimes with shell crossing 
singularities where cosmic censorship is violated. Nevertheless, one could argue 
tha t these solutions are in some respect artificial since in comparison with the 
energy density, their principal pressures are neglectible. Let us next formulate an 
energy condition which precludes this from happening.
D e fin itio n  78 A spacetime (M , g ) with transverse 1-singularity satisfies the uni­
form energy condition at x G V  if there exists a neighbourhood U of x in M  and 
vector fields { E a}a = such that
(i) for each v the vector fields £ i , . . . ,  £ m_\ constitute an orthonormal frame 
in T)v fl U\
(ii) setting E m := iW 2^  there exists a constant c > 0 such tha t c < 
\T (Ea, E a) /T (E b , £7)| < 1/c holds in U for all a, b 6 { 1 , . . . ,  m ).
R e m a rk  79 Assume that the energy momentum tensor and the metric are si­
multaneously diagonalizible in a neighbourhood U of x. Then in U \  V  one can 
define the rest energy e, and the principal pressures p i , . . . ,  pm _1  simply as the com­
ponents of T  with respect to a simultaneous diagonalization which satisfies g = 
d iag (e i,. . . ,  em). We will denote the diagonalisation of T  by d iag (e ,p i,. . .  ,p Tn_1).
Assume that e,p1?. . .  ,pm_i are positive in the physical region and tha t there exists 
a constant c > 0 such that
1/c >  \e/pil  \pj/pi\ > c.
Then there exist a constant C > 0 and a positive definite symmetric bilinear form 
S  in U such tha t in the physical region S(v ,v )  < ^T (v ,v )  < C S (v ,v )  holds for all 
vectors v. It follows immediately that Definition 78 is satisfied.
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The following example will show that, while close in spirit, the uniform energy 
condition neither implies nor is implied by the dominant energy condition.
E xam p le  80 An im portant class of examples are perfect fluid spacetimes with 
linear equation of state, p(e) =  'ye where 7 £ (0,1] [OP90]. In particular, the 
uniform energy condition holds for spacetimes containing a single, massless scalar 
field <^ , if grad(<^) is timelike. The energy momentum tensor for such spacetimes 
has the form
T  = d(f)<g)d<f) — h g ( grad<?i,grad<^))p = *  u =
2 |grad0|
Hence we can write
—^ (grad^, grad<^)ub <g> u b -  i#(grad<^, grad 4%  =  (e +  p)ub (8) u b +  pg
where we have set
e + p =  -$f(grad<£,grad<£), p =  --p(grad<^, grad</>).
The unphysical equation of state p(e) = 2e furnishes us with an example which 
satisfies the uniform but not the dominant energy condition. On the other hand, 
our familiar dust spacetimes with p = 0 satisfy the dominant but not the uniform 
energy condition.
T h eorem  81 Let (M , g ) be a spacetime with 1 -singularity whose radical is of order 
n £ IN. I f  (M, g)  satisfies the uniform energy condition then it cannot contain a 
matter singularity.
Proof: If (M , g ) contains a m atter singularity then by Lemma 71, T diverges as 
a bilinear form. Again, we can take the frame d i , . . .  ,<9m_i}. Since the
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dugtJ are bounded we can always find a constant C\ such that
< ci m a x d ^ j l ) .
Now let dk,di be coordinate vectors such that near x £ D, Tij/Tu is bounded 
for any combination of z,j. As in the proof of Lemma 71 we see that the rate of 
divergence of XL is determined by the function v~*~l dugki- It follows that there 
exists a constant c2 such that |dugi3 \ < C2 \dugki\ for all i , j .  Thus
\T(u~K/2d^u~ K/2dl/)\ < c3 + -rr—7Cic2\dugki\ < c3 + c4u\T(dk, dt)\.
o|z/K|
Hence T(v~K/2dl/,v~K/2dl/)/T(dk,di) must converge to zero in violation of the uni­
form energy condition. I
In [KK94a] the authors have proven an analytic existence and uniqueness theorem 
for the initial value problem for massless scalar fields. These provide examples 
of spacetimes with transverse 1-singularity of order 1 which have bounded energy 
momentum tensor and satisfy the uniform energy condition.
C h a p te r  13
A p p lic a tio n s
In this chapter we will apply the results of Chapters 11 and 12 to theory of shell 
singularities and to the theory of signature type changing spacetimes.
13.1 Shell S ingularities
Shell singularities are characterised in our setting as spacetimes with 1-singularity 
of order k =  2. Implicit to this statem ent is the fact tha t the m etric vanishes 
quadratically in a single direction. They also have the property tha t the m et­
ric tensor is Lorentzian on both sides of the singular surface T>. One class of such 
examples presented in this report are due to [MzHYS74]. As noted in the Introduc­
tion of Part II, these spacetimes are stable in the spherically symmetric category, if 
the Einstein equations for dust or a dustlike perfect fluid are assumed. All known 
spherically symmetric perfect fluids with shell crossing singularities have bounded 
space and spacetime averages. The following theorem shows that this is no coin­
cidence. It also implies tha t this boundedness holds without the assumption of 
spherical symmetry.
T h eorem  82 Let (M ,g ) be a 4-dimensional perfect fluid spacetime with shell sin­
gularity. If the energy density e and the pressure p satisfy e > p > 0, then the
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space (and spacetime) average of the energy density is bounded.
Proof: We will first show that it is possible to diagonalize V^v g^ and (v g^
simultaneously. By the theorem given in [GreSl] (c.f. Appendix C.3) it is sufficient 
to show that the inequality
(‘SV d h ( ( | ; (H , i ) » v ) ^ o  (13.1)
holds for all non-zero vectors v G T V v. The sum in (13.1) vanishes only if v is a 
null vector. Hence we must show that (jL H’»)]g .^  vlv* ^  0 for any nonzero null 
vector v. Let u be the unit, future directed timelike eigenvector of T. Since v is a 
null vector, there exists a a number ß such that v = ß(u-\-w), where w is some unit 
vector orthogonal to u. Without loss of generality we can replace v with u -f to.
Assume that the space average of the energy density is unbounded. This implies 
the existence of a matter singularity. Thus the quantity T(v,v)  = e -f p > e must 
also diverge. If the theorem is not true then the space integral over e-f- p diverges. 
Yet by Proposition 74 this is only possible if dvg does not vanish identically at V. 
This in turns implies that there is at least one component of TtJ which diverges 
at the same rate as the function u~3. Since we have as an assumption a perfect 
fluid matter, there is no component of T which can diverge an order of magnitude 
faster than e + p. Thus we must have f^^O g ty ,v) ^  0 at 27. Hence V^u\g and 
2L (v 0g can indeed be simultaneously diagonalised.
As a result of Theorem 77 the metric V^u’g must be Lorentzian. We can nor­
malize the basis given in [GreSl] so that = diag( —1,1,1) and (v Og =
diag(ai, 02,03)-
It follows that
( g tJd v 9 i j )  ~  9 t39 kld vg i k d u g j i
( - a l +  a 2 +  a s ) 2 — ((fll ) 2 +  (02)2 + (a3 )2)
(13.2)— 2ai< 2 2  — 2 0 1 0 3  - f  2 ö 2Ö3.
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The leading term  in u3Tij is proportional to ndvgij — tcgkldugkigij or, in term s of 
our frame, to
I
a i
AC
0
«2
0
/
- 1 0  0
— a\ +  Ö2 T ^ 3 ) 0 1 0
1 °  °
02 +  ^3 0 0 ^
0 d\ — Ö; 0
0 0 a \ — a 2 j
Since T =  (e +  p)u ® u +  pg for some timelike unit vector u, and e diverges at 
least one order of magnitude faster than p (c.f. Remark 79 and Theorem 81), the 
lim it of v3T  can have rank at most 1. This implies a\ — a 3 — d\ — a2 — 0 since e 
dominates in T  and therefore the timelike component a2 +  a3 cannot vanish. Hence 
we have a\ = a2 = 03 = : a. However if a ^  0 at V  then Equation (13.2) implies
T —00 at T>.
Contradiction. Thus we must have ^  v^ ^g =  a ^ ^ g  =  0 at T , and the theorem 
follows from Proposition 74. I
13.2 S ig n a tu re  T y p e  C hange
From a differential geometric point of view, spacetimes prescribed by singularities 
with transverse radical and ac =  1  seem to represent the correct limit for signature 
type changing spacetimes. In general, it may be possible tha t the energy mo­
m entum  tensor becomes singular at the surface of signature change. One usually 
assumes explicitly that this is not the case, and uses this assumption to derive 
conditions at the junction of the Riemannian and Lorentzian regions (c.f. [KM95] 
for an example). In the setting of the geometrical approach taken in this report,
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we have the following result:
Theorem 83 Let (M,g) be a cosmological, signature type changing spacetime 
which satisfies the dominant energy condition. Then V  does not contain matter 
singularities.
Proof: This follows immediately from Theorem 77, Lemma 71, Proposition 44, 
and the fact that V  is spacelike. I
Thus by assuming the dominant energy condition we have derived the boundedness 
of the energy momentum tensor, and therefore also the junction conditions (an 
example is given in [KK93a]).
C h a p te r  14
C o n c lu sio n
We have considered a class of spacetimes whose singular behaviour can be described 
explicitly through coordinates specially adapted to the singular surface (Theorem 
64). The geometrical framework introduced describes both the theory of shell 
singularities (/c =  2) and the theory of signature type changing spacetimes (/c =  1). 
As examples of these theories, we have shown through a careful study how the 
shell crossing examples of [MzHYS74], and the proposal of smooth signature type 
changing spacetimes [KK93a] fit into this setting.
In this work we have considered strong cosmic censorship by addressing the rel­
evant questions of energy conditions and the curvature strength at the singular­
ities. It has been proven tha t physical constraints restrict the class of allowable 
spacetimes considerably. While the weak and strong energy conditions had very 
little  effect on the spacetimes, the dominant energy condition implied tha t these 
singularities are subject to strong cosmic censorship when they are found to be 
curvature singularities. In addition for a perfect fluid with a given equation of 
state, one would expect the energy density t and the pressure p(e) to diverge at 
similar rates. This is certainly the case if the velocity of sound, d p /  d e is bounded 
and bounded away from zero. By assumption c0 < d p / d e  < Ci where c0, C\ are 
non-zero constants. By an integration we find tha t p(0) -f Cq€ < p <  p(0) -f C\ e and 
therefore p(0)/e +  c0 < p/e <  p(0)/e +  C\. By the additional assumption that the
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pressure vanishes when the energy density vanishes, we can prove tha t T  is of the 
form given in Remark 79. As a consequence the uniform energy condition must 
be satisfied. Yet in the class of spacetimes studied, curvature singularities which 
satisfy such physical conditions fail to exist (Theorem 81).
The arguments we have presented strengthen support for the view that physically 
viable counter examples to cosmic censorship cannot be constructed. Further as 
we have shown in Theorem 82, singularities of shell crossing type appearing in 
perfect fluid spacetimes are necessarily weak in a physical sense. In particular 
the weakness of [MzHYS74]’s shell crossing singularities does not result from the 
assumption of spherical symmetry. When one considers tha t all the known counter- 
theorists to cosmic censorship have drawn their examples from the class of perfect 
fluid spacetimes, our findings show that there is reason to be confident th a t the 
cosmic censorship conjecture will not be invalidated. The intriguing numerical 
example of Ori & Piran which is a naked, central singularity presents a conundrum 
to censorship. However as far as we are aware, the question of stability has not 
been exhaustively investigated. It is known tha t the Ori & Piran Cauchy horizons 
are not vulnerable to the “blue-sheet instabilities'1,1 th a t have deprived a host of 
other spacetimes from being counter examples to a stable censorship conjecture, 
but other modes of instability may well exist in their solutions [OP90]. Another 
observation is tha t, a priori these singularities could in fact be artifacts of spherical 
symmetry.
There are a number of questions arising from this work which remain open. One 
such question is whether dust spacetimes will tend to form shell singularities when 
the assumptions on sym m etry are dropped. As this dissertation was going to press, 
a solution to this problem was being approached! It should also prove fruitful to 
investigate what other physical theories or classes of spacetimes can be described 
by manifolds with smooth degenerate metrics of higher order radical, i.e. where 
n >  2.
A p p en d ix  A
C u rv a tu re  E xpressions for S ta tic , 
Spherically  S ym m etric  M etrics
Let g =  —F(u)  d t 2 -f G(u)  d u2 +  (u +  r 0)2 (d 62 -f sin2 6 d <^>2) . 
For the non-vanishing ChristofFel symbols we obtain:
p u 1 tt
1 F \ u )
" 2 G ( u ) ’
i V
1 F \ u )  
' 2  F ( u ) ’
P U 1 uu
1 G ' ( u )
~ 2 G(ix) ’
r „ /
1
u +  r 0’ r u<j>^
1
u + r 0 ’
p u u + r 0
G(u) ’
r „ /
cos 0 
sin 6 ’
p u 1 4>4>
(u + r 0) sin2 6
G  ’
p 0i =  — sin # cos 9
The completely covariant Riemann tensor is given by:
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R t u t u
R t e t e
Rt<j>t <t>
R u d u d
Ru4>u 4>
R
-2  F''(u)F(u)G(u) + F'(u)2G(u) + F'(u)G'(u)F{u) 
4 F(u)G(u)
F’(u) (u + r0)
2 G(u)
sin2 6Rtete,
G'(u) (u A r0)
2 G(u) ’
sin 0 R\iqxi Q)
(w + r0)2 sin2 0(G(u) — 1)
Gfr) '
For the Ricci tensor we have:
Rictt = ~  ^-  F'(u)G'(u)F(u) (if + r0) + 2F"(u)G(u)F(u) (u + r0)
-  (F '(u))2 G(u) (« + r0) + 4F'(u ( ) (u + r0)) ,
Ricu„ = - R - ( F ' ( u ) ) 2 G(u)(u + ro) +  2F"(u)G(u)F(u)(ti +  r0)
-F \u)G '(u)F(u)  (u + r0) -  4G'(U)F(!i)2l  ( ) + r0)) ,
Ric«o = -  (  — F'(u)G(u) (u + r0) + G'(u)F(u) (u + r0)
+2F(u)G{u)2 -2G(u)F{u)\j( f (u)G(u)2) ,
Ric^^ = sin2#Ric00.
The Ricci Scalar = Rica&ga6 is given by:
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»  =  - l ( - 4 F ( u ) 2G(u)2 + 4G(u)F(u)2 - ( . F V ) ) 2G(t/)(u + ro)2
—F'(u)G'(u)F(u) (u +  r 0)2 +  2F"(u)G(u)F(u)  (u +  r0)2 
+4 F'{u)G{u)F{u){u + r0)
- 4 G\u)F(u)2 (u +  r 0) ^ j  ^ F(u)2G{u)2 (u +  r 0)2 ^ .
Finally, the energy momentum tensor is given by:
8 ttT<<
87tT uu
8 7 tT  8Q
S ttT ^
F(u) (G(u)2 -  G(ti) +  +  G;(M)r0)
(u +  r0)2 G(u)2
-G (i i)F ( i i)  +  F(u) +  F'(tx)tz +  F'(u)r0 
F(u) (u +  r0)2
^ ( u  +  r 0) |  -  (F'(u))2 G(u) (u +  r 0) -  F'(u)G'(u)F(u) (u +  r 0) 
+ 2F"{u)G{u)F{u) (u +  r0) +  2 F ,(tx)G(u)JP(«)
-2 G > )F (u )2)  /  (V(u)2G(u)2) ,
sin2 OSirTee-
A p p e n d ix  B
S om e C u rv a tu re  E x p ress io n s
B . l  E x p ress io n s  in  an  A d a p te d  F ram e
Let {em, e i , . . . ,  em_i} be an adapted frame as given in Lemma 34. Recall tha t 
for such a frame (e„eK) =  S lKe L and (ea ,e m) =  Sa m e m r K. Denote the dual frame 
by In the representation of frames, g  =  emT*i<jm ® i om  +
1 e tu)l  ®  u j l - For frame indices the characters t, /c, /i, A, (f). . .  will span the set 
{1, 2, . . . ,  m  — 1}, while a , ß ,  7, <$, (p . . .  will span {1,2, . . . ,  m}.
The analogue for the covariant derivative on a singular semi-Riemannian manifold 
of the form described by Theorem 59 is expressed by,
ct)c(, T em)em, (B .l)
By the analogue of the classical Levi-Civita connection given by (9.1) we can 
com pute all the metric components.
<Ve em, em) — { t m T ) — em 0 T d r ( e m), (B.2)
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(V, ,) =  r V ,  ( £ „ / )  =  em- r "  dT(e„); (B.3)
p  Cm)c 7n
AC
d r ( e a ) +  emr ' ia)m([em,e £I]);
(B.4)
(^ g ^ C p ,  £-m) — 2  ( e“ T ^  ([Ct.Cp]) {[Co Cm]) ^ « ) )  )
(B.5)
(Vg^Vg^eß, em} — <Vgm (e.{Veae,,e l)e1+ TK(Veoe ,,em>em) ,em) 
= e.Vem(Veoe|3,el)(e0 em) + et (V  ^ e p ,
d  ^ " ( ^ m  )  ( ^ C a ^ ß ’  ^ m )  ? ^ m )
“I-  K d ( V e  6/3) 6 m ) ( f i m ) ( ^ m )  ^ m )
T  Q
+  — (Vg^e/3 , em)(V e^ e m, em)
AC
— 6 t ( V g ^ 6 / 3 ? Ct ) ( V g ^ 6 t , 6 m  ^ ~ ( ^ g ^ C / 3 , Cttx) cl T ^ e m )
AC
+ d (V eae/3 , em)(em) +  —  d r ( e m)(V eoe/3 , em)
AC
=  — 2 ^  ^ r (e^ ) (^7ea e/3’ e?71) d* d (V e^e^, em)(em)
+e t6m(VeQe^, et) d r ( e t) +  r Kcjm([em, et] ) ^ . 6 )
We can write V g ((•, •)) =  d ((•, •)) (ea ) since (•, •) is a smooth function.
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(V e^ V e^e/3 , em) — (V 6a ( e ^ e *  et)et +  ^  ( V ^ e *  em)em) , em>
=  ^ V ea <V e7e/3’ e‘)(eo e™> +  £t(V e7e/5’ e‘)(V ea e‘> e™)
4 T(ea)(Ve^e/j, em)(em, em)
4* 4 ( ^ ^ m )
£m
+ ~ ( V e^e/3 , em)(V e^em, em)
K/
=  £. (V e , eA e*)(V e„e« e») “  - ( V e^eß,em) d r ( e a )
AC
+  4 (V e^e,g, e^ ) ( e«) 4- —  4 r (e«)(Ve^e/?, em)
AC
=  - ^ • d r ( e a ) ( V ^ e /3,em) +  d ( V e^ , e m>(ea )
"^ ~et(^7e7eß’ ßt) ^  em^’ (®‘^)
( ^ e a e0 ’ ^ e mern) =  eote '^> e‘)e‘’ ^ e mem) 4- (7 « ^ e ae^ ’ em)em, V e^ e m)
=  *>(Veae* e>) ( ^ e m(et’ em) — ( ^ e met ,em))
4" 4 r ( em)
AC
=  ^ r ( V eae^,em) d r ( e m) -  et(Veae/3,e i) (V emet,em); (B.8)
( ^ e m^ e te*’ eA^  — 4 ( V e^e«, e/\)(em) — (Ve^e ,^ Vg^e^)
— d(Vg^eK, e/\)(ern) — (V^e*, e^e\,  eM)eM
4---~(Vg eA ■,em)^m)
4( a^) (^ 771 ) ( V  CK, 6 )^ (^ gm ^ A 5 /^x)
— 7^ ( V e^eA, em)(V e^e ,^ em)
— d ( V e^eK, eA)(em) — e/i(Ve^eK, eM)(Vg^e^, eM)
d r ( e A)(VeteK, em> -  u;m([em, eA])(VeteK, em)(;B.9)
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( V e ^ e , e - V \ )  =  d (V ete«,eA)(ev, ) - ( V eie „ V eV)eA)
“  d (V e^eK, e*)(e^) ~  ( ^ e te«’ e^(^7e1/,eA’ e^)eM 
+  — (V e^eA, em)em)
=  d(Vg^e«, eA)(e^,) — eM(V e^e*, eM)(V e^eA, eM)
~ ~ ( V e^eA, em)(V e^eK, em). (B.10)
The Riemann curvature tensor of our singular manifold is expressible as,
(Ä (e„eK)eA,e„) =  (V e V ^ e * ,  eM) -  (V e^V eieA, e„) -  ( V j ^  ej e A, e„)
=  em )(^e teA> cm) — (V e(eM, em)(V e^eA, em))
+ A t/cAAt, (B .l l )
where
A"mAM =  d (V e^eA, eM)(et) — d (V e^eA, eM)(eK)
( ( ^ e teA’ e'p)(^eKe*J-> e^) ~ ( ^ e KeA’ eV'))
- < V [e.,eK] ^ , e M>;
{-ß(eM e*)cA, em) — (V e^Ve^eA, em) {Ve^_Ve €^A, em) (V |e^ e^jeA, em)
= “ ^T (d T (e‘)<Ve/ A , e m) - d i ( e « ) ( V eieA,em))
+ A t*Am, (B.T2)
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where
RinXm — d(Vg^e_\, em)(et) d(Vg^eA, cm)(eK) Cm)
( (V e^eA, eM)(V e e^M, em) — (Ve e^A, eM)(V e^e/i, em)  ^ ,
(R(em, cK)e\, em) — (V e^ X  e^e \ , em) (Vg^Vg^ej\,  em) (V[gm5 g^]eA’ e™)
= (dT(em)(VeKeA,em) -d ^K V ^e j.e ,))
d~ d ( V g ^ e _ \ ,  C rn ) ( ^ m)
+ eMem(Ve^eA, eM) d ^(eM) +  r Kwm([em, eM]) j
-  d(VgmeA, em)(eK) -  eM(VgmeA, eM)(V e^eM, em>
_ (V [em,e /t]eA’ e^)
=  - ^  d r ( e m)(V e / A , em> +  e ^ r - ’ d r(e*) d r ( e A)
"LNmuXm 5 (B.13)
where
AC
RmKXm — emd r ( e K) - r  cj ([em,eA])
d" d(Vg^eA, em)(em) — d (V e^ e A, em)(eK) — (^ [em5 e*]eA’ e™)
+ eMem(Vg^eA,eM) ^ r K_1 d r ( e M) +  T"u;m([em, eM])^
~ e ^ ^ V g m e A ? e n ) ( ^ e Ke v'> e m) ]
B .2 E x p ress io n s  in  A d a p te d  C o o rd in a te s
Let
g =  emz/*di/2 +  gij(v, x 1, x2, cc^dxMrr7
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where em £ { — 1,1}. Then in the given coordinates (2/, x1, x2, x3) it is straight 
forward to calculate the Ricci and energy momentum tensors. A dot designates 
differentiation with respect to v. Let Qij = KdvQ{2 — 1vdvdvgij.
The Christoffel symbols are given by
p ,  _  K
vv 2 u  ’
( B . 14)
r* =  0 ( B . 1 5 )
•n s.
* II
■ 
i3 ( B .1 6 )
r c  = ( B -17)
r t '  = (B .1 8 )
pi 2? „pi
1 jA: -  Ajife* ( B .1 9 )
Then the components of the completely covariant Riemann tensor are given by
II103  ^ ^Rijki ('d ug ik d ugji d vg u d vg j k ) , (B .20)
Ryjkl  — “ 9 { ^ ? j ^ 9kn — U^jd^gin +  dkd^gij  — d i d ug k j ) , (B .21)
Ryjku — Q jk  ~ g  d ug j i d ugkn- (B .22)
T h e  R icci ten so r is
Ricij = (^ R i  cü +  J ^ Q «
4i/„ { tr  2g k,d „ g ikd l,gj i J , (B .23)
Ricj.j = ^  -  r jkid ug3i +  -  d j d ug lk) , (B .24 )
R ic ^  = (B .25)
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The Ricci scalar is
(B.26)
and the energy momentum tensor T = (p\c — ~g^ j is
— C
du -
87rTij
8irTUJ
&7tTuu
S n ^ T i j  + ~7~7iT (Qij -  tr (Q)gij)
~ Iu «  (tr { ß ü  [Vv)ß  du9ij ~  29kldugikd„gji
^g'k {p ljidugki -  Tlkidvgji +  dkd^gij -  djdvgikj ,
^  +
1
8
2
(B.27)
(B.28)
(B.29)
B .3 C a lcu la tio n s  in  A d a p te d  C o o rd in a te s
For H calculated in adapted coordinates we find:
E (v ,w ,d u) =  gvu (yadaw u +  r"abv awb^
= tmV* ( v a d aW V + ~ V ^ y ii V *V J')
~ \  {gijVlwJ + v uwv) for k = 1
- \ g i j v lw] for 1 < At
(B.30)
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Lemma 84 Assume that E vanishes at V  and that V  is transverse. In adapted 
coordinates we have
Mmabm
-\9ijPJl for K =  1
^  W  -  IgijSlSi fo r*  = 2
-\'9ij8la8l for 2 > k
Proof: It is straight forward to calculate:
dm{S/d db,dm) d m  ( t m V *( 2v* 9,/aH
^ ) . .« - 2  cm  cm  ^ ~ ct d  
-------2 -------V Öa Öb ~ 2 ^ J ÖaÖb-
I
A p p en d ix  C
M iscellaneous T heorem s U sed In
T h is R e p o rt
C .l The S table M anifold T heorem
Let x £ M  and A  be a vector field with A (x) ^  0. The existence and uniqueness 
theorem  for systems of ordinary differential equations implies the existence of a 
unique, non-trivial integral curve of X  through r .  In a neighbourhood of x one can 
always find coordinates (x1, . . . ,  xm) such tha t X  = d x m [AM78, Theorem 2.1.9]. In 
these coordinates the integral curves of X  are given by (x1, . . . ,  xm_1) =  constant. 
If A (x ) =  0 then the situation is much more complicated and is described by 
the Stable Manifold Theorem. Below we will state a version which is a direct 
specialization from [AM67, Theorem V.25.6]1.
Assume that AA(x) =  0. Then from V aA 6(x) =  (dx«A6) +  r^ cA c(x) it follows
th a t V A  =  DX  for any connection V. Hence we can linearize A  at x to obtain an
invariantly defined linear map D X : TXM  —> TXM.  Let N + C TXM  (N~ C TXM ,
A 0 C TXM)  be the subspace which is spanned by all eigenvectors of DX  with
!The same theorem has also been stated in the expanded second edition of the book (cf. 
[AM78, Theorem 7.2.2]. However, since some important definitions are missing in this version, 
the reader is referred to the first edition.
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positive (negative, zero) eigenvalues.
We will call a submanifold W of M invariant if it is foliated by integral curves of 
X . An invariant manifold W with x £ W is called a stable manifold if all integral 
curves 7(t) of X which intersect W approach x for t —> 00. W is called an unstable 
manifold if x = lim^-oo 7(/) for all integral curves 7 of X  with 7 C W.
Theorem 85 Assume that x E M and X  is a vector field in M  with X(x) = 0. 
Then there exist submanifolds W+, A, W “ of M such that
(i) Each is invariant under X  and contains x;
(ii) TX(W+) = N +, TxA = N°, TX(W~)  = N ~ ;
(in) W + is a stable manifold and W - is an unstable manifold;
(iv) W+ and W_ are locally unique.
C.2 A F ixed  P oin t Theorem
In Theorem 69 we have used a Fixed Point Theorem in order to prove an exis­
tence and uniqueness theorem for solutions of a class of mildly singular ordinary 
differential equations. This theorem is taken from [Die60, Section 10.1] where it 
is applied to prove existence and uniqueness of solutions of non-singular ordinary 
differential equations (c.f. [Die60, Section 10.4]).
Theorem 86 Let (F, || • ||oo) be a Banach space, y0 E F and ß > 0. Consider the 
open ball
V:= {v€Fl ly-Vol loo<ß}-
Let 1 > a > 0 and T : F  —> F be a map such that
1. IITy -  Tylloo < a\\y -  £11«, for all y ,y  G V,
2. ||Tyo -  y 0 | |oo  <  ^ ( 1  -  o l) .
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Then there exists a unique point z 6 V such that Tz = z.
C.3 The S im ultaneous D iagonalization  of Two 
Sym m etric B ilinear Forms
Let V  be a vector space and <I>, T be two symmetric bilinear forms. It is always 
possible to find a basis of V  which simultaneously diagonalises 3> and T if one 
of these two bilinear forms is positive definite. If both forms are indefinite then 
a simultaneous diagonalization is not always possible. The following Theorem 
[GreSl, Chapter IX, Section 3] gives a positive answer for a large class of bilinear 
forms.
Theorem 87 Let V be a vector space of dimension n > 3 and let $ and 'L be two 
symmetric bilinear functions such that
$ (x ,x )2 + T(x, x)2 0 if x 0.
Then $ and T are simultaneously diagonalisable.
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